


Shots for:

Tetanus

Small pox

Yellow Feaver

Cholera

Typhoid

Hepatitis Sept 7 1978 5cc

     NAUSEA:After innital wave - 5mg. Compazine every 4hrs.

Also-Probanthine every 4hrs for cramps

     Diarrhea: 2 Lomotil evry 3-4 hrs then 1 3 to 4 times a day

  after its under control

  feaver & chills - 5mg Sulfasuxidine 2 or 3 tabs

   each 4 hrs

Iodine

FIRST AID KIT SUGGS.

snake bite kit iodine or halazone

boric acid burn ointment

Salt tabs suntan stuff

Elastic bandage salve

Bandaids 1 in surgical tape

Diarrhea  pills Gauze

Pain pills cotton

tweezers

small scissors

I o d i n e :

  1 drop/pt(2/ltr)

wait 3 min

10-12

 2-4:30



MAPS

Breakfast

KATHERINE 225 Change Money

Tourist Office, places in Quito & camping

     LIBRA MUNDI Ec. Tours

     JUAN LEON MERA 851 y Gov. Cent. 90 days or more

     VEINTIMILLA Peruvian Consulate

       Span Dic, Books for G.P., Gala GUIDE Galapagos

     LIBRERIA CENTRAL,    Food

     GARCIA MORENO 780    Gas

   Flights Military

     EC TOURS    Boats

      AMAZONAS 399

Tours to Oriente from

    TAME Banos/Puyo

      Av 10 De Agosto 239

TOURIST O.

   MINISTRY OF DEFENSE CENTURIS,

   Exposition 208 Calle REINA VICTORIA 514 & ROCA

IMM OFF.

   Av. CARACAS OFF 10 de Agosto LAUNDROMAT

   AMAZ. & Marias de Jesus  LAVENDERIAS MODERNAS, coin-op

  Av. 6 de SEPT. DEC. 22-34 y

  Chile Orellana (opp. FIAT)

     PAINE   #2 bus from from SANTO DOMINGO

  6 blocks left on 6 de DEC

  Av. COLON &

PLAZA

ENGLISH PAPER
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BAJA

SEE: GERHARD&GULICK - LOWER CA. GUIDEBOOK

Boojum forests  between El Rosario & EL ARCO

Best times - mid Feb - mid April

cooler on the Pacific

Go to - South of El Rosario to North of El Arco

South of Tecate, Bahia Conception, lump of

land at tip beyond La  Paz.

EL ALAMO, EL MARAMOL, SAN BORJA (mission)

road from El Alamo to Tecate, coast N. of Millers Landing

El Maramol - 65-70 mi. ESE El ROSARIO

Not suggested: W. coast below Villa Constitucion

cirio (boojum)

copalquin (elephant tree) south of SanAugustin on main road

   south of SanLouisGonzaga on bay

cardon (giant cactus)

pitahaya (pipe organ cactus)

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN MEXICO

CUICUILCO: pyramid covered by lava

 just SW of Mexico City

TEOTIHUACAN

 (TOLLÁN) TULA, AD 900. N MEXICO CITY, SE QUERÉTARO

TENAYUCA: NORTH OF MEX.C.

SANTA CECILIA: Just NORTH Mexico City

CALIXTLAHUACA: Just W. TOLUCA

MALINALCO: WNW CUERNAVACA

XOCHICALCO: SSW CUERN.

EL TAJIN: NW VERACRUZ (JALAPA has museum) (VILLAHERMOSA

                                                                                                                                   TOO)
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How to Submit Material

   Be sure to include all the following information with your material:
      Your name
      The address to which you want your pictures returned
      The number of color transparencies you are sending
      The principal geographic area or subject covered by your pictures
      If you need your pictures returned by a specific date, please be sure to
      indicate when.

   Transparencies should be submitted in a form convenient for viewing, prefer-
ably in the boxes in which they were received from the processor. Do not wrap
each transparency individually or in small groups. Please put the photographer’s
name on each transparency frame and number it. A list of captions numbered to
correspond with the transparencies should accompany the pictures.

   Submitting material from foreign countries....It is advisable to place a nominal
value on pictures submitted. If you wish the pictures to be protected for a large
amount, You may insure them with a private insurance firm.

Return of Material

   Unaccepted photograph are returned promptly. Some photographs may be
held for some time for further consideration, because NATIONAL GEO-
GRAPHIC is in preparation long in advance of publication. All photographs
when returned are sent by registered and insured first-class mail or, if the bulk
warrants, by insured railway express. Purchased color transparencies are retained
after publication, except under special circumstances.

   If you have any questions, do not hesitate to request further information.

                                       Thomas R. Smith
                                       Illustrations Editor

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

17TH & M STS. N. W.,   WASHINGTON, D.C.   20036

                       PHOTOGRAPHIC REQUIREMENTS

   Prospective contributors should study recent issues of NATIONAL GEO-
GRAPHIC and carefully analyze the photographs.

Subject Matter

   The following are among the principal subjects required by NATIONAL GEO-
GRAPHIC in its presentation of humanized geography:
     Physical features of a locality, including aerial views
     People at work and their amusements
     Typical dress, festivals, customs, and way of life
     Industries, handicrafts, commerce, and transportation
     Art and architecture of unusual or traditional design
     Important public institutions and public works
     Scenes of historical significance
     Natural history-animals, birds, plants, insects, and fish
     The strange and curious

   A NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC picture series tries to make the reader feel
he is visiting and seeing the highlights of an interesting place. Consequently,
a well-balanced series includes several general views which establish the locale
and set the stage for the story.

   Whenever possible, photographs should include people. However, the
people should not be stiffly posed or looking at the camera, except occasionally
in “types” or portraits. The people should appear natural and be engaged in some
characteristic activity, for readers are interested in seeing how other people work
or play. Even landscapes and other general views are usually improved by the in-
clusion of people or animals to provide scale and action. Releases are not required
from people appearing in photographs for editorial use.
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Quality and Style

   NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC maintains the highest standards of printing and
reproduction. Photographs must be of high quality, stressing in general these points:

     Sharp, clear detail . . . . a result of sharp focus, good lens, steady camera, and
color

     Proper exposure  . . . . . is essential for color photography. Color quality often
can be improved by exposing slightly over or under
the normal settings indicated by light meter.

     Good composition  . . . . careful attention to the selection and placement of
the center of interest, simplicity of arrangement-
compact yet uncluttered-and simple backgrounds.
Dynamic action, balance, rhythm, contrast, pattern,
and line should be considered and used to the best
advantage.

     Authenticity . . . . . with originality. To be informative, pictures should
portray the distinguishing characteristics of a locality,
yet a fresh, dramatic point of view can make a trite or
commonplace subject interesting. People in the picture
should appear natural and unposed, and usually they
should be local people who belong there.

      Variety of treatment . . .including verticals and horizontals, medium close-
ups, close-ups, and distant views. It is frequently
helpful, for flexibility of layout, to have both vertical
and horizontal treatments of the same subjects, es-
pecially of establishing or “opening” pictures.

   Action . . . . . . . . is desirable even in close-ups and usually should be
of a simple nature. Where two persons are shown,
there should be some natural exchange between them
that does not appear contrived.

   Transparencies should have a variety of color. In general, a view that is essen-
tially all one color or too subdued in color should be avoided. When side or back
lighting is used, dense shadows can be lightened by using synchronized flash or a
reflector to illuminate the dark areas.

Sizes and types of film

   35 mm transparencies are preferred but 21/4 x 2
1/4 and larger size transparencies

are acceptable. There are several color films available of which Kodachrome,

Ektachrome, and Anscochrome are the best known in the United States. Please
do not submit color prints (including Kodacolor), duplicate transparencies,
stereos, or motion picture frames. Black and white photographs are seldom pub-
lished in NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, and prospective contributors should not
submit black and white prints or negatives.

Quantity

   An initial selection of not more than 50 transparencies is preferred. Photogra-
phers are urged to submit pictures on a single subject rather than on many different
subjects. The transparencies should be sent by registered first class or air mail
and should be accompanied by a brief introductory letter.

Rates and Conditions

   Generous rates are paid for photographs upon acceptance. NATIONAL
GEOGRAHPIC often publishes 20 pages or more of color illustrations with a
single article. Payment is based on a space rate of $300 per color page. A mini-
mum of $100 is paid for single transparencies. If the photographs being submitted
to NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC or others on the same subject taken at the same
time have been published or sold elsewhere or are being considered for publica-
tion elsewhere, this must be clearly stated.

Captions

   Full information is required for each accepted photograph. For purposes of pre-
liminary examination, usually from ten to fifty words are sufficient. With a brief
description of the situation, include the exact location - the name of the country,
town, county, province, national park or other geographic area in which the pic-
ture was made. Names of rivers, mountains, lakes, and other physical features
should be pointed out. The year in which the photograph was made should be stat-
ed also. Accurate information is essential.

   The National Geographic Society is a nonprofit scientific and educational
organization for increasing and diffusing geographic knowledge and promoting
research and exploration. This it accomplishes through its journal, which reaches
almost ten million homes each month, and which is used in libraries and schools as
a reference work. Photographs for NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC need not be
accompanied by a manuscript; illustrations are acquired occasionally to supple-
ment material already in hand
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SITES CONT:

MONTE ALBAN,

MITLA, East of Oaxaca, fine stonework (also Yagul)

Palenque

Sayil, Labna, Kabah, S&SE of Uxmal

Uxmal

Chichen-Itza

Mayapan & Dzibilchaltún near Merida

Tulum

       1500-100BC 1 Cuicuilco: archaic site. Name means "place of

singing & dancing"  Copilco nearby was covered by

lava.
         200BC-900 2 Teotihuacan: collapsed in 8th cent. 4 periods 1&2 archaic

3rd or classical between 300&600. 4th marks destruction

ends at 1000. Theocratic

          900-1168 3 TULA (TOLLAN) Toltec birthplace about 900. Temple city

lasted for 200 then destroyed by Chichimecs. Militaristic
         1324-1521 4. Tenayuca & Santa Cecilia: Ten. has small version of

main temple in Mexico city. Rebuilt 6 times - last was in

1507 by Aztecs - first was 1299 by chichimecs. St.C’s is

still smaller. Typical Aztec.

5. Calixtlahuaca: Aztec. Founded before Aztecs by Matlatzincas

Also rebuilt.

6. Malinalco: cliff temple. Aztec.

7. Xochicalco: cultural bridge between Classical & Post Classical

8th & 9th cents. Fortress. Northern bastion. Like Monte Alban

in construction. Unknown builders related to Maya. Meeting

place of North & South.

8. LaVenta; Tres ZAPOTES; CERRO DE LAS MESAS. 3 main cultures

on Gulf Coast - Huastecs, Tajin culture, Olmecs. Olmecs artistic

culture called "LaVenta" after cite. Olmecs archaic in origin. Not great

g J

*
*
*

*
*
*
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(Olmecs  cont.)

        800-400B.C. builders. La Venta developed between 800 - 400BC. Has square

earth pyramids & mounds, at Tres Zapotes they are covered with

stone facing. LA Venta art on display Villahermosa. & Jalapa.

Cerro de las Mesas held largest collection of jade. Jaguars.

9. EL TaJiN: Also Totonacs arrived later. Major cite. Individual

style. (NICHES) Great pyramid. Also see pillar  building. Religious center.

          0-1200 10. Monte Alban. Zapotecs. Theocratic. Contact with Olmecs & Maya.

         400BC-800 Mysterious origins. Superb architects. Intelligent. Later taken over

        (Zapotec) by MIXTECS who buried gold in Tomb 7.

        800-152111. MITLA. Also MIXTEC. Early origins. Mitla city of the dead. Cemetary.

        (MIXTEC) Mosaics. in Palace of Pillars

Maya had city - states 100BC - 1546. Fullest development 300-900

invented the Mexican Calendar. Olmec contacts. Quabala- like calendar

Yucatan flowered later than Guat and Hond. Renaissance after Toltec

invasion 10th - 12th cents. Highest of pre Hispanic cultures.

      12. Palenque. Maya invented arches at 4th cent. Profusion of stucco

reliefs. Tomb relics on display Mexico city.

      13. Sayil-Labná-Kabah: (Apogee between 4th & 8th cents.) Puuc style.

Great Palace in Sayil (8th or 9th). Triumphal arch at Labná and

also Kabah. Extensive finds at Kabah. Rain God important.

      14. Uxmal: Apogee between 9th & 11th Cents. Oldest city in Yucatan.

Governors Palace pure Puuc style. Pyramid rebuilt 5 times.

      15. Chichén-Itzá: Early buildings Puuc - later show Toltec style.

618 earliest recorded date. Toltecs waned 1200, replaced by Itza.

Pillars important. Roofs collapsed. Chac-mool.

culture



Notes on Complete Walker

Try to pack no more than 1/3 body wt.

tie socks to pack while walking to dry

walking stick

rubbing alcohol conditions feet

GET FROM MOLESKIN

WORK End buttons for pack

SEW pocket into strap of pack

Food MPF(
additive General Mills BOX 175 MPLS 440

TEA
MEAT BARS (WILSON’S) go with and make anything from soup to meatloaf.

TRAIL SNACKS:

  "MINTCAKES", raisins, chocolate, hard candy, beef jerky
GRAINULATED SUGAR, MARGARINE, FRUIT DRINK MIX, SALT, EMERG. RATION.

HALAZONE: 1 TAB/PINT DOUBLE FOR QUESTIONABLE

SOLAR STILL: 6’ square of clear or almost clear plastic sheeting,
container. 6’ length aquarium tubing.
container should be big & plastic.

          soil covers sheet airtite
40"

O = 25o - 40o

20"     Aux. trough for polluted water

     locate in natural depression - day long

   sun

scour surface of plastic sheet  with sand to

roughen surface to allow water to flow to apex.

1 mil thick is ideal, 3-4 useful

WRITE TO : HARBOR SCIENTIFIC CO.

       BOX 2129 COSTA MESA, CA., 92626

Polluted water may be distilled. Protect plastic from bad ground.

make more stills not bigger ones.

Modern      Purpose
multi         protien Food )

cactus
cut

open



plastic canteens.

use still’s rubber tubing to drink from hard to reach places

or devise water support system.

small carborundum stone

salt/pepper shaker & containers.

use old spice containers

Sue Bee Honey containers for powdered milk

paper wash rag (scrubbies)

fire grate

space blanket

wire - asbestos heat gauze for frying with stove

(like in chem class)

beaucoup matches

candle or 2

plastic freezer bags for food  and other things

take notes and do chores at noon?

1ST AID KIT: needles

1 - 1 in adhesive tape roll Scissors

1 roll 3 in gauze mirror

12 asst. bandaids

1 tube Spectrocin or antibiotic ointment

Aspirin 

12 codene tabs

12 antibiotics tabs (Tetracycline)

X - Lax ?

asbestos



Fishing Tackle:

60’ 6 lb nylon line

1/2 doz asst. hooks

"   lead shot

"   trout flies

pens & pencils

watch(s)

thermometer ?

have spy glass

spare parts for pack (pins,rings, buckles?)

dental floss

rubber bands

spare film cans

trowel

space blanket

mice will eat foodstuffs in pack left unprotected

hang food from trees ?

heat paste for fire starts

Lock  (have)

20 ’

10 ’



AUG 31.

   The trip has begun. I'm all moved to 
LaC. and Norris is moved to Duluth.
All film needs have been taken care of
with Hector. I've said goodby to Ed S.
The Apt. at 3139 is a disaster area -
junque all over the place. In the prediction
column: Patty (Norris' friend) says that
1) We'll get ripped off (money only) near the
start of the journey, 2) I'll meet a
girl that will “surprise me”. Today 
I must finish banking affairs and
buy plane tickets.

Sept 1.
D-day. Yesterday turned out to be much more

hectic than planned. First - the new folks in the
apt. started moving in about 1 day early. We really
had to scramble to get stuff moved out before
mid-nite. Then AAA temporarily lost our airline
tickets. As for the last of our furniture - it got
dumped by the side of the old house. Two
more weeks and we'll be in Miami/San Andres.

SEPT. 5.
Getting closer. Put 1500 in savings cert. and 

2200 in passbook today. Bought new windbreaker.
Still must seal seams in tent. Tested out
new hammock - rather small. Didn't get to
test mosquito net yet. Clothes are going to
take up a lot of room. Virtually all preparations



completed except for actual packing. Must
hold off on that until Norris gets here.

Sept. 6. Lazy daze in LaC. Paul & Eddie
are painting in Caledonia. Today I sealed
all main seams on the tent.   Also read more
from PATAGONIA. Argentina sounds like quite
a place. I'm also getting used to smoking less.
Homegrown is a good placebo. I don't miss
Ronnies or Mpls. except for bike rides around
the lake. I'll miss that bike. Made arrangements
for a letter of recommendation from Bob Smythe.
I hope I don't need it.

 Thurs Sept 7.
Today was a day of activity. First I

took the letter to Bob Smythe (mom wrote it)
for him to write for me. Then I got my hair
“sheared” as dad said. Then to K-mart, after
picking up a hitchhiker going to Central High,
and bad I.D. photos. Got film for photos for
the paper and for mom. Visited with Grandma
and Art. Fixed their vacuum. Went to the clinic
for gamma globulin. 5cc (2.5 per cheek) and talked
to Dr. Vallejo about Osvaldo Sanchez in
Cochabamba. Sounds like quite a follow. Then
come home and finished waterproofing the tent.
Went for a bike ride up Northridge and, while
sitting smoking some H.G., Jeff Olson & then
Longknife showed up quite by chance. Needles
to say - the bike ride was high despite the
paining cheeks.



Sept 11: On the road outside Lexington K.Y.
Today is Monday. To recap the last 5 days:
Friday was a day of mental preparation. I took
the bike out for one last ride to Brownsville. Just
outside of town I got a flat tire due to the
spoke poking into the inner tube. I had to
walk back to the folks to fix my last flat for
2 years. It seemed like a lot of work for
one last ride - but it was worth it. That
evening - Norris was to arrive. But due to
complications with the car (he couldn’t get the
car until 9:00 PM) he didn’t arrive. I went
out with Dudley & Ed. We went to the 4Seasons
and had drinks with MRS. MCEVILLE (her    
birthday) then went over to LaX where a
chick Eddie knew grabbed him & started
necking (bodying is more like it) with him.
I wound up spending the night in Dakota.
Sat: Norris arrived and we made some
last minute purchases. Then we went down
to Tom G.’s and took photos of us & our
stuff (!!). That Night we met up with Paul
and ate 4 hits 3 ways. Off to Dakota
again - this time to a BIG party downstairs.
Norris and I layed on the floor (no chairs) and
watched the ceiling while the music vibrated
our spines.                    Then someone broke
an overhead light fixture.   Jeff O. who had
come home by then - reacted. Every bulging
muscle carried away by a fit of rage. Not only
that - but I leaked pen ink on my new hiking
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shorts. These 2 items combined to send me
into a bad vibe situation. Bummed but not
freaked - Norris & I left. He drove and I
clutched the door handle with ever whitening
knuckles.

Sun: The Day. Arose      still woozey from
the trip. Packed our packs (55 lbs each),  
ate our last home cooked meal, kissed the
grandmas goodby and hit the trail. We drove
steadily till Tipicanoe River Park in Indiana.
Slept on the ground under the stars, mosquitos,
and visiting 4 legged creatures (1 unidentified
running away, and 1 skunk).
Today:  Awoke to the smell of sulfur water
and the scrape of razor blades. The beards
came off today, the mustache stays. Plan to 
camp tonight in Great Smokey Mt. Nat’l. Park,
Tenn. Last night we managed to sleep free due
to late arrival & early departure.

 Tues Sept 12: Yesterday we drove into the GT. SM.
MT. ST. PK. At one roadside stop near the
middle of the park - we spotted bears on 2
occasions. On the first - I got a chance to
photograph. The second time one was stopped
near a car as we drove by. After we
had made camp farther on down the road -
another one wandered into the campgrounds.
It stopped and snooped around the campsite
next to ours - looking over the picnic
table - pots and pans - and other camp items.
Not finding any food - it wandered on.
We camped for free again last night.
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LAURA S. WALKER ST. PARK
Today  we  drove  to  some park near the

Okeefenokee Swamp. Not nearly as crowded
as yesterday. After a brisk but short session
of frisbee (kind of stiff after sitting for 3 days)
and a little  swim in the lake (narrowly
being missed by water skiers) Norris went 
off to buy dinner while I watch the camp.

The people in the South seem friendlier
than their northern counterparts. As Norris
says - “maybe it’s the nice weather.” The weather
was damp and cool in the mts. but here it’s
warm and sunny. No free camping here tho -
cost us $3.00.
SEPT 13: Camped at Hillsborough River State Park.
Today we drove to Hemossasa Springs where we
went to the best Tourist Trap in town - a combination
zoo and aquarium. We saw many tropical-type birds-
emus, rheas, condors, eagles, peacocks, along with other
more exotic animals like a hippo - alligators, some
assorted monkeys, goats, sheep, tame squirrels and
an underwater observatory to view uncaged fish
(fresh & salt). Now camped near Zephyrhills along
a river near which grow cypress and other hot
weather trees like palm ferns      On a nature
hike we saw 3 armadillos and a bIG spider with
its web in full operation.
Sept 15: In the airport at Miami. Delivered the car
yesterday with no problems. Spent the rest of the
day loitering around St. Pete. Saw “Animal House” last
evening - good humor. Rode the bus to Miami last night.
Slept fitfully due to noise and cold(!). This morning



was spent trying to locate Ecuadorian & Peruvian
Consulates. After we found them we decided
we didn’t need them. Still must find some
Colombian money. The only excitement so far
has been in butchering my face trying to shave.
Now I know why I don’t like to shave.

 SAT. Sept 16. In San Andrés. Well - after a 2 hour
  last night wait in the Miami airport the plane finally got
  we met off the ground. Something about replacing a part
  “Bruiser” a that wouldn’t fit caused the delay. We arrived in
  big black guy good condition, nothing lost or broken. After a
  with muscles perfunctory customs check (wave of the hand) and
  in his ears. a $2 - 5 minute taxi ride to the Residencias Restrepo
  Very friendly we are now in Colombia. The Residencia is a funky
  fellow who place - the same one Jan & I stayed at in ’74.
  shared his It costs about $1.75 each to sleep and $1.00 each for each
  J&B with us meal. This is the cheapest place on the island. It has
  while we were chickens running about and a large gringo population.
  laying in the Have met a guy from Australia, some chicks from the
  hammocks. U.S. and some others from Italy. One lady was telling

about all the ripoffs on the mainland but we expected
that. This afternoon we took a walk down the
road following up a lead trying to find some pot
but all we found was a native chick who greeted
us with “Hello, baby” and rain. It’s rained
3 or 4 times already today most probably due to
Hurricane Greta(?) somewhere in the area.
So far I’ve suffered no noticeable culture shock and
only a bit of well earned laziness. In the
days to come - we’ll concentrate on getting sunburned
and finding a boat to Cartagena. The natives do

and a couple

Santa Barbara Queen



not seem overly friendly here, probably due to all the
tourists. Hopefully we’ll spend no more than a few days
here (depending on boats). And then there were the
3 ladys next door smoking dope who invited us in.
Norris seemed to infer from their talk that they
were hookers. I had no reason to doubt it. But we
got high anyway. We sat around listening to
their tape player (turned up loud enough to drown out
any comprehensible Spanish) trying to think of
an excuse to leave. The rest of the afternoon was
spent reading and sleeping. I wish I had a tape
recorder to catch the sounds of the island - airplanes
revving their jets, dogs barking, chickens cackling,
the radio next door, and a multitude of languages.

 Sun. Sept 17: A day of basic relaxation. Took a walk
down by the docks to check out boats. None leaving
soon but we’ll check again tomorrow. Another possibility
is to cash in our return airline tickets for flights to
Cart. with the remainder being an MCO. The afternoon was
spent frisbeeing & tanning. After dinner we got together
with a french couple & a British couple, drank some beers,
smoked a little (with a filter on the end) and talked to
a nice girl from Calif. The remainder of the noche
was spent discussing ways to trim weight. By the way-
the girls next door are hookers. Remember Airoquando&the
Lazy Island. The residencia is run by the “old lady” a not
so old black lady with atleast 4 kids. Carlos-the tall one
with the spacey eyes, Miriam-the waitress who will hand
you your change after paying for the meal and the pull it
away before you can grab it. She must be about 15(?) Then
the tall thin one with the pretty face who doesn’t talk; and

Leslie
Bruiser

     said
        so



finally the little boy12? Oliver who’s in charge of
registering people in and out. He speaks English
rather well (as do most of the older black folks)
and is not above giving you a chuck in the
ribs and saying “Floats like a butterfly - stings
like a bee.” A playful sort.There’s also the hammocks
strung up in the courtyard usually filled by locals
but sometimes the gringos have their turn - like
this afternoon Norris & I parked it there for a
couple hours. Despite all the horror stories being
told about the mainland - we’re keeping a stiff
upper lip and trusting our good karma.

Gettin D.O.’d in San Andres with dope from
the whores nextdoor.

 Mon Sept 18. Went to the docks (no new info) and took
pictures this morning. After lunch we got
D.O.’d as above. Norris asked ’em and they
gave us a joint. Then down for some more
frizzin’ and photos. Correction: Miriam is not
“one of the family”. She’s from somewhere near
Bogota, here working & studying shorthand. And besides-
she’s white. Also - we enjoyed good guitar music
last nite with the 4 foreigners. Met a guy from
France and talked at lunch. Also getting to
like the Aussies - Russel & Jenny. Tried swimming
this morn with goggles & snorks - not satisfactory.
Ate dinner at “Pescado Frito” with Leslie (the nice
from C.A.) good fresh fish. After that - its info
trading time with Norris doing most of the
talking about Bolivia. Looks like good packing.



The little kid who keeps track of everybody was
playing “World Capitols” today i.e. try and name
a country that he doesn’t know the capitol of.
He’s named all the ones I know correctly plus
several others. Very sharp but a loud mouth pain
in the neck. (A real “thumbtack” as Leslie says)

 Tues Sept 19. Another crazy day in SAN ANDRES. Another day
of no luck at the docks. There’s a boat going to
Providencia and then back here and then to Cartagena-
or there’s the Johnnie Cay going to Cart. on the
30th. I was almost in favor of taking the boat
to Prov. until we sat down at Jugolandia with
Jay from Western Canada. There-discussing alternatives-
we were met by a beautiful Oriental girl named
Cantoo(?) who talked favorably about Prov. but not
about the ship. Has a tendency to sink (she claims).
Then again - she’d been through a crash on an
airline (failed to take off.) Then she said she was flying
to Cart. on Thursday. Alone. Needles to say - all
three of us rushed off to the Sam office to buy
our tickets too. Aye - but there’s the rub. No place
to cash travellers checks. 2nd because its after 
1:00 P.M. when all the banks close. 1st because its
after 12:00 and the SAM office is closed. 3rd because
its after 2:00 and the SAM is open but won’t take
payment in cheques. Finally after having no luck
at hotels, gas station, even with a police officer
at our side - we managed to buy and cash both
at the travel agency next door to SAM. Cost -
$70 for 2 - 1 way. During all this the sky is
getting darker, thunderclouds rolling in off the



sea, finally a downpour during our 12 - 1:00 phase.
The rest of the afternoon was spent getting high
with pot from Leslie who left today but
still has Norris (and me) lusting. He wants
to meet her somewhere in about Dec. or Jan.
I wouldn’t mind it either. We spent some
time planning our assault on Cart. and discussed
safety tips: keep money in moneybelt (only what you
need for the day) passport in secret pants pocket
(with emerg. trav. cheq.) remainder safely locked
in hotel room. When travelling with all gear -
keep a lookout 360O and don’t ever walk into
crowds. The paranoia about Colombian cities

  Due to tennies runs high. Also lanced the nasty blister on
my left little toe. Have another on rt. but not
bad yet. Ate at pescado frito again. After dinner
we talked with the fellow from Austria-then Camptu(?)
the beautiful Oriental lady showed up and told
again about her airline crash. Evidently the plane
had just lifted off when one of the engines gave
out - the plane skidded and landed in the bushes.
The rest of the evening was spent watching the replay
of the Ali - Spinks Title fight. Russel was sick
today but got well enough to come and watch the
tail end of the fight.

 Wed. Sept 20. Awoke to a mild case of the shits. Not
serious. Probably due to the grease at Pescado Frit.
Planned to go to Johnny Cay but after Miriam
suggested El Aquario - we went there instead.
Cost $1.70 r.t. and $.85 for mask & snork. Nice
fish! Saw barracuda, urchins, and myriad



multi-colored tropical fish. Not as nice as
Isla Mujeres because it’s much shallower but
many colorful fish. The only thing is that the
“ride” lasts approx. 1 hr. I looked up and
everybody was out of the water but me. Costs
$2.75 to stay all day. Just as well because I
got rather burned even in that hour. Then
came back and tried frizzin’ - but too windy.

Has a farm Talked at lunch with a Colombian from Providencia
there too who’s married with several kids. Talked about

Teaching english in Bogota. Jay - the Canadian is
planning on it. Then got into a long talk about
sex, morals, family ethics, etc. a big thing was made
about the terms used when describing sex - fuck, get
laid, screw, make love, etc. were all ranked (with
differing opinions) and attributed to various familial
and social causes. Also talked about 1 parent families,
its effects on children; the necessity of and
trials of marriage. The Prov. held that man must
get married - lord you know why. Where as I pointed
out the changing moral standards in the U.S. and
both agreed that it’s not necessarily better.
Then Norris met some guy next door while washing
clothes who gave us a joints worth after lunch.
N. went off to the beach, I read for a while
then cut the blisters off my two little toes and
taped them and tried walking - not good. I think
my tennies may have to go. On my walk I ran into
Jay, N., and others - Party in room 5 tonite! N. is
out buying wine & do. The whores next door
keep playing old Beatles tunes sending me off into
historical reveries. Like Strawb. Fields & Hey Jude.



 Thurs Sept 21: Last night N. managed to score almost an
oz. for about 3 bucks. Much more than we cared
to have. Got high for a while then went to
the dining room and drank our Leibfraumilch

  by a daughter, with Jenny the Aussie and the Austrian fellow.
  the tall, thin Then when kicked out of there - we retired (sans
  one always Jenny) to Jay & Raoul’s room where the Austrian
  curling&un- told of steel milling etc. Spent some time back in
  curling her the room debating whether or not to carry any
  hair to Cart. Awoke with the shits again today. Not

diarrhea but not solid. Smoked some more and decided
to try and carry about 6 in N’s backpack frame.
Gave the rest to Raoul (from Puerto Rico - had driven
a ’62 GMC Van to Costa Rica). Packed all our
gear for heavy weather and readied for Cart.
Siegfried is the Austrian’s name. We sat around after
lunch and smoked a goodby j. Talked for a while
and then went to say goodby to Russel & Jenny. Truly
fine folks. They’re heading for Bogota on Sat.(?)
Boarded the plane with Camptu. Maybe beautiful but
very quickly a pain in the neck. A very unforgiving-
hypercritical person. Upon arrival in Cart. we hired
a taxi to go to Hotel Monaco for 30 pesos. While
driving he suggested Hotel Roma so there we went.
In went Camptu and back out a moment later -

   she claims he cost 125 pesos - too much. Off to Monaco. After waiting
  gets a commision for her to close the deal & barter her way down to
   besides 70 pesos each, the taxi driver wanted 50 pesos.

N. gave him 40 and C. went on and on about
how a deal’s a deal etc. I wound up giving the
guy another 5 (45 total) and in we went. Very
like the hotel I stayed in the first nite Jan &

she would pay him no more



  The fan on I were here. In the same part of town. The
  the ceiling rooms are not finished to the ceiling, a space of 5’or 6’
  is wobbly & between walls & ceiling. Easy enough to climb over. Yet
  it seems safe enough. Chances are I’ll keep all valuables
  threatens to with me (money & camera). Jenny has such a nice figure and
  fall down always has something to say - as does Russel. He told the story
  with each about the bus riders going through Africa somewhere along
  squeaky a dusty-potholed road when suddenly from out of the
  revolution bush comes a guy on an old Harley-Davidson wearing

goggles & the whole bit jouncing along. Soon comes from the
bush a lion no less and proceeds to chase the motorcycle.
He speeds up and begins kicking one leg towards the lion.
The bus speeds up to keep up with the cycle really bouncing
along now. Finally the lion relents & goes back into
the bush. When the cyclist stops he says to the bus driver
“Bloody big dog back there, eh!” When told it was a
lion - he packs the cycle onto the bus and climbs in.
Siegfried has a way of talking - very softly - almost mumbles.
We got some antibiotics from him as he’s going back
to Austria in a few days. He saw us off in the airport
where we stopped to have a beer. Cart. is much as
I remember. Tho paranoid - it seems as though most
people ask for the trouble they get. I got quite a good
sunburn at El Aquario yesterday. Just between where my
shorts cover & my swim suit doesn’t.

 FRI Sept 22: Awoke to the squeaking fan. At least it didn’t fall &
  Recommended decapitate us during the night. Went off to a local restaurant
  by Andrew of for a good breakfast of huevos revueltos with tomatoes&onions,
  N.J. who we fried bananas on the side for 30 pesos. Then cashed $100 in
        met cheques and proceeded to buy some post cards. Sat in the big park
     lastnite. and wrote 2 then N & I walked along the old fortress wall until

the heat became too much. We then wandered about, quite lost,



trying to find the jugo stand we had seen last night.
After several wrong turns we managed to find it and
satiated our thirsts which were quite substantial.
At the jugo stand we were joined by Andrew from N.J.
After a good nap during the heat of the day I wrote
the other 2 cards and we walked off to the P.O. and mailed.
Then we took a tour around the market. Never really went
inside anywhere as most of the goods were in the shops
right on the street. Then went to a rather good rest. where
we ordered up a couple of nice steaks to revive our
carnivorous instincts. After dinner we walked to the Plaza
Bolivar and listened to the local band. Lady of the Hotel
says they play every night. They’re quite good. Cart. is
a hustlin’ bustlin’ city with narrow streets, balconies,
colorful buses, school kids in uniform, (almost all black)
many police guarding the corners, and an almost totally black
populace. The city is colonial in charm except for the
garbage everywhere.(especially by the water front docks). We’ve
seen Camptu in passing a couple of times but neither she
nor we have stopped to talk.

 Sat Sept 23: Another hot one in Cart. Awoke bright &
oily and trucked off to La Popa - a monastery on top of
a hill in the midst of town. Not such a long
walk but the last 200 yds. or so were done
not on the road but up a trail that led almost
straight up. Needles to say - by the time we hit the
top I was drenched with sweat and my little
toes were sore. A nice vantage point - tho. On the
way back down we stopped at the bus station
and inquired about buses to San Jacinto. Costs
62 pesos - we’ll go there tomorrow. Aside from
La Popa - I did little else today. I slept



(too much) most of the afternoon. Only to be
disturbed by the same loud song being played over &
over again. These people have no notion of variety
or moderation of volume. When not sleeping I
read for a while and N. went out to buy lunch
(bread, cheese, honey, Coca’s) which we ate in the
hotel room. Andrew left today for Medellin & I Chinki
(as N. calls Camptu) left for Bogota. What a critical
and unlikable wench. While badmouthing the filth &
noise of the city - N. was tempted to punch her out.
She must be spoiled from the word go. She even got
some little lady from the hotel here to carry her
backpack for her. What’s the point if you can’t carry
it yourself? On our trip to La Popa I picked up
another blister - this time on my heel. Its going to
be a long walk to Tierra del Fuego. I also realized
that carrying the camera bag with a pack is going to
be a royal pain in the arse. I must try and re-
arrange things to include at least some camera equip.
in the pack itself.

 Sun Sept 24: Awoke bright and early with a slight malaise
left over from yesterday. Maybe it’s just the heat or the
constant wind from the fan or too much sleep. Whatever,
Its characterized by a slight headache, internal queasiness,
and a bad taste in the mouth. Feels as though I’m
only 3/4 awake. In spite of that we left for the bus
and San Jacinto. On the way out from the hotel the
dueña (landlady) wished us good luck and gods
protection. We left early, about 8:40 even tho the
bus didn’t leave ’til 10. We got there only to find out
that it left at 9:15. we got there just in the nicky-
nick. The ride to San Jacinto was uneventful.



Once in town we inquired as to hotels or
residencias. There were none we were told by one
fellow. However we might be able to camp behind
the gas station. N. went to inquire. San J.
is a tourist town. The local “thing” is
beautiful weavings, wall hangings, hammocks, hats
and even yarn. The items are all very colorful
with pseudo-native motifs designed to sell
to tourists out on a day trip from Cart.
Norris came back to say that there indeed was
a residencia in town. Off we went to the Restaurant
Medellin. There we sat around waiting for a room
to be vacated. After lunch (rice, beans, fried pork rind,
fried platanos, and cold yucca) the room was open.
A real bargain for 260 pesos!! After the initial
burn wore off and we had a chance to take a walk
and burn one ourselves, the situation didn’t look so
bad. Tomorrow we start walking. Even tho

Also entert- this is the rainy season (rains all afternoon) we’re
  ained the little looking forward to getting to the task of walking to
  kids with harm. Tierra del Fuego. After the walk the son of the
 harps+kazoo.Alsoproprietor took us for a ride through town in his
 there was the fandecorated to the rear view shinny new 76 Willeys.
 that shorted out N. and I debated the relative merits of traveling
 the plug. with a donkey(!?)

 Tues. Sept 26: Awoke at 5:30 yesterday and started walking
to El Carmen. About 1km out of town we stopped
to burn one and rearrange camera’s suspension.Then
back on the trail. Beautiful countryside, steep
rolling hills, covered with brilliant green foliage. It’s
the rainy season for atleast another month. All the
plants are going nuts. Much cotton, tobacco, and sugar cane



here. After walking about 3 hours and looking for any excuse
to stop and rest feet & hips, a truck pulled over and
offered us a ride to Ouejas, another 30km past El Carmen.
The countryside goes by much faster from the back of a flatbed
truck. The fellows were on their way to pick up a load of tobacco.
In Ouejas we stopped and had an excellent lunch of soup,
rice, potatoes, yucca, salad and a large chunk of meat for 55 pesos.
After lunch we debated staying there for the night or going on.
Deciding there was nothing to loose by hitching farther, we
walked to the edge of town and put out our thumbs. A
while later - a land rover pulled over and offered us a ride.
We wanted to go down the road to a place called El Bongo
which turned out to be no more that the place where the
road turned off to Magangué. Before reaching this point,
our ride (a man & his wife) told us they owned a farm
farther down the road (3 hours!) and invited us to come&spend
the night. Upon arriving it became clear this was no
ordinary farm. The house was very large and beautiful, the
land they owned stretched as far as the eye could see. A
cattle ranch of no small degree. The fellow said he had another
even larger near Cart. They have a maid and a houseboy, many
farm hands who live in their own building next door with
their own kitchen-dining room in yet another building. Near
the house are various cattle pens where young or sick cattle
are taken care of. After a brief tour of the spread, we
cleaned up before dinner. Dinner was preceded by hors d’ourves,
Aguardiente, and general talk. I filled up on this to the
extent that by the time the actual meal was served (by the
maid) I could hardly force myself to consume more.
Dinner consisted of rice, peas, stuffed sort of baked potatoes,
candied figs, and coffee. It became clear that we were to
be guests for at least more than one night. This morning



we awoke in our own room upstairs with its own bathroom
and after coffee our host went into town to procure
some supplies.  Upon his return he promised to take us
riding to see more of the ranch. All  the grounds
right around the main house are beautifully decorated
with flowers,  tropical plants,  fruit trees,  and even a small
aviary f i l led with canaries.  N. and I  spent the early
part of the day washing clothes. After this we took
a walk down the main road to take some photos and
and do a do. What a beautiful place!  Around lunch t ime
Pancho (Francisco)  returned. After lunch and a l ittle
siesta -  we went out back, saddled up the caballos
and went riding for about 3 hours.  First  off  to
see the cattle.  They’ve got different kinds, Holstein,
Brown Swiss,  and others -  each separated from the
other,  as well  as the yearlings separated and the
birthing cows separated from them. Took many
photos of  the cows. The farm hands that went
along tried and f inally succeeded in showing us
how they rope a cow. Most of the grazing land
had at least 3" of  water and in places we
crossed small streams that were 4 ’  deep. What
a trip!  Then we rode out behind the ranch - away
from the river -  to see the horses.  He has about
50. We saw one that was only 1 day old.  After
riding,  cleaning up, drinking Aguardiente, eating too
much again,  and playing around with jew’s harps,
and harmonicas, I  retired in a frazzled heap.

 Wed Sept 27: Awoke today not feeling with it
at all. The muscles around my eyes hurt when I 
look to the side, and my butt and legs are sore from
riding. My brain was fried by the sun, I think.
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I spent all day (except for getting buzzed which didn’t
help) laying on my back feeling lousy. I ate little
lunch and no dinner. During the afternoon, our hosts
Francisco & Monique (from Argentina) came to our room
and marveled at the things (quality&quantity) we had
brought from the U.S. Later we went on a cross-country
drive to see some more cows. They were beautiful crosses
between brown swiss & holsteins. One was all black, one
was light tan with thin vertical brown stripings, others
were spotted & mottled various colors. I slept fitfully.

 Thurs Sept 28: Awoke feeling less queasy but still not 100%
Rode into Caucasia where our hosts bid us farewell.
They spent about an hour trying to find us a boat to
El Banco. They found one but for 500 pesos each
without baggage. They also found us a boat to just
the next town for free. We declined both and opted
for a residencia to collect our thoughts & alternatives.
1) Go to Medellin & then by rail and road to Bogota
2) Go by water to El Banco, water to Barrancabermeja, rail &
  road to Bogota
3) Go by road to Magangué, water to Barr. rail&road to Bog.
As the debate progressed - each choice in its turn had favor.
We went to the docks again only to find it would cost
at least 1000 pesos each with baggage to El Banco. So
perhaps tomorrow we’ll hitch back to Magangué as if our
little venture in paradise hadn’t thrown us off course.
The boats go from little town to little town. You can get
one direct but it costs even more. I begin to feel more
energetic & my appetite is coming back as the day wears on.

 Fri Sept 29: Well-awoke all minds made up-we’re going to Magangué.
Out onto the road where indecision struck another blow.
Decided after all that there was no sense going back the



way we came only to wind up paying and arm& a leg from
Magangué soooo--  we turned ourselves around and hitched
(3 rides)  to Bello.  The f irst two rides were short,  the f irst
in the back of a cattle truck, the second on the back

  big semi of a flat bed. But the third lasted all the way and we
  hauling cement even got to ride in the cab. Through beautiful mountain

  or grain or scenery along less than passable roads at about 40km/h.
  something in The cars around here have a kind of coating on the windows
  bags. Heavy Fiat that looks almost like camouflage but must be used for

glare proofing. We bought our driver dinner, gathered our
things, sure we’re going to get robbed & raped, and trucked
it up the main drag in Bello ’til we found the first
residencia on the strip. Only 120 pesos with a view

 and a cold of the church bells and the hills surrounding town.
 shower As the sun goes down the lights in the distance add

a cheery glow to the hillsides. There are lots of folks on
the streets and we still don’t know if there’s a train that
stops here. Tomorrow will be spent further avoiding ripoffs
and investigating the trains & local color. Reflexions on
the city: how many times have I looked down out of
hotel windows onto sidewalk folk below? And hasn’t
the scene also included a telephone and/or powerline
transformer? What about    music drifting up
from the local  bil l iard parlour? Children play on
the streets,  local teens strut and show off along
the drag. Oldsters sel l  cigarettes on corners “A sus
ordenes” and folks take others to dinner and good
cheer.  No scenes of  muggings or dastardly evil .
On the streets we’re a novelty,  l ike the circus being
in town. All  the kids look “Mira -  dos Gringos!”  and
you can’t  help feeling on parade.  The local police
laugh & smile -  i ts ’  Friday night in South America.



 Sat Sept 30: Happy birthday Fred. Another day of lounging about in
our hotel room. We went to the train station this morning,
the train does indeed go to Puerto Barrío from here at 7:00AM
for 72 pesos or something like that. We cancelled our trip up the
local Matterhorn due to overt laziness and threat of rain.
Our hotel window overlooks the local church - bells ringing
long and loud at noon over the newly dead Pope. As N.
says-“They don’t  make Catholics l ike they used to.”  After a
typical Antiochian lunch of soup, meat, rice, potatoes, yucca,
cabbage & tomato salad, little tasteless breads and a bowl of
mazamorra al l  for 40 pesos (1.00) I  spent the rest  of  the
afternoon reading Sot-Weed Factor. The local color consists of
bars and many people of high school age walking about. There’s
a definite European flavor to the populace as well as a richness
not seen in the campo. There - folks lead a much harder life
and the heritage tends toward mestizo. But in this northern
outskirt of Medellin - the atmosphere is friendly to the degree
that without our packs we are generally ignored. The gents
that run the restaurants wear their little hats and are always
ready to serve. The little pastelles de pollo are good, as are the
fresh baked goods. The town is surrounded by mountains and
from our window we can look down the valley towards Med.
So tomorrow we’ll head back down into the lowlands on what
promises to be an exciting train ride. Also spent some time
washing out clothes and reflecting on our lack of photographic
aggressiveness. Perhaps this later is due to paranoia about thieves
or just rationalization theron. In any case - the real danger
exists - but to such an overblown proportion that it’s hard to
realize that things are probably much worse in New York.

 Sun. Oct 1: Got up bright and early to catch the train which
wasn’t hard due to the raucous nature of the street life
in Bello on Sat. nite. Those folks go at it hot and



heavy all night long. Of course we should have expected
it due to the per capita population of bars and the
fact that folks start drinking aguardiente at 9:00AM
Sat. morning. About 4:00AM this morning they
were carrying on a political rally outside our window.
None the less - the train left on time, but due to some
confusion as to which side of the tracks to stand
(it didn’t make any difference) N. and I wound up
getting on two different cars. I rode the first few
miles standing in the doorway with my pack blocking
traffic of which there was plenty. Finally moved out
of the door by the conductor - I hefted my pack
onto the overhead rack (no small feat) and went to
see if N. had indeed even gotten on the train.
He was parked in another doorway two cars back.
I spent the next 45 mins. or so standing watching my
pack until I could stand no longer. By that time
N. had managed to secure a spot towards the front
of the car and was sitting down on his pack. I
wrestled my pack back to where he was and sat
there the rest of the way. The train is about as wide
as a Greyhound Scenicruiser but packed to the gills
with folks not to mention the kids (and older) walking
the aisles selling every imaginable edible thing from

 Watched a couple complete breakfasts to little cakes and beer. After
 of fellows prancing a while the train thinned out enough to actually sit
 their horses up on a seat but by that time further excitement
 &down the street occurred: one of the wheels on the engine fell off.
  in full cowboy It took about 15 min. to be back on the track.
  regalia. Having The rest of the trip was uneventful and hot.
  a good drunk. Now in Puerto Barrío we sat in a bar drinking

beer and then paying too much for an uninspired



  except for fish dinner. We’re staying in the residencia Anita or
  the radio at something for only 100 pesos. Friendly & quiet with a
  5:AM and the fan even. Our future plans are not definite but we’ll
  in from the probably head for Barbosa tomorrow.

 Tues Oct 3:  Left Puerto Barrío yesterday and after a hip-
breaking, mind boggling 101/2 hour bus ride first through
hot river valleys and then through cold and rainy mountain
top scenery at 10mph top speed we arrived in Barbosa
in somewhat frazzled but whole condition. The only point
of excitement along the trip over an unpaved one lane
road was when we encountered a traff ic  jam in the
middle of nowhere. One truck was stopped in the middle
of the road with a broken axle and right next to it -
successfully blocking all traffic was another truck with
a f lat tire.  After about 20 min the flat was f ixed
and we went on our way. Arrived in Barbosa and checked
into a residencia above the bus station. Today after
checking around town (took a half hour) we decided to
go to Bogota. The ride should take only 41/2 hrs which
will put us into town during daylight hours. All precautions
made: passport stashed in pantleg, no jewelry or valuables
in pockets and spare glasses being worn - we’re ready for
all the pickpockets have to offer. Hopefully we’ll find
a hotel quickly or at least before our packs are slashed
from our backs. Worth noting is the fact that for the
last few days my dreams have been varied and vivid. Perhaps
it’s no pot or new experiences but whatever - they’re really
worth going to sleep to see. This morning - for example - after
being awakened by an energetic rooster - I dreamt of chasing
after him only to wind up with a handful of feathers.
Arrived in Bogota in fine shape. While walking along watching for
rip-offs and looking for a residencia, a fellow standing in a doorway
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 Jimmy is an 18yr asks us if  we need a place to stay. In we go. After
 old from Baranquillabartering down to 180 pesos for the room (which Jimmy had
 who “likes the women” to move out of so we could move in) Jimmy took us to a
  and is trying to local restaurant for a good, typical, cheap dinner. The
 learn English. Has rest of the day was spent reading on my part and writing
 difficulty between on N’s. This place is none too quiet, our room is right next
  “shit & sheet” to the street with horns & screeching brakes. None too warm
  says both “tchit” either. Part of the reason we took the room was because

Jimmy told us there was hot water. Not only wasn’t there
hot water -  there was no water.

 Wed Oct 4: Awoke to the sound of traffic at 6:30. Out we
went for a quick breakfast. Then to the Museo Del Oro.
Truly an amazing collection of gold artifacts. At the
end there’s a room filled with mostly gold earrings
but the effect is dazzling. Then we went looking for
the Tourist Office. Just as we were approaching the
office - we ran into Jay from Canada that we met
in San Andres. He had gotten a job in Bog. teaching
English and was well established. We went to a local
restaurant and shot the shit for a while. He told us
that the price we’re paying for a room is about as
good as we’re likely to find. We had considered looking
for a cheaper, quieter place, but since we’ll only
stay another couple of days, we decided to hang tough
where we are. After lunch as we were walking about
looking for a place for me to piss - a fellow approached
us and asked of we wanted any emeralds(!) and upon
our refusal then asked if we wanted any pot. Sure - we
wanted some but didn’t want to get busted. So
back in the residencia we devised a plan. N. would
walk ahead and get the dope, I’d walk behind a half
block and give the guy the money (250 pesos)



This was to insure we weren’t being followed by the Police.
The plan went off without a hitch. N. got the package &
I paid the guy. We paranoided it back to the residencia
only to discover we had purchased 250 pesos worth of
rolled up newspaper! Lesson #1: don’t buy what you
can’t see. I guess Patty was right - we got ripped-
off. We didn’t even need pickpockets to do it - we handed
the money right over. After the initial burn wore off
all we could do was laugh at our own stupidity. The
water (cold anyway) has come on here but the radio is still
playing loudly and the traffic honks&screeches outside. Bogota
is a city worth avoiding unless you need a dose of big city.
Our initial paranoia has abated to the extent that we’re
not scared shitless to walk the streets, at least during the
day. Later in the day, N asked Jimmy if he thought he
could get us any pot. He said perhaps and came back later with
a part of a joint. Very good. Spent the rest of the night
planning our assault on SAN AUGUSTIN.

 Thurs Oct 5. Awoke to the screeching brakes. They’re almost as
bad as roosters and only marginally later. Jimmy
told us he’d have some smoke for us today. But first
business. Went to the bank and cashed $100. This should
get us through Colo. Came back after buying postcards, and
turned right around and went to Zipaquíra. The
salt cathedral is immense but it was too smokey inside
to be appreciated. It was also underlit. Just your
typical Catholic church carved in a salt mine. Just
plain vast. Rode the bus back to town while N. jammed
his knees in the backseat. This and the shits put him
in a rather sour mood for the afternoon. We stopped
by the Equadorian Embassy but the floor was
closed. Just locked the elevator switches with a key. Sooo



we went and had a typical lunch down the street.
The only noteworthy point of the restaurant was the
fact that the radio was tuned to 91.1FM, a
classical station. So nice to hear real music
again. Then after writing some postcards we
had to wait 40 min. for the Consulate to come
in. But once we got to see him - he stamped
our passports “slam, bam, thank you SAM”. We walked
back to the Residencia singing List’s Hungarian
Rhapsody #2 and the Sabre Dance. A good walk.
Got back and went out again this time to the
Correo Aéreo. Mailed off 15 letters & cards. Ate at
the little stand down the street again this afternoon.
Ate there yesterday morning and this morning. Good
buñuelos & empanadas. Came back and Jimmy had
indeed scored about 7 little packets as I got in Cali.
First we were going to roll it. I cleaned it, and stuffed
into a paper but it didn’t look right. Too much waste.
So we wound up cannibalizing the screen from my fuel
can and using my pipe. Fine Idea. Then got into
cutting weight from our backs (mostly clothes).
During the process Jimmy came in with first 1 and
then another friend. Jimmy was trying to speak Engl.
and spent much time reading from a tourist guide
to Bogota. He talked about liking foreigners
especially Americans but he may have only been
looking for a joint (which we passively refused to give
him only because he can probably buy more and
we can’t nearly as      easily). His first
friend was silent but the second gave us
the address of his X-wife in Ambato, Ec.(!) who
will gladly put us up after he sends a postcard



telling her we’re coming. Tomorrow is another
business day. Must mail all of our pared weight
to Bolivia.and many others. Along with many other chores-
we’ll go to a bookstore to get walking guides.

 FRI Oct6: Starting out a little late - we went looking for the buses to
Neiva. Found one leaving at 7:30 for 50 pesos - 6 hrs. Then

 Found another on the way back we looked unsuccessfully for pipe screen.
 that leaves at Nobody seems to sell screen. Nuts, bolts, motors, pipe fittings, tools,
  9:30 other chemical supplies, but no screen. Got a box from the chem. sup.
 particulars equal store. Got 2 bottles from another chem. st. Packed all our

stuff into the box, transferred all liquids to new bottles (Betadine
and Paratox). Then off to the papeleria and wrapping paper&string.
Then to the main P.O. “No-go to the other one for packages” went
to the other one “No - go to the other one for surface freight”
went to the other other one “Si - this is the place but you

  We spent gotta wait til 2:30 (it’s 11:30) for the customs guy”.Soooo then we
  the next 1/2 hr went out looking for sox. Pure wool outside walking sox. Went
  filling out to 3 different stores before finding the right one which
  forms for had just closed at 12:15. Sooo we went to the bookstore which
  the customs was also closed. So we sat in the park. At 2:00 we went back
  and postal to the sox store. While in the park oogling the local
  guy ladies, we were approached by two guys selling emeralds&pot. No

thanks - we learned our lesson. Got the sox - maybe not pure 
wool but they fit (all the way to the knees). Then back
to the bookstore which opens at 2:30. They didn’t have any
books we could use. Wanted the Backpackers Guide to Inca Trails.
Out of print. Went to the P.O. and after a lesson in
package wrapping - mailed the clothes, rain cover, umbrella, vaseline,
malaria pills, and books to Bolivia. Then to the roasted chicken
place for a delicious change of taste. Then back to the res. to
raise our spirits & settle the meal. Spent time planning the
remainder of our stay in Colo. Looks good & cheep.

Busline



 Sat Oct 7: Finally got our stuff all packed in the morn.
Went to the bus station at about 8:30. Saw two
“Gringos” along the way and said howdy. Then
they walked into the bus depot as we were

  Also saw an older sipping tinto and eating buñuelos. They didn’t
  “gringo” couple from stay. We wondered about them & their trip but
  USC as the man’s didn’t get a chance to talk. Then off to Neiva.
  beret said. Didn’t An uneventful if scenic trip. Up (or down I guess)
  talk but did see into the arid semi highlands. Like parts of
  them on the next New Mexico or Utah. Found a residencia but along
  bus at one of our the way someone had set a bag (or 3) of fish
  bus stops to Neiva on my pack. Norris went back to check on

the packs and found mine smothered with fish.
  Watched Gilligan’s After we got off the bus I inspected the
  Island & The Odd damage. The most damage was done not by
  Couple in Spanish the pervading fish odour that has stained and
  on Colo. T.V. befouled my pack’s front pocket & sleeping bag
  Real laughs. (or 3rd) drawer; but by the weight that crushed

my cookit to some small but repairable degree.
The most lasting damage was to this notebook:
the stains on the top of this page. After rinsing
off the pack and taking a shower, we walked
around the market and surveyed the town. Neiva

 main market building is a nice change from Bogotá. It has the big
 surrounded by street city trappings like parks with fountains and
 vendors of various modern neon-lit storefronts, but it also has
 natures. A whole an almost typical Mexican indoor market and
 block & surrounding a distinctive “campesino” flavor. After dinner
  streets are used.we went back to the park and further discussed

food preparations. On our way back to the Residencia
San Jorge, we stopped at the Bar Central just
up the street. There, drinking our “one beer a day”



vitamine program, we were accosted by what
appeared at first to be an old drunk, but which

turned out to be a common laborer with 8
kids who lived apart in some other town. He
bought us a beer and told us his life story (I
understood 10%). A real 50 yr. old Colombian common
man. Back to the res. after a difficult extraction
from the bar. The fellow told us that Colombia is run by
6 families. Makes no diff. who the pres. is, these 6 families
run the economic show. The fellow at the bar also had
several distinct features: many front teeth
missing, obvious scarring across the insides of
the fingers on the rt. hand, the tip of the
right in left index finger missing. Talked
very fast and slurred.

 Sun Oct 8.  Laid back at  the San Jorge after a busy morn.
Went to the market and dealt  with the natives today.
Bought soup mixes, rice, powdered milk, Quaker Oats, honey,
oranges,  potatoes,  a carrot,  can of  tuna and sardines,
raisins,  and cooking fat.  And bananas. Good bananas.  The
market is  colorful  from the 2nd f loor.  Like the market
in Guadalajara but squarer and smaller.  Stands of
meat to one side, hanging quarters,  chickens wrapped,
all  sorts of  odd looking portions; then into the main
room where veggies,  f lowers,  hard goods,  c lothes, and
comidas or just bowls of  soup on the side.  Bordering
the first f loor open area were small shops sell ing
dried and canned or pre packaged goods. The second
floor only covered the outside wall .  The middle was
open to the first f loor.  There were more fruits
veggies and comida stands. After our buying we went
back to a l ittle tamale stand I  had seen. Had some

at the bar



very good corn meal, rice, bean, pork bone tamale. Nicely
flavored wrapped in a corn husk about the size
of a big f ist .  Then we looked unsuccessfully for
some pipe tobacco. Now back at the Res. we
tried to wash clothes but the washerlady was
busy doing the sheets.  I  get the feel ing that we
won’t get clothes washed today.  Got buZZED and
rearranged the food minus honey into my pack.
I now have clothes, film, camera bag (when walking), and
some veggies in my top drawer, the stove & pots,
the rest of the food,  and heat screen (untried) in the
second, and my sleeping bag,  space blanket,  and rain
poncho in the 3 rd.  Side pockets contain 1)  f irst
aid kit & lead bag 2) fuel can,  silverware, pot grabber
and funnel 3)sewing kit,  toolkit,  swiss A.K.,  assorted misc.
4) candles, sno-seal, compass, goggles, battery case, rope,
5) Notebook, pens, books, pipe. It all weighs a lot but
it  would be too much if  I  hadn’t  cut about 5 lbs.  in
Bogotá. Norris and I discussed philosophy after
Buzzing -  I  worked my way into the “Be Here Now”
philo.  of  direct experience ala “Zen & the ART”  
We’ve extended the planning stage into the trip itself.
Instead of  dealing with things as they come along -
we’re still planning. Walking should cure this syndrome.
Give us time to assimilate and hopefully take
some pics of which we have been truly Negligent.
Partly due to the paranoia in Cart., Bello, and Bogota
and partly to feeling uncomfortable taking “native’s”
photos -  we have not taken any shots for over
a week. Hopefully we’ l l  be able to go nuts in San A.
Back at the Res. after 2 beers 4 (count ’em 4)
straight Jonney Walker Red Lable Shots, dinner,



and two tokes. In a high state of  mind. Went
down to the river & the strange statue.  Lotsa
nice clouds.  After our 2 beers the power
went out. We brought out our candle stub
and received 4 shots each in return. After
dinner we retired to discuss alternative realities
versus this reality. All  very blown away.

 Mon Oct 9. Awoke and started walking. It was hot! Pulled
over to a little shaded bridge, got high & started hitching.

Got a ride with a fellow going 25km. down the road.
Very nice fellow who bought us a gaseosa. Had a little caro
upon which our packs almost fit. I held on to mine
with my arm out the window. Then we walked a
while longer. N.’s feet began to give and mine
were none too happy. Pulled over into another shady
spot this time with more gaseosas near by. Hitched
from there. Not many cars or trucks. Soon a fellow
with 2 little kids in a small sta. wag. (like my Fiat) stopped.

  He also A little ways on down the road he asked us if we’d
 played Paul McC like to smoke a j. We did. Soon it was one rolled with
 GEORGE BENSON, crude cocaine in it. Didn’t seem to make much difference.
 and other good We pulled over a couple of times to take pics and
  music. The once to skinny dip (not me but I should have) near
  first we’ve some beautiful mt. scenery. Once you get into a diff.
      heard valley the whole scene changes. One valley is dry and red
  in many weeks with clay and dirt. The next is lush and green. The next

is lusher & greener. Several j’s and many photos later
we pulled into San AUGUSTIN. Our friend Eduardo bought
us a lunch of quesitos (almost cheese) and dulces. Once
in town he bought us a jugo and took us to San AUGUSTIN
CAMPING. Camped atop a little plateau just out of town it’s
a very picturesque spot. We whizzed the friz. for a while,



played with the little kitten and 2 puppies for a
while. Then we decided to cook dinner and field
test the stove. About the time the water was almost burling
from the white gas in the stove - it ran out. Sooo
we went into town to buy some kerosene. Couldn’t
even light the stuff with a match. Finally - after much
coaxing & heat paste we got it to burn. Sootier than
shit. Got me and the pot just black. Got the
water boiling and tossed in the potatoes & carrots.
About the time to throw in the soup - it ran
out of gas again. This time I filled it full but
no amount of pleading would get the fucker to
burn. The lady here at CAMPING let us finish our
meal on her kerosene stove. Otherwise we’d have
starved. Settled the meal of soup & bread, and listened
to the dog’s bark: “Rog rog - rog rog ROG!”

 Tues Oct 10. N and I awoke to the roosters cawing. He
went back to sleep but I couldn’t due to the roosters,
dogs, and N’s snoring from his cold. Finally awoke
for good. Washed our pots from the night before, rezzed
the fez and had an explosive shit that came not a
minute too early. Just about couldn’t find the T.P. After
breakfast of good scr. eggs, bread, dulce, and coffee con leche,
and after one wrong turn - we went to the Archaeological
Park. N was suffering from 1) Worst back pains since we
left 2) a cold 3) blisters incurred yesterday. Inspite
of all this - we managed to walk around for about 3 or
4 hours up hill and down dale observing the strange statues
in the area. While waiting out a rain storm at Mesita B

 the guy who gave we were joined by 4 park workers. Very friendly around here.
 us the long ride Before we went to the park we stopped by Eduardo’s
  yesterday place just up the road. He, N, his beautiful lady friend,



Also went to the Bosque and Museo. The Bosque is
perhaps the best part, with footpaths linking re-located
statues of varying and interesting characters. Also saw the 3
folks from the restaurant next to the Res. in Neiva at the
Museo.
and I all smoked a bit. N & I both lusted in our hearts
after the fine lady there. After crashing for a while due
to sunburn of the neck & forehead, and what looks like N.s

cold - we went into town for a typical & cheap meal
with a real difference: Jazz Crusaders music and then
Frank Zappa’s “Mudsharks”. A treat to say the least.
Settled the meal and listened to the dog symphony & baby
squalling and not much later rooster crowing.

 Wed Oct 11. Awoke today with a worse cold,  stuffed up nose &
tender to the touch sunburn.  No shits yet -  tho.  Slept
late (9:30) today. N.  went into town early to buy some

   and buy gas cigs and check on machetes. Managed all three. I had
   for the stove awoke by the time he got back so we made some oatmeal,

with honey & raisins & powd. milk. And with some bread N. got
in town; we had a good meal.  The “blue gas” worked
fine but the gasket next to the fuel tank went ka-pooey.
By this time we After smoking a tad N was hot to go to
town to buy a machete -  get his pack straps reinforced

   the leather with leather and find a gasket for the stove. Of course
     shop by the time we got there - the place was closed for

lunch. N & I sat in the park for a few minutes until
some old guy with a metal pith-helmet type hat and a
plastic bag containing who knows what came up and
started this rap.  I  couldn’t  understand any of  it  so
I left  during a brief intermission and went back to
Camping to further nurse my nose. N. came back later with
a machete (260 pesos) and a prototype leather gasket for the stove.
We tested it out on some terranaut stew: potatoes, carrots, rice
and soup with bread and honey. Not bad. The gasket worked but
still leaks a little gas.    Found out about the possibility
of renting a car to go to Alto de los Idolos&Piedras for 800 pesos.
Will check with other tourists if we can find any.



 Thurs Oct 12. Columbus day in Colombia. The beginning of
a 4 day holiday. Don Prospero at Camping says many
tourists will come in today. We went into town to
try and round up some tourists after breakfast at
the “mini”. None to be found save the 3 we saw in Neiva
and in the Museo on Tues. They had gone to Los Idolos
on Wed. by horseback without a guide and on the way back
had been robbed at gun & machete point of money,
camera & watch. They weren’t interested in going needles to
say. Sooo we came back to Camping and decided to take
a walk up to La Parada. A much longer walk than

 The guy wanted we thought. Must have been 8-10km mostly up hill.
 100 pesos so I offered While in town looking for gringos - I purchased a nice
 75. Got it without Panama-type sombrero. Without that hat I’d have
 further ado truly fried my brains & neck even further. After

a couple of toots we trucked up the hill. The site was
small, just a little clearing with 5 statues all lined
up on a row. Down the hill a little ways was another

  High in Colo. statue rather dissimilar in that it wasn’t a face
  on colombian standing up but rather a whole body or figure
  in the Colo. kneeling much like the chaac-mools in chichen-itza but
  highlands on on its stomach instead of its back. On our way
  Columbus Day.down to the little statue we stopped for a couple of

gaseosas at a little house just down the hill from the 5 statues.
The one statue was situated inside somebody’s garden.
There was a house there, a horse tied up to a nearby tree,
cows grazing in the field nearby, a statue in the garden,
but nobody to be seen. We took some pics, another
toot, and headed back down the hill. Much quicker
coming back. N. fried his brains a little due to no
sombrero. My cold is getting better and my toes
aren’t too blistered. When we got back to the



camping there were no less than 10 more tents
erected whereas before - ours had been the only one.
All Colombians - however. We played rested for a little
while then N. went back into town to try and
get a different sheath for his machete & pick up his
pack strap and some more leather gaskets. But the
guy was closed. He came back & then we went back into
town to eat. Wound up at the “mini” after going to the
Posada but he had 30 people coming in so we didn’t
stay. Came back, settled the meal, (my appetite is back)
and went to sleep with the radios playing, drunk Colombians
laughing, the dogs barking, and the roosters crowing.

 Fri Oct 13. Awoke to the sounds of humanity. Found out that
we may be able to get a ride to Alto de los Idolos with
a group of Colo. in their jeep this afternoon. There will
be only 10 or 12 of us in one jeep. After going back to
La Posada for breakfast, we came back to camp to find
several of  the tents and almost all  of  the tourists
gone to visit  dif ferent sites.  Will  spend a leisurely
morn. and hopefully head out to some sites later our-
selves. The camping is just up the hill from the local swimming
hole, laundry mat and bus wash. All day long folks are down there
washing themselves and all the town’s buses. I haven’t ventured
a cold shower yet due to my cold but N. says the water
falls right out and hits you on the head just like ice.
Civilization ain’t all bad. He was right. after showering
and washing some clothes while N. was in town, I found out
through the Don here that some other Colombians (only 1 couple)
were going out to Idolos, Piedras and the waterfall at
Salto Bordeno (or something). N. got back in time to go
with us. So off we went - hell bent for election down the
two and then one lane gravel roads. Jaime Rodriguez



drives like Mario Andretti. Down shifting and sliding
into turns, narrowly missing the bus that comes the
other way around the blind corner, and trying to
run down chickens. We made it to Los Idolos
and investigated the burial sites. Kind of like boot
hill. Little burial mounds on top of a hill ornamented
with little statues, one of a rat, one of an alligator,
but most of the others      funny little men.
Then after a wrong turn and 13km out of the
way - we went to Las Piedras. Another burial site
on top of a hill. The little statues stand almost
like a tombstone or gravestone in front of the
sarcophagus. Then off to the waterfall. Not particularly
extraordinary. By this time big black clouds were
brewing on the horiz. The waterfall contrasted
against the lush green against the black sky was
a nice site but you couldn’t get close enough
to the waterfall for it to be impressive without
walking a long way down to the bottom. Now
back at Camping after a not - so - fast - drive
back, we’ve found that we’ve inadvertently reserved
4 instead of 2 horses for tomorrow. This matter
we must (N. must) clear up tonight.

 Sat Oct 14: Got the horse matter taken care of. We’ll be going
with Gomez’s brother or something. Got up with the
chickens, fixed some terranaut glop (oatmeal, milk, raisins, honey).
The gasket for the stove works passingly well. N. got a whole
sheet of leather with appropriate sized holes punched
throughout. These should last us for a while. Then we
tooted the last of our pot, mounted the horses, and rode
off into the foggy mountain scenery. The nags we rented
looked like their 10,000km warranty had run out about



5 years ago. The guide would whistle and the nags would
trot. Mine was just barely capable of a gallop. The best
it could manage was a back-breaking canter (especially down
hill). The first site, La Pelota, was reached by going down
a switch back horse trail that looked something like a
bobsled track, only cut into the mountain side. My nag was
reluctant to venture down but a swift thrashing about
the rump with a tree branch seemed to be all the impetus
he needed to struggle down the hill. Then back up another
one to the site itself. Only a couple of statues here. Little
guys standing watching over the hillside. Then back along
the same trail to the main road and then out to El Estrecho.
Here the Magdalena river passes through a gorge only 2
meters wide. On the way down the hill to Estrecho my
horse went down. It skinned its front knees(?) rather

  Our guide badly but luckily I didn’t  fall  off .  I  was hanging on
  patched the to the reins & the saddle horn with one hand and my
  scrape by camera & my hat with the other. Had I not been hanging
 applying liberal on to the saddle horn it would have been ass over teakettle.
 doses of mud Just about the time I was getting into taking pics. of the

interesting rock formations in contrast with the water - it
began to rain. We went back to the top of the hill and
had a couple of gaseosas and empanadas. There we met and
talked to some folks from Bogotá on vacation. After waiting
about 1/2 hr. the rain was only coming down harder so
we decided to leave. Back down the road through a downpour.
I had my hat (which helped a lot) a poncho lent by Don
Prospero at camping (initially intended for sitting ON), my
Gortex jacket and my camera underneath. Only my
camera stayed relatively dry. By the time we got to the
3rd site, La Chacquira(sp?) it was your basic thunderstorm
action outside. But truck we must down this soggy creek



bed to view some carvings right into the big rocks
in the creek bed (an actual  creek by now). I  couldn’t
take any photos it was raining so hard. By this time
my boots (especial ly my rt.)  had fi l led with water.
Squshing up the creek in a fuckin’  thunderstorm to
look at rocks. Then off to the 4th site, El Tablon, yet
another group of statues on a hillside. Thankfully the
rain had let up when we got there but that made me

 Due to a bad no less wet. Took a couple of snaps but by this time
 saddle I bruised I was not feeling too inspired photographically. Then
 and scraped the back to town. This 51/2 hr. trip cost us 600 pesos and
 inside of my rt. much comfort. All my clothes were drenched but atleast
 thigh rather it had stopped raining completely. I hung my boots &
 thoroughly. pants out to dry and went into town for a well deserved
 Due to velcro lunch. After we ate (at the Posada) a girl named Zuni
 closures-N did sat down with us and proceeded to talk very friendly like
 the same to his for quite a while. We went down the street and had a
 calf. jugo,  then she accompanied us back to camping.

We couldn’t decide if she was trying to pick us up or
if she was just friendly or if she was a real space-cookie.
N & I played friz. ’til sunset then the 3 of us walked
back into town for a couple of beers. Zuni couldn’t drink
alcohol because she was taking some kind of medication
“for her head”.  Maybe she is a space-cookie.  By this
time exhaustion had caught up with me so N & I
left  to go to sleep. No sooner did my head hit the
mat that I  was asleep. I  didn’t  even hear the dogs
or roosters.

 Sun. Oct 15. One month in Colo.  today. After sleeping
relatively late (8:30) I awoke to a symphony of
back and shoulder pains. I’ve got aches where I didn’t
even have places. Got up and washed out my jeans&sox



from yesterday. If it doesn’t rain today, by boots might dry out.
Walked into town for breakfast at the Mini. The agenda for
today is rest, sleep, dry clothes in the sun, and rest some more.
Perhaps tomorrow we’ll try and get out of here. I wound up
sleeping a small part of the afternoon. After N. came back
from town he found that Zuni was there. She must have
come while I was asleep. We sat around and talked for
a while - then went into town to eat at the Posada. It
rained a little then and also later on that evening. My
boots got dry enough to wear. San Augustin is a picturesque
little town situated between two mountain ridges. After
being in town for a week, we had met many of the shop
and restaurant keepers. All very friendly folks. Like the
people at the little store on the corner who sold us kerosene
the first nite and later gave us a free cup of coffee for
no apparent reason. Or like the short, chunky, spunky, pretty
little lady who ran the Mini who we later found out is
married to the fellow we had gotten to know at the Posada.
Not to mention the fellow who worked the field next to
Camping who got N. a different sheath for his machete,
Raphael Gomez, the horse renter, and a cluster of little
kids all trying to rent horses. One day while eating at
another restaurant on the road out of town, we ran into
some folks from Cali. 5 out of 6 were Americans. They had
ridden the night bus and someone had slashed their pack
while under their seats and made off with cameras, money,
etc. People ask for the trouble they get. All the houses in
these small towns go right to the sidewalk or street. No
front yards, just ditches. But once inside the houses vary. Almost
all have an interior courtyard surrounded by rooms of various natures.
Some have an actual back yard right inside, like the mini. Once
inside there’s a platform around 2 sides and the rest of the



yard is fi l led with chickens, a turkey struttin ’  his
stuff ,  l ittle chicks, a green parrot who’d sit  on his
perch and eat bread, dropping as many crumbs as he
ate down to the waiting turkey,  a l ittle black dog
named “Mini” and a coffee tree. Almost every courtyard
has plants in various types of pots from ceramic urns
to old tractor tires.  Then all  the real l itt le kids
have sort of trading cards with cartoon characters on
them. Like Popeye, Blondie, and Donald Duck. Not quite
baseball cards but they serve the same purpose. The horses
stand and shit on the street. During the 4 day holiday
there were many folks in town but on Sunday San A.
had its own party. More people than we’d seen all
week partying down well  into Monday.

 Mon Oct. 16: Went down to the Mini for 2 breakfasts each
to send us on our way. The bus left for Garzón at
12:15 so we had plenty of time to pack our packs, finish

 Along the way drying my boots in the sun and even play a little
 a lady was friz. Bought our tickets and went to the jugo stand
 getting sick down the street for a delicious banana&raspberry jugo.
 out the door. The bus ride to Garazón was short and hot. Had to
 The guys in front get the bus driver to clear our seats from home-
 of her at first steaders but once in place the ride was fine. Except
 wouldn’t let her for a little gas leaking from my gas can, nothing was
 to the door & damaged en route. Checked into a Residencia (San Louis)
 made fun of with the requisite revving engines and crying babies
 her. Crude. but maybe there’ll be no roosters. There’s some confusion

about buses. They leave town at 6:00AM and arrive in La
Plata at 8. but that's too late to catch a bus to
Tierradentro-so the bus folks say. Don’t hardly sound right tho.
Maybe we’ll hitch. After a regular dinner of the same
old slop with mountains of rice, back in the res. the



resident lovely came in to ask for help pronouncing
her English. She had the biggest English book I’ve ever
seen. It looked like an unabridged dictionary or
a big medical ref. book. Huge hard bound sucker.
She and N. pronounced English words like “sweater” and
“that” for 1/2 hr or so while mama and several
urchins watched on. During the lesson the lights
went out and we were forced to go to candle power
until it came back on. It seems like most of the
women we’ve encountered are either young, young & beautiful,
or old and fat with kids in tow. The old saying “barefoot
and pregnant” started in Colo. There are precious few
women our age who aren’t married and/or gone to seed.
As N. says - those with big tits got guts to match. And
many are just plane ugly with bad teeth, hairy
ankles, bulging bellies, and skinny legs.

 Tues Oct 17: Arose at 4:30 to the beautiful sound of no roosters.
Gathered our goods and walked downstairs to the bus station. Left
at 6:AM for La Plata. The only noteworthy point of the trip
aside from the beautiful mountain scenery was the fact that
I had to piss for the last hour of the trip. Funny how simple
biological necessities can taint an otherwise OK trip. Got
to La Plata at 8:AM and indeed the bus folks were right; the
only bus to San Andres (Tierradentro) leaves at 5:AM. Sooo after
a breakfast of greasy buñuelos and empanadas and a glass of O.J.
we decided to hitch. Walked to the edge of town. There we
observed an incredible lack of traffic. We could count the cars
that went by in 2 hours on one hand. One fellow stopped
and asked us if we wanted to go to a farm 1 km down the
road. We said no. Another bus stopped going to Valencia(?)
but not finding it on any map we were reluctant to head
into the unknown. At one point in our wait we were



joined by 2 fellows carrying loads of wood and several
little kids. We are a real tourist attraction. Tourists and
an attraction. Then a collectivo stopped and offered to
take us to San A. for 300 pesos. The bus only costs
35. We declined. About 11:45 we decided to head back
to town & a residencia. But before we had a chance
to put on our packs - the fellow with the farm 1km down

 He had studied the road stopped and asked us 1st if we spoke English
 in England in and 2nd if we’d like a cold beer. We couldn’t refuse.
  ’69 So he took us to his house in town and said “Welcome

to my house - it’s your house.” We dropped off our packs
 The first thing and rode back to his farm to drop off some seed corn.
 we did was Then back to town and a family meal with his
 avail ourselves mom and his wife (cute!)(Mom ain’t bad either).
 of the shower Then back to the farm over stomach lurching 4 wheel
 facilities. So nice drive roads. At the farm the wife got out to help process
 to take a luke- coffee. We toured the farm in Jeep while listening to
 cool as opposed Beatles (Rocky Raccoon, Hey Jude, and others) Elton John, and
 to cold shower. Carol King. There we were riding around another cattle
 Comfort is ranch listening to the Marlboro theme & the Bonanza
 relative. theme on tape. All the driving & bouncing and carbon mon-

oxide fumes combined to give me a good headache. At
the farm, Carlos had hired the local prisoners to work

  pick the the fields. planting corn. We saw how coffee was made.
  red, ripe First they   beans, then they dry in the sun,

then they’re ground to crack the outer shell, this is then
blown away in the wind. The remaining beans are
roasted in a ceramic dish and then cooled. These beans
are then ground into a powder and are finally
ready for actual brewing. Who figured all that out?
After a demonstration of lasso techniques and a rest
to cure my headache, we got back in the Jeep with



  N played 4 prisoners, 1 guard, N & I, Carlos & wife, and another
  guitar for younger girl. Took the crooks back to the penny and
  a while and came back to the house in town. On the farm N.
       talked spotted some magic mushrooms & ate 3. He got a little
  cars&motor- buzz. In town we were invited to spend the night. Ate
  cycles with another good meal of chicken & rice & retired to watch
  Carlos. Colo. T.V. and write. Tomorrow we’ll try and catch

the 5:AM to San A.
 Wed Oct 18: Indeed we did catch the 5:AM. When the old alarm

went off at 4:AM and launched itself onto the floor we both
woke up with a start. Sometimes traveling is harder work than
work. The bus to San Andres cost 35P and took almost 3hrs
through more beautiful mtn. scenery. The town itself is about
4km from the bus stop on the main road. All uphill. At
one rest stop on our way to the top we inquired as to a
residencia in town. The fellow pointed to a road (path) going
up the hill right where we had stopped (about 11/2 km from town).
Before this we had asked about camping at the Museo down
the road - not possible. Then to the tourist hotel(!) next
door complete with a pool. The rooms cost 410P for a
double and camping cost  150P. No thanks.  At the
place we finally wound up at, just a house with a couple
extra rooms, it costs us 40P per person. Clean & quiet.
By this time hunger was foremost on our minds. We
trucked the 11/2 km up the hill into town and stopped
at the first restaurant we saw, the Murujui.  Had
our best breakfast in Colo. so far. Excellent scrambled
eggs, tomatoes, whole wheat biscuits, jam, cheese & coffee
all for 25P. Then back to the res. for cameras. On our
way down to visit the museo, we ran into a couple of
Frenchmen to whom we recommended our residencia. One
of them had a Beuleau 8mm movie camera. Very nice.



Just like the one I wanted to buy complete with sync
sound. Then to the museo. Lots of pots & urns. Upstairs
they had a nice display of  Indian life.  Had some
machines - one for squeezing sugar cane and a couple
others whose function was not clear. Then up the hill
to the burial caves. There were many caves, al l
covered by constructions to keep out rain. The best
ones were complete with light bulbs.  The tombs are
basically oval in shape with 2 pillars in the middle -
carved with faces. The best preserved ones have paintings
on the walls of geometric patterns. All diamond shaped.
Done in black & red. While touring around the sites we first
ran into a group of  school kids on tour.  Because of
them we got to see a recently uncovered cave only
about a month old. This one had all the urns still in
place. Very small compared to the rest but quite interesting.
Then we ran into some other travelers coming north from
Popayan. They looked like freaks with beards, dirty patched
over jeans, flutes & other hippie trappings. They told of
good hiking in Peru & cactus in Bolivia. They had been
falsely arrested in Popayan on drug charges. People ask
for the trouble they get. After seeing them & how they were
traveling - we decided our way was better for us. Stay

 Here they have semi-clean cut and try to meet the people.  No sense
 the only stone alienating folks just  because you look like a freak.
 representation Then up to El Tablón, just down the road. Here on a small
  of an Indian hill  top are several San Augustin type statues. Then
  hut back to the res.  to do some sewing and sno-sealing .

Then back to the Murujui for a good dinner of
typical stuff prepared very well. The rest of the evening
was spent trading info. with the Frenchmen. If we can
keep our overall expenses down to $10 a day we may be able to go



to Europe for 3 mos. from Recife, Brazil. Wouldn’t that be fun?
 Thurs Oct 19. A day of basic relaxation.  Awoke in time to get

to the Murujui for breakfast at 8. Didn’t have the correct
change so she let it go until tonight. The lady has a little
boy, 3 little girls who help bring food to the tables, and a
newborn or very close to new baby boy. It seems as tho
N. & I are her only customers. We tell her when we’re
going to be there & she cooks accordingly.The place is decorated
with posters of nude & semi-nude women, Marx, Mao, Christ,
George Harrison, Joe Cocker, and other Spanish Idols. The two
dogs sit waiting by your side for any scrap of food to fall.
After breakfast it’s back to the res. We’re staying in the
home of Marta de Angel. We read about her in the S.A.
Handbook but didn’t know that’s where we were until N.
asked her her name today.  Read and sat around ’t i l
about 11:00 trying to f igure ways to keep expenses
down to $10 a day. It’s too far in the future to think
of 2 years hence, so we’re just going to try and cut
costs. If we get to Recife and have enough to go to Europe,
then we’ll go. After all this heavy planning - we took a
nap until  about 2PM. Then awoke and decided to
climb up to Alto de San Andres. Near El Tablón and town,
this site has 7 or 8 burial  caves l ike the ones near
the museo yesterday. A couple had caved in. One was
particularly nice with the red & black diamond pattern
all  around but it  also had some kind of  f igure on
one of the columns. Looks a little like a face done in
red. The solid diamonds are black and the other lines are
red. On our way up to the site we saw two of the freaks
from yesterday. They didn’t  look so spaced out or

  a couple freaky today. By the time we came back down it
had started to rain lightly.  It  rained most of  last



night, too. I finished reading Zen Mind, Beginners
Mind. Then being inspired to meditate again, I
TM’d it while N slept. It felt good to do it again.
Then back for dinner. Truly fine food. My bowels
haven’t felt this good since leaving the U.S. During dinner
one of the little girls fell and whacked her head against
a cabinet. Much crying ensued. Then just as we
finished our meal, the lites went out. We payed the
lady for breakfast, dinner, and breakfast tomorrow by
candle lite. Then walked back to the res. observing the
stars, milky way, and a passing satellite. The French
folks left today. I was going to give them a
couple rolls of 200ASA but I forgot and they didn’t
ask while I was asleep around noon. We got their
address so if we get to Marselles we’ll have a
place to stay. Tomorrow its wash clothes & climb
the heights to see more tombs.

 Fri Oct 20. Awoke to a bright & sunny morn. Went to the
Murujui for another fine breakfast. It wasn’t quite filling
enough so we bought another couple breadcitos for the walk
back. Then we filled a canteen, grabbed the cameras and
took a long uphill walk to El Aquacate, another tomb
way up the hill. The walk was strenuous but beautiful.
The scenery from the top of the hill was far more inter-
esting than the tomb itself. It was small with a few
different figures on the walls. Some looked like animals
and one looked like a human form. Almost childlike
in execution. The diamond pattern was lacking. We stopped
to dry out our sweaty sox and then trucked back
down the hill. Stopped at a little store for a couple of
cokes & some lemon filled cookies for lunch. N. had
washed clothes before breakfast and I washed after our

hour&1/2

the tomb



hike. Then we showered & shaved & trimmed the ’staches.
By this time it was clouding up and before my clothes
were completely dry it started to rain. We spent most
of the afternoon reading guide books and listening to
the rain. But before dinner time the rain stopped and
I hung my clothes back out on the line.Back for another
dinner. This one not quite as good only because there was
nothing to mix the rice with. Also contained yucca which
I have learned to dislike. After din. we bought some bread
for the bus ride tomorrow. We’ll try to make it to
Silvia in one day. Took my clothes in off the line. Maybe
my sox will be dry by morn.

 Sat Oct 21: Awoke with the roosters and packed up all our stuff-
damp sox and all. Had 4 pesos worth of tinto at the res.
along with the bread we bought last nite for breakfast. During

  We shared moustache trimming yesterday N. showed Sra. de Angel our
   our bread nifty folding scissors. This morn. she asked if she could buy
  with the one- them. Since we have sciz. on the S.A.K. we said yes. Sold
  eyed dog and them for 80P. Then we trucked off to the bus stop. There
  the little we met the other two freaks from a couple days ago. A
   kitten. couple from New Zealand. They were coming north so we

traded info. about San Augustin, Macchu Picchu, Galapagos,
and Chile. When the bus arrived it was standing room only
due to the fact that today was market day in Inza, the
next town down the road. After the bus was filled to max.
cap. they managed to squash in about 15 more folks. Sardines
have it easy compared to our ride to Inza. Once in town
we learned that the road had washed out to Popayan. Instead
of waiting to get thru the landslide at the site, we waited
in Inza. The market there was big and colorful but nothing
to write home about. We took advantage of the delay to eat a
good 25P lunch at the bus depot with the driver & his



helper. When the bus left it wasn’t nearly so crowded but
there was some doubt as to the passability of the road. When
we got to the landslide itself, it was clear no bus would
make it thru. Sooo - we hiked across the rocks & water
and up the road about 11/2 km to a little house up the hill.
There was another bus there but shortly it left to go back
to the washout. We cooled our heels there for about 2 hrs.
Passed time by playing with another little kitten & drinking
tinto. I finally decided to go back down the hill
and photograph the landslide. By this time the bull-
dozer had started to clear a path but the road was
still closed. A bus coming up the hill was just
unloading when I arrived. All the passengers had

 The back of the to scramble over the rocks including one fellow
 bus was too filled with a pig. As soon as all the folks had crossed
 with goods for over to the other bus - we finally got on our way to
 our packs so we Totoro. The ride was uncrowded & scenic. Once in
 had to put them Totoro we found an open sided bus headed for Silvia.
 in the aisle. Folks They were waiting for some other fellow to arrive from
 had to crawl over Inzá. “10 minutes” the driver said. 2 hrs. later the
 them including theother truck with the folks arrived and we were on

our way to Silvia.      During our wait N. &
 The guy with I talked with an older lady also going to Silvia.
 the pig also She told us of a cheap place to stay and said she
 came with to would take us there once in Silvia. The bus left
 Silvia. The but it wasn’t a direct flight. First we had to stop
 pig rode on the for about a 1/2 hr. at the cheese factory while waiting
 back in a bag. for the workers to finish for the day. By this time

it was raining & very cold. I put on my jacket, put
the hood up, and was still cold. What seemed like an
eternity later - we finally arrived in Silvia. We were
led to a “casa familiar” (somebody’s house) by the

drunks, who had a hard time.



old lady and a younger fellow who, it turns out, lived
there. He was getting borrachoed on Aguardiente during
the ride & N & I decided that looked like a good Idea.
Once we were settled, one of the kids, a little 9 yr. old,
took us to an expensive restaurant where we had the
same old stuff at twice the price. We decided to
settle the meal with Aguardiente & some bread &
cheese. Couldn’t find any cheese so we’ll have to make
do without. We still don’t know how much the room is
costing us but we hope it’s less than downtown.

 Sun Oct 22. Awoke with large amounts of fog between the eyes. That
Aguardiente is a once a year type buzz. I spent all night
having bizarre dreams and trying to sleep in a bed that’s 6" too
short. The lady that we talked to on the bus yesterday is, it
turns out, the dueña here. She was busy making breakfast when
we rolled into the kitchen. Had some kind of fried dough, cheese,
and hot chocolate for breakfast. After eats she suggested we take
a walk up the hill going out of town. We had that in mind any
way as we wanted to look for mushrooms. Out of town and up the hill
we went. Beautiful mountain scenery but a slight lack of sun. It
was cloudy most of the morn. The mushroom hunt turned up quite
a few prospects I found about a dozen. During the course of our
hunt N. & I got separated. He went up the hill while I stayed
towards the middle. Due to a lack of communication, I started
to head back into town while he thought I was still up the
hill. On my way back down, I slipped in some mud and got
mud all over my camera. Luckily the lens cover was on and
the mud wasn’t too wet. I sat on the hillside and diligently cleaned
every speck. I don’t think the camera or lens suffered, in fact it’s
probably cleaner now than it was before. While cleaning, the sky
began to darken & drops began to fall. I decided to let N. take
care of himself and walked back into town alone. Once back



at the house my thighs & hips were sore from all the hill climbing
so I crashed out expecting N. to be back any time. 2 hrs.
and a thunderstorm later - N. walked in dripping wet. He
had trucked all over the hillside looking for me. When
he got back & we finished explaining to each other where
we had been, we ate the ’shrooms. As it turns out all
our trucking and getting wet was in vain. The ’shrooms did
nothing at all. We spent about an hour laying in the bags getting
warm then went outside and watched the thunderstorm for a while
’til my tennies got wet. By then it was time to eat. An
uninspired and cool meal just like all the rest without any
meat. So here it is, 6PM, raining, cold, no pot, no women, nothing
to do but write. My leg may be getting infected from the saddle
sores I incurred last Sat. It’s a little swollen around the
bumps and hurts to touch. There’s also a lump next to my
right pube which may be lymph glands or may not. Only time
will  tell .  All  in all  today is a day of  missing the
comforts of  home.

 Mon Oct 23: Awoke to a nasty bite on my left ring finger. It
was swollen and oozing clear liquid. I put some triple anti-

 Put some more biotic salve on my leg before retiring last nite which seems
 goop on my leg to have done some good, the swelling is down and the sore spot
 this morn. It’s near my pube is better. We had the same breakfast this morn
 getting better. as yesterday. It looked like rain this morn so we didn’t walk
 Also had many any distance. Just went down to the Plaza and sat on the
 bizarre dreams bench thinking “pot”. It didn’t work. Had some tinto at a local
 last nite. Almost Bar & Grille, bought some cookies, and what we thought to be a
 makes sleep more deck of cards. Upon opening we discovered we had purchased
 fun than being a 40 card deck with suits of Rods, Cups, Pentacles, and Swords.
  awake. Needless to say we were both amused and confused. The

suits each lack an 8, 9, and Queen. We spent most of the
afternoon trying to figure out what kind of games to



play with 40 cards (10 card Tarot, Pentacles wild?). We wound up
playing first, solitaire; then we figured out a way to play
40 card, double, left handed, Australian solitaire. This kept us
amused for a couple hours. It’s a boring town. After our mid-
afternoon coffee & fried dough things break, we were still hungry-
so we went back to the store & bought a tin of Sardines, some
whole wheat breads, and some chocolate bars. The best meal we’ve
had in a couple days. After a few more hands of 40 card DLHAS,
it was time for dinner: Corn & potato soup, rice, noodles, cabbage,
and fried bananas. This is a vegetarian household. Couldn’t even
touch the rice, I was so full from the Sardines. I did, however,
have a monumental shit. My bowels are working well. We found
out that this place is costing us 100P each (including meals) per
day. After dinner we amused the little kids first with the jew’s

  Another harps and then with a rousing game of 31. Played like Black-
  little girl jack only to 31. The two little boys and a little girl had more fun
  joined later than N. I wrote. It didn’t rain too much today and we probably
 After the cards, could have gone for a longer walk, but a day of relaxation never
 we went out for hurt anybody. Besides-Rainy Days&Mondays Always Bring Me Down.
 a beer & loud Tomorrow is market day. Hopefully there’ll be enough life to photo.

 Tues Oct 24: Awoke brite & early, had the same old breakfast and went
off to the market. All the local Indians were in town. The women wear

 Guambianos blue shawls, skirt, and hightop tennies; massive white necklaces, gold earings
and black felt hats. The men are about the same but without necklaces.
Just about every woman had a young child either strapped to their

 the more money back papoose style, or nursing from the front. We saw many colorful
   they have, the wall hangings, wool ponchos, and sweaters. Other than this it was your
 more necklaces basic market with fruits, veggies, and hardware. I managed to take
    they wear some photos of the colorful goods and even took some shots from the hip

of some Indian women. After a couple of hours of wandering about
we headed back to the Plaza. There we spotted a Gringo type and
asked him where he was from. Colombia - he said in English. He was

music

have grey ponchos



from Medellin living in Los Angeles. We told him of our attempt
to find magic mushrooms and pot. He said the ’shrooms around
here aren’t any good but he’d ask around to see if he could find
us any pot. We sat in the Plaza waiting. By the time our
buns got cold we still hadn’t been approached by a local
dealer so we went into the Fuente de Soda for some Leche con
Café and pan de queso. Then back to the Plaza for more boredom.
When we got cold again we walked up the hill to the church &
back and took a couple more photos of the town. On our way
back to the Plaza we met two girls from Israel and a guy
from Paraguay. Talked with them for only a few minutes. After
another round of sitting in the Plaza we came back to the
house. The smell of roasting coffee brought us to the kitchen
where I took a photo of the girl grinding coffee. It
became clear that we weren’t going to get lunch so we
went back to the store for more sardines, bread, and chocolate.
After a few more hands of 40C,DLHAS it was mid afternoon
coffee & bread time. Then we climbed the heights of the
wardrobe to replace a lightbulb in a 20’ ceiling. The afternoon
looked like rain so we spent the rest of the time writing to
the folks and digesting. In the kitchen the stove is a big fire-
place. The old man sits right in the fireplace, feet not 1/2M from
the flames. His son-the guy we saw drinking Aguardiente on the bus
into town, was hanging around the Plaza this morn. We ran into
him twice during our waiting and wandering. The thing seems
to be to do all the market duties in the morn., then drink Ag.
all afternoon. They load the open sided buses to the gunnels
with Indians and goods and motor off into the hills. The rest
just hang around the Plaza. A boring town. After another
vegetarian meal we talked with a couple of the girls about things. Before
dinner I took a couple of photos of the family women. The rest of
the night was spent planning the rest of our stay in Colo.



 Wed Oct 25: Awoke after fitful sleep at 5:15 to catch the 6AM
to Popayan. When we left it was raining and foggy. After an 11/2
35P ride to Popayan we found our way to the Res. Gualcala
as recommended by the French Folks in Tierradentro. The first
order of business was to take a hot (luke-hot) shower which felt
so good after the weeks of cold or cool. After showering & shaving
we went next door to a restaurant for some real food. There
next to us in the rest. was a fellow passed out from too
much alcohol. A lady and another fellow finally woke him
up enough to drag him out the door. Then in the table
across the way a baby was screaming throughout half our
meal until its older sister took it outside.* After breakfast
we went to the Tourist Office and got info about Puracé
and Popayan. After mailing letters at the Office we came
back, cross-checked restaurants and headed off to the El Fiasán.
On our way over the bridge a fellow stopped us and asked
for a match. Another of his friends came over and started
talking to us - asking if we were from Ca. The third
fellow who joined us (all Colombian) looked real spaced out
with red eyes and a spooky gaze. It became clear after
much talk about coke & pot that these guys were druggies
of the 1st degree. But not police. During the course of
our conversation they offered to buy us an oz. for 300P
and then take us to a waterfall near town. Came back
to the res. to get some money, went across the street for
a tinto,  and then through the beautiful streets of
Popayan to the first fellow’s residencia. The spooky guy
parted company en route. Evidently he was studying engin-
eering and one day he just changed. Now he’s spaced - his
old friends don’t talk to him - but his family has “millions”.
Colombians #1 & #2 sat with us in the res. and proceeded
to lay out 4 lines of coke. All accompanied by much



Technical Talk about the refinement of coke. *(Before
leaving the res. for the second time to go to the
Tourist O. we met two folks (a couple) from Canada.
We talked for 45 min. giving them info about
Tierradentro, San Augustin, and Silvia. We listened
to their experiences of driving their sta. wag. through
Mex,& Guat. They sold the car between borders going
into El Salvador.)* After tooting up a line each, Colo.
#2 went off to buy the goods. N.&#1 talked much about

 used Pielroja sin drugs and life in Colo. Later than sooner #2 came
   filtro package back with a good oz. of Grade AA#1 Prime. After
 paper for rolling 1 J and time for it to settle, we rolled the goods into

a notebook paper and stuffed it into N’s shoe. On the
way out to the bus to the waterfall - #2 parted
company. While N went to our res. to stash the goods,
#1 & I sat in the corner Rest. and drank a gaseosa.
He told about coke smuggling - dumping coffee beans
off boats into the water and then coming back with
another boat, picking it up, an selling to the natives
cheap. He also told about dynamiting fish. After
a goodly time had passed - N. had still not come back
from the res. I was stoned and had visions of
the police waiting for him back at the res. But
not to worry - he was just waiting for the baño
to clear for his use. Then off to the bus stop. First
Line #3, then Line #2, finally the one we wanted - #1
came along. Just as we were about to get onto the
bus - N. felt faint. He held back - but then to
my great dismay - he proceeded to faint. We
helped him back into the safety island where he
sat feeling woozey & ill. He was sweating and very
pale yellow. I hustled over to a local soda fount.



and brought him back a glass of water. We sat on the
dirt for about 15 min. Then crossed the st. to the
shady grass. There N. layed down and tried to regain
his sense of reality. It was probably just too much
action, too much sun, too much drugs, and too much hunger
all combined to flatten him right out. We sat in
the grass for about  1/2 hr. Then when he felt good
enough to walk we headed for the market to buy some
fruit for quick energy. After we had purchased 3 apples,
N. had another attack. We were standing in the sun getting
ready to eat apples when he put his head against the
light post - said “Here we go again” and proceeded to slide
down the pole. We helped him to the corner where he sat
and felt bad for several    minutes. During his
sitting -#1 Colo. was holding N’s middle finger - tweaking
the end joint. Later N was to say that this touching,
to a large degree, gave him something external to relate
to, and brought him back to reality a 2nd time. After
he was back on his feet we headed for the shade. The
res. was only about 2 blocks away - but only 1/2 block from
our destination - he had a 3rd attack, a bad gut cramp.
Didn’t pass out or loose control, but he crouched & held
onto an iron window cover for a couple.Then finally back
at the res. he kicked back, took his shoes off, and regained
most of his reality. After realizing the cause of his
weakness - he felt better. Our main concern then was
to get some food into him. We walked down to the Mei
Chi (or something) a Chinese rest. but it was closed.
#1 Colo. parted company and we walked back to our
original destination - El Fiasán. There we had a real
meal with meat, not too much rice, and fried potats. After
din. N felt “600%” better. Just before leaving for dinner



we met another Gringo couple from Canada who told us
there were also 2 French guys staying here. Our friends
from Tierradentro! After dinner we stopped across the
st. for a jugo de mora, and some little bagel-like things.
Bought some bread and dulces, came back to the res and
munched out. By this time it was time to settle a meal.
First to clean the POT. In the midst of cleaning - a knock
on the door. Who could it be but the Frenchies? They told
N. some fellow was waiting outside but couldn’t come in
because of something about a disagreement with the mgr.
So out went N. to talk to #1 Colo. who had said he
would come back. I talked to the French. for a while
and then they left me to record the day’s events. After
recording the above, I went to pay the man for the night. He
told me that either #1 or #2 (who it turns out, came to the door)
I couldn’t tell which, would sell to you and then soon, The Police
would show up - asking for bribes or haul you to jail. When N.
returned we experienced a fresh wave of paranoia. Couldn’t
decide if we should follow our instincts which said that the
fellows were all right - or if we should listen to the old guy
and get rid of the stuff. We compromised by stashing it
all in a safe place. Our paranoia was not lessened. We
shall see what we shall see. If there’s that knock in the
middle of the night - we’ll deny everything and let ’em
search. Today has been a real roller coaster ride. Started up
in Silvia then down into Pop (both alt. and rain). Then up for
showers & gringos, then a little down when we met the #s 1, 2, 3
because of paranoia, then up with the coke & stuff, then down with
N. falling apart for a while, then up during and after
dinner watching the beautiful sunset and enjoying the
picturesque colonial atmosphere, then down with our fresh wave
of paranoia. Too much too fast. A day to remember.



 Thurs Oct 26: Awoke to only slightly less paranoia. We hadn’t been
carried off during the nite so we presumed our situation to
be less than critical. #1 was to meet us at 9:AM. The first
thing we did was cash $100 in cheques. Then next door to
meet #1 and have breakfast. Just as were finishing up -
#1 & #2 showed up. They went off to the market to eat and
we stopped back at the res. to get cameras. Then off to the
market to meet 1&2. We bought some bananas and tried
again to get to the waterfall. This time we made it. It
was about a 10 min ride and 15 min walk to a beautiful
site with waterfall & many faceted rocks. After burning one -
we sat around and bemoaned the fact that we had only 1
roll of film. After shooting almost all the roll-we perceived
that these fellows were not likely to turn us over to the fuzz.
In fact - N even asked them why the res. fellow thought
that buying from them meant a quick trip to the slammer.
They merely said that some folks are prejudiced against
smokers and that this fellow was one. Being set somewhat
at ease - we finished the roll and walked back to town. About
a 1/2-hr to 45 min stroll. We parted company with friendship.
Back at the res Before they left - they took us to a little
food stand at the market where we had a good bowl of soup
with avocados on the side. Now on the way back to the
res. we bought some apples, a liter of Colombiana and
some dulce de guayava. Back at the res. we polished off the
food and wrote post cards. The couple from Canada and the
2 French guys left today. But we talked for a while with
another Canadian couple (Beautiful lady!) and I wound
up selling them 2 rolls of film (1 each) for $5 per roll
including processing. We also met 2 other Canadians,
both girls. After talking for a while - N & I strolled around
the streets looking at all the beautiful girls and photo-



graphing the architecture. We walked up to the hill outside
of town & enjoyed the view. Then back to drop off the
cameras. Back at the res. we talked more to the 4
Canadians. The girls have 2 mos. and are going straight
to Peru. The couple have 6 weeks and are also moving
fast. We’re glad we’re traveling slow. Then another
lady (Australian) with BIG tits and red hair came in
with 3 other Swedish folks (2 guys - 1 girl) and all
of us sat in the courtyard exchanging experiences &
plans. Then after N showered, it was off to the Mey
Chow - good food at not too high prices. $2.00 got
us a plate of Arroz a la Valenciana, chicken smothered
with rice & shrimp & broccoli & beans & all good. Back
at the res. to relax and debate whether or not to
settle the meal. Popayan is a nice town. It’s a good change
to come from all the camping and cold into a city with parks
and pretty streets almost like Oaxaca and San Francisco & Cart.
combined. The folks are not too friendly - but for any city it’s
all right. The climate is pleasant and I’d recommend the city to
anyone seeking a break from the country. It’s definitely along the
“Gringo Trail”. There are more gringos here combined than all
we’ve seen since San Andres Island. After the courtyard
scene quieted down and the alarm clock was lent out to 2
different sites (Lady with BIG tits and mouth to match. She
said good by to the Swedes “See you in Quito on Tuesday”. And
the Canadian couple) we decided finally to settle the meal. Whew!
This is 2 & 1 stuff 2 now, 1 later. Then proceeded to write to
Hector in our semi-lucid state.

 Fri Oct 27: Y’r basic day of relaxation. Awoke late (8:30)
to large amounts of zacklies & thin mental proficiency. We
joined the 2 Canadian girls (Maggie & Loraine) for breakfast
at the place we tried the first day here but was closed.



After a leisurely meal we grabbed cameras (all 4 of us) and
headed into town to mail the letter to Hector and stroll
about taking pictures. Stopped and bought some good whole-
wheat bread and took pics ’til it started to sprinkle.
Pulled into an ice-cream parlour for jugos and then
back to the res. After compiling our shopping list we went
to the market. Bought bananas, potatoes, green beans, red peppers,
chicken bullion, dulcé de guayava, queso campesino, onion,
and some Colombiana. N. also got some kind plant he claims
can be made into tea. Back at the res. we waited for the girls
to get back. When they arrived we all feasted on whole wheat
bread, cheese, dulcé, Colombiana, and papaya that they supplied.
After lunch they left to change money and we washed out
sox & shirts. Talked with a fellow from Australia who is also
going south and also met another fellow from Norway.
The guy that runs the place told us last nite to watch out
for the fellows we met (#1&#2) because they’re likely to
scope out your stuff and then get somebody to rip you
off. We took his warnings with a grain of salt. They
paint the rooms here with a roller like a roll-stamp die.
The same pattern on walls, woodwork, and ceiling. Sometimes
straight, sometimes not. The one here is of a swan
swimming among reeds and flowers. After napping for a while
I awoke to find it raining on my clothes. We arranged
a makeshift line from the drainpipe to the window under
the eaves. M&L came back with 4 loaves of whole wheat
bread. N asked them if they’d like to get high. M said
they do but had to go to a native folk music show. About
dinnertime the lights went out.  There were English

  all under lessons, tongue twisters, Spanish lessons, foreign coins and
  candle light even a 1922 5000 Mark Deutsch Bill. The real prize was

the coin from Japan with a hole in the middle. All



this shown by the daughter. There’s the guy who runs
the place, a fat, nappy, well dressed with hat type
successful Colombian with a wife who washes
clothes, cooks, and generally runs the place; and
daughter, a jolly, pudgy, typical Colo. teenage girl
from the city, who likes to talk to tourists staying
at her home. She’s collected coins from all over
the world. South African Kroner to Belicé 1c. There’s
another little girl who hangs around and may also be a
relative or something who likes dirty looks and will
step on your toes. Then there’s the young boy who sweeps
and mops the floors and helps out. After the language
and culture exchange we went next door for a typical
meal by candle light and were joined by the Norwegian
named Andreas. When we arrived the Aussie was already
there eating. We ate together and talked about making
a living as a photographer and traveling around the
world. We’re on the trail here. The gringos go through
here like corpuscles in a blood stream. Going South
is the prevailing direction. After dinner back at
the room the 4 of us sat around and talked politics
to peanuts. As the eve dragged on I got to like
the folks more & more. People like ourselves - travellers.
The Aussie claims to have “seen most of the world
by now, I reckon.”   A. had been to Japan.
We’re just beginners. N & I asked A. to join us
in a nite cap. He accepted. Soo we pulled the pot out
after great turmoil and proceeded with 2 for the
road. On his way out A. stopped by the door and
said “There’s a Policeman standing outside the hotel”.
Paranoia strikes again. Tomorrow, Grid willing, we’ll go to
the Park Puracé and have a look at this volcano.

|



 Sat Oct 28: Were weren’t awakened by the owner at 6:30 as we
had requested. But that was all right. We didn’t mind
sleeping in and taking the 9:00. We wanted to wait
for our sox to dry,  anyway.  We went next door for
breakfast, said good morning to Maggie, and got on the
bus. There was a big squabble over who sat where on
the bus. A lady & child were sitting in the front, right seats.
Somebody came along and claimed those seats, they
had the ticket to prove it. The lady put up a big fuss
and finally asked the 2 Gringos in the front left
seats if they would mind sitting in the back to Puracé.
They reluctantly accepted being kicked out of their seats
by a lady with kid who gets sick on buses. About
half way there N. went back to the back to talk to the
other Gringos. They gave him info about Chile and
Peru. Also said that Taos - Santa Fe New Mex is a nice
area. While N. was jawing - I saw a sign go by that
said Pimbala or something. About 10 K down the
road I realized that was our turnoff. I went up to the
little kid money taker and asked where Cruz de la Mina

  But we didn’t was.  He pointed back down the road. I  showed him
  get charged my ticket and got N. to ascertain the extent of
  extra our difficulties.  As it  turned out we got  let off
  I was quite about 15 K too far down the road. But at  that
  at the time spot we were only 10 min walk to a natural display of
    out sulfur pools and different moss, mold, algae and high altitude
  The lady with vegetation. Very colorful area. Little pools bubbling aquamarine

blue to sulfur yellow with green, red, and blue, and white moss
all over. Very nice. It’s a spot in the Puracé Natl. Park
called THERMALES DE SAN JUAN. From there, after viewing
& photographing for a half hour, we started walking down
the road. As we were going down the path we saw two

pissed

but it worked

the little kid &
another lady

with her
also got

off here &
viewed the

pools & colors



couples coming up. I heard one lady speaking E. and I said
Hello - the fellow said Hi. About 10 min after we had
donned packs and started marching - it started to
rain lightly - then harder. I put on my poncho

 We stopped and for the first time this trip. It worked well. Later
 looked at a water N. put on his but bemoaned the fact that is wasn’t
 fall 2k from San long enough in the back. Then later on he got a cramp
 Juan Tourist Station in the shoulder. About this time a couple of cattle

trucks came along but didn’t pick us up. Then after
about an hour & 1/2 walking - a jeep came down the road
and stopped. It was the same 2 couples we had seen
leaving the Park Office. They were staying in a cabin
at Puracé Park and took us right where we wanted
to go. We camped for free but spent 35P on cheese
at the local tourist trap. Then after a well deserved
toot or 2 and a couple pix out the tent flap - we embarked
on dinner. Broke out the stove & got it started - put on
1 liter water, added 2 bullion cubes, green beans, potatoes,
1/4 onion, red pepper, salt, and brought to a good
boil. Then added rice and cream of mushroom soup mix.
Boiled vigorously for a few then sat to stew covered
for at least 10 min. During which we had an appetizer
and put away excess baggage. Ate the soup with whole
wheat bread, cheese, and dulce. Gooood. After din. we aligned
our “shed”. We’ve snapped our 2 ponchos together

    snaps in such a way as to cover the packs huddled about
    tarps 1/3 under the rain fly at the far end of the tent.
 grommets                                            Then proceeded to write & settle the
 over tent post               meal. 2 other Colo. are camped

next door and maybe we’ll climb the volcan together.



 Sun. Oct 29: Got ourselves up at 5:15.  Proceeded to fix
oatmeal with raisins, powd. milk, and dulcé de guayava. The
stove worked fine. The gasket had leaked last night but
today it was good. We didn’t boil as much for so long -
however. After Terranaut Glop, we packed all our stuff together
put on our woollies, and trucked down the hill with the
other 2 Colo. at 6:30. There we waited for the park
ranger to come and lock up our stuff. Once we’d gotten
stuff locked and a tinto it was 7:15. Off we went to
the volcano. The first part of the journey was through cow
pastures over rolling hills on very mucky ground. The higher
we got the less vegetation. Seemed to go in stages. The rain
began to blow around us near the end of this 1st stage. We
pulled out of the rain alongside a rock cliff and debated whether
or not to go on. We toked a little and by then the sky had
cleared enough for us to go on. It was rainy and foggy for
the first 1/3. As we got into higher land the clouds cleared for
a while so I took a few pix. Rocky red cliffs off in the distance
above a green valley with river below. Even the mud under
our feet was red. And in the distance-the volcano. The second
1/3 of our trip was over more or less dry and passable land.
Higher cliffs and more rocks-less life. Some of the rocks were
covered by a tough green moss or lichen of some kind. Squeaked
when you walked on it and gave very good traction. During
this phase we began to feel the effects of the thin air. N.
particularly with a rapid heartbeat & headache. We
continued to climb with more frequent rest stops.
By the time the vegetation ran out-the air was pretty thin.
The wind picked up and it began to sleet lightly. By this
time we had been out 21/2 hrs. I was wearing a net tea shirt
under a turtleneck, under a wool shirt, under a rain jacket.
We had ponchos & space blankets. N used his poncho-I didn’t.



N. lent his gloves to the colo. and suffered from not being able to use hands.

The colo. were dressed with soft soled street shoes, a shirt
and maybe 2 hooded sweatshirts, and a towel for wrapping
around ears and face. I took my stocking cap & gloves
and was glad I  did.  The last 1/3  of  the hike was
hard core up hill. The wind was whistling around us,
we were being pelted by very small sleet/rain drops, and our
rest stops became very frequent. Perhaps 2 out of every
5 was spent resting. The footing began to get shaky due
to loose rocks and wet mud. It  dried out but the
footing was loose to the top. We first climbed the first
peak. This was an indication of things to come.
We around the corner from the 1st peak-the wind
was howling clouds through the valley between the two
peaks.  We sat out of  the wind and prepared for
our final assault.  First  we had to cl imb down
one side and then up the next. By this time the trail
was marked by big painted rocks every 10 or 20M. Before
the trail was marked first by a trail, then 2 ruts in the
earth between which the trail lay, then painted stones
with arrows. By the time we had started climbing up the
real volcano the sky had clouded over completely and only
once in a while could we see the trail of painted rocks
running off into the fog. The grade got steeper & steeper.
I walked from painted rock to rock, resting at each one.
I had no trouble with headache or rapid h.b.  but I
did feel slightly giddy and disoriented. This was accentuated
by the rain drops on my glasses making every step a
kaleidoscope of rocks and feet. One of the colo.(#1A) and
I took the lead,  #2A stayed back with N. who was
moving even slower than us under some difficulty. By
the time we got within 1/2 k. of the top the grade was
steep! and air was harder and harder to come by.
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I’d get rested up at one rock - feel pretty good - and
forge off to the next. Within 5 steps I was winded and
struggled to the next breath stop. We were stopped more
than we walked.  Walk 2 mins, rest for 3.  Within
250 meters from the top, N.  sat down with 2A  and
could go no farther. 1A and I had already made it to
within 100M. of the rim. There we stopped and shielded
ourselves from the wind and waited for the other 2. Had
they come up - I think we could have gone on to the rim,
but we would have seen very little due to fog & rain. We
turned back to see what was keeping the other 2. We
got down to see that they were heading back. We did
likewise. 100M. was close enough for me today. The walk down
was like the one up only in reverse & faster. The footing
was no better and probably worse and certainly no
less wet.  We slogged through bogs of  spongy ground
and slid down small  banks of mud. Everybody lost
their footing going down at least once. The walk up to the
edge took 41/2 hrs. The walk back a little over 2. But we
felt every back jarring, blister rubbing, hungry step. My
legs were like rubber after an hour of down hill. Never
an easy step - always avoiding mud, loose rocks, plants, or question-
able green ground. And all the time rain and wind. After we’d
made it 2/3 the way down it became clear I was tired.
When we finally pulled into the restaurant “Tourist Trap”
down at the end of the hill, all I could think of was
sitting down & food (in that order). We sat and waited
for our thin cream of asparagus soup, but then devoured
steak and eggs and rice & fried potatoes. They tried to

 he said it was an charge us 80 for the main course when it said 70 on the
  old menu menu. No way José. Trucked all our stuff up the hill to our

little tent. Took out active ingredients and settled the

 100M

we got to

rim



meal and a long day with smoke from 1A&2A (Just
what we need). After toots we had treats of dulce de g.
and a loaf of whole wheat bread. Settled that meal &
retired to relax & write.

 Mon Oct 30: Sittin’ in the sun drying out. Awoke a bit
later than yesterday to light mist. Made breakfast
of Terranaut Glop with manjar for a dulce. Had a
loaf of bread, cheese, more manjar and a not entirely
successful cafe con leche. Can’t strain ground coffee
through a handi-wipe. Settled the meal with a J from
1&2A, used it all. Sat around talking about the volcano
yesterday. I mentioned we had heard steam venting,
sounded like cars on the highway or wind in the trees,

 I  say  TERMINALESand had smelled sulfur from the cone itself.
 N says THERMALESWe both agreed it was goddam hard work. After an

hour or so the sun came out. We decided to play friz
just for some exercise. It became clear that the
sun would be out for a while so we    took the
opportunity to set all our stuff out to dry. Ponchos

  [Termales] on the ground or hung from a clothes line strung
 There’s 4 stops from one tent post to a nearby fence post. Sox &
 in Puracé Park shirts out to dry. Boots and even clean dishes catching
 along the highway, what few rays there may be. This is a nice place to camp.
 Pilimbala, Terminal-It costs us nothing to stay here except for what we
 es de San Rafael buy at the restaurant. There’s beautiful scenery even
 (Lago), Terminales if you don’t climb the hill. And there’s a place to
 de San Juan, and store your stuff even if you do. All free. The correct
 another site with name here is Pilimbala in the Puracé Nat’l. Park.
 caves 24k from The turn is not marked beforehand but has an arrow
 Pilimbala. The with “Pilimbala” pointing to the right coming from
 cascada was also Popayan. Near the 155km marker (+ 2). Spent the rest of
    a site. the morn drying out. Everything was out to dry. By t he time

for desert



we started putting things away it was 1:00. Went down
to Rest. for a beer. There we saw two fellows who had
stopped to visit us earlier. They’re staying in the cabin
just at the edge of the camp ground. After filling
our canteens we hiked back up and conjectured

  Also about ways to modify our pack shelter. But first we
 sno-sealed took a walk up the nearby hill to photo the scene. Most
  boots Beautiful Landscape Award of the Week. Back from the

hill we toked a little and redesigned our packs in order
to make a wind screen for the stove. Up until now we
had been cooking in the trash box made of stout
wood planks: it offered wind protection but was
awkward to use and unsanitary. We did the following:

strung up a space blanket between the tent and
the packs with 2 pegs borrowed from the side
of the tent. The packs were then covered with my
poncho just as if the packs were a person wearing
a poncho. We put the newly gasketed stove in
the spot marked “S” and cooked up a big batch

of terranaut stew. The stove blew out a few times but we
managed to complete the cooking. We also had a
huge tuna/sardine/cheese/whole wheat sandwich. Washed
down with 2 more hits and some manjar, like
caramel. The dulce’s are like solid jam. A fine
free meal.

 TUES. Oct 31: Awoke to a bright, beautiful, sunshiny and cold morn.
 we even cooked Got up and finished drying our stuff. Went down for tinto at
  hot water 7:30 but they didn’t have any. By 9:30 we were all packed,
  for washing went down for tinto, chocolates, and chiclets. Started walking
    dishes. down the road. A fine day for a walk, all down hill and

photogenic. We got to the main road without seeing a car and
got down that road about 2k when the bus came along. We

S
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took it to Popayan. Feeling dirty and skungey we checked
back into the Gualcala. After a shower, shave, clothes wash
we were ready for lunch. Went to the new place “4

 (LA  AVENIDA)posts up from the res.” for a good typical lunch. Then off
to the pastry shop for cake rolls and strawberry yoghurt.
Top it  off  with a chocolate bar and a toot -  Even
though I like Popayan, the paranoia for me makes me
glad to be leaving tomorrow. The stay at the Park
was great, but it’s time to move to someplace new. ||
Jumbo Jet chocolate bar with almonds & peanuts is the one
to buy in Colo. President Cigs. Fosforos el Indio with letters
of the alphabet on the back. Colombiana soft drink, Blue Bird Bus

 Servico de Lujo Bodies with danglies from the windows & often dirty cartoons or
  Renaults with funny sayings stuck to the sides top of the window frame.
 stick shift from thePoker and Pilsen beer. Guayava comes from a long green pea pod
    dash. like thing; with big black beetle-like seeds covered with white
 Also met some Peace sweet & fuzzy. Pipe tobacco is not available. VanCamps Sardines.
 Cali, 2 guys, 1 girl, Fruco Aji. Azuline Laundry Soap. Some dish served “a
  a couple of French? caballo” is not horse meat; it means the meat has eggs on the
  rent a room at top. Arepas. Maracuyá. Coffee is always drunk with sugar. Sometimes
   including a male the sugar cane is ground right in. Panela is a sugar cane drink
  finally succeeded or can also be dulcé-like or caramel-like. The children make their
  And then rented own halloween masks from black paper & bits of colored paper.

They go from door to door asking for “dulcés” but farther south
it’s “confetti’s”. Tile roofs and inner courtyards. The Colombia
Posters of the fruit & the other of the flowers.||After laying around
most of the afternoon, we met first 2 guys looking for
info. about Puracé. They wanted to know if they could
go out there, climb up & down, and go back to Popayan
in one day.  Be a nice trip if  i t  don’t  rain. Shortly
thereafter we met a luscious British lady with a delightful
sense of humor. She’s going up the volcano, too. The 5 of

German

 Corps workers from

all from U.S. And met

ladys trying to

the Gualcala without

hanger - on. They

in dumping the guy.
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us wound up eating together at the restaurant Calima or something.
31 Pesos for the comida corriente. We mistakenly chose
sobrebarriga which is the next layer after the stomach. Like
diaphragm, or something. Smelled like the meat market and

  looking for tasted about the same way. The British lady tried to order
  tinto and rolls. an omelette, it turned out like Pericos not quite so scrambled.
 We stopped in a After dinner we wandered aimlessly watching the little kids in
 place and saw halloween costumes walking into the restaurants and chanting “
 the 2 fellows Halloween, halloween, give me dulce (sweets, candy) or your nose will
  who were in grow.” Kids with painted faces, dressed as gypsies or as if to
  the cabin next a masked ball. Witches were common, along with a few store-
  to campground in bought masks. The Germans & the British are getting up at 3:30
  Puracé. Smiled or something to catch the 4:AM to Puracé. I hope they make
      and it to the top. I’m sorry we won’t be able to find out how
   exchanged they make out. After settling the meal and drinking some Colombiana
  greetings. we were treated to flashing lites by the elec. co. The power had been

out during dinner and it took a few false starts before
they got those electrons movin’. People adjust to the power
blackouts easily. Candles are always plentiful and lit within
1 min of blackout. Its nice to eat a candlelit meal. When
the power came on after looking at candles for a couple hours,
I felt I liked the candles better. Little fires, not a big
electric hum.

 WED. Nov 1. At the residencia Neueva York. This morning found N. suffering
from a case of the shits & gas pains. I, too, felt slight symptoms
at early morn, but not to be continued in my case. It was
probably due to sobrebarriga fat, the only thing we can think
of that N. ate yesterday & I didn’t. In any case he was
well enough to go next door for breakfast. After a final goodby
to the Gualcala, we headed out of town. Walked about 45 min - 1hr
to get over the hill and into the country. Started hitching/walking.
After about 20 min. max., a blue Renault with couple

Triqui, Triqui Halloween
Quiero dulces para me
Y si no me das
Se te cresé la nariz

DULCE,DULCE PARA MI, something something la Nariz



inside pulled off up the road & started backing up. As luck
would have it - they were going to Pasto also. A couple from
Manizáles, the guy works with over the road oil transport.
Took a beautiful 51/2  hr.  ride through more
spectacular mtn.  scenery. Went down into the arid
valley with cactus and barren desert rock cliffs, small birds
soaring in the breeze. Then up along the very mountain
side looking across a 10-20k wide valley onto cloud
and mountain-scape. The clouds&mountains mix together, both above

   “   “ the other. Saw real mountain “peaks” for the first time today.
Beautiful vistas of jumbled & ragged mtn tops, slopes, and far
below (nearing Pasto) the river. During the ride N. suffered from
stomach cramps again. Tried Alka-Seltzer&Tonic water with
Saltines. Didn’t help. By the time we got to Pasto he was
hurtin’. With the aid of a friendly little kid who led
us to the Neueva York, we got N.& me to a baño in time.
It’s the pits when you got the shits. N. ate some Lomotil but
I think I may have to make a humanitarian mission to
by T.P. I had a dream about that British lady last night. The
lovliest&most likable lady I’ve met yet. I’d like to run into
her about the Galápagos. Find out if she kisses as well in
real life as in my dreams. Our res. room is on the 2nd Fl.
and looks out over the street. I like 2ND storey rooms on the
street. It gives you a nice perspective to look down & watch
the world go by. I was thinking about the street in a
metaphysical sense during the ride today. All over S.A. it’s
all one road. You can put your foot on the road and not take it
off and go almost anywhere you like. It’s the same street, wherever
you are. It’s just a matter of traveling along it or
watching it  go by.

 Thurs Nov 2. Relaxing & recuperating at the Hotel NEUEVA YORK. N had a
rough nite last nite due to the shits,  gas cramps,



and nausea. Awoke about 8:30 and N. was feeling a little
 N had only soup better. Went out for breakfast and then off to the Tourist

Office. Found out we can camp at Lago La Cocha. Then
went to find the Eq. Consul. at Carrea 33, #19-76. There
ain’t no such place. We finally were directed and even
given a ride part way by an elderly gentleman who
had trouble shift ing his  car.  The correct address is
Calle 17 # 26-55, 3 rd Floor.  But they were closed.
We were there during posted business hours but they
were closed. Then went to the bus depot and found out
about 15P busses to El Encano at 1:PM. If we
can camp free and buy staples in El Encano (5k away)
and even catch some trout - we’ll stay for a week or
so. Came back to the Hotel after our rounds to rest N.
and settle a meal. We’ll spend the rest of the day relaxing.
Perhaps we’ll shop tomorrow & go to the lake tomorrow afternoon.
Pasto is a rather dirty-run down town. But there are new
buildings going up and certain residential areas are very
nice. It is a commercial center. Many shops, stores, restaurants, taxis
and busses. It’s the last big stop going south. Signs on street
vendor carts say “cambio sucres”. Oltavalo Ind. are present.
Our hotel is across the street from a bar. Outside the music is
loudest at nite, blaring in through closed doors&windows. Contras-
ted with the loud radio music coming through from inside
the hotel, the sound effect is overpowering. Dueling sounds.
Voices, jack hammers, saws, back-firing busses, horns, and revving
engines all join in to complete the orchestration. The bed
here has 2 big wool blankets and a spring poking up in the middle.
All sleeping postures revolve around avoiding this spring.
Went to a good chicken restaurant just out the front door &
to the corner. The dogs just walk into the restaurants
around here and sniff the floor for bits of food or



 While buying the

 chocolate,  a little sit looking up at you hungrily. After lunch (N. had his
 dusty man came appetite back by now and the Lomotils seem to have done
 in and clutched the trick) we walked down the street looking for the
 my arm. He let market. Not finding it and N. still a little weak,
 go after giving we walked back and got a jugo de mora and a
 him a peso chocolate bar. Came back to the hotel & read the paper

about the dollar, big bus accident, and halloween in Cali.
After more discussion & relaxing,  we decided to get
our supermarket shopping done today. Went out abut 5
and got oatmeal, raisins, soup mixes, sardines, laund. soap, cookies,
hard candy, 2 candy bars (good candy bars) and went to the bread
store for a loaf of pan dulce & 15 cookies and a cheese. Came
back and feasted on bread, cheese, cookies & chocolate. Packed
the remaining food into my pack. It’s going to be a
heavy truck to the Lake. Tomorrow we’ll try again to find the
market. Finished the eve. by spacing out on the light from the holes in the door.

 Fri Nov. 3rd: Last  nite N. had a       relapse of  gas        pains
nausea & the shits. He awoke little better this morn. Neither of
us really thought we’d get to the lake today but we went
to the market none-the-less. We were headed the right direction
yesterday, just didn’t go down far enough. At the market we
bought potatoes, carrots, onions, peas, lemons, oranges, and bananas.
All the walking did N in again and we came back to the
Nueva York to relax. I wound up writing a letter to Ed
and eating the rest of the cookies, cake, and cheese for
breakfast and lunch. N. took some anti-biotics & Lomots.
The anti’s seem to have done something for this afternoon
he was well enough to go to the Ec. Cons. again. They’re still
closed. Then on our way back we got some white gas
and some dulce de guayaba. Lounged about the rest of the
after. About dinner time N. felt like a real meal. So we
went down to the corner & ordered up the local comida.



The same old stuff, heavy on the yucca. We both finished
our meals all but the yucca. As we were sitting there pick-
ing our teeth, and old grey dusty man with no teeth & fat
dirty fingers came off the street and up to our table and
motioned at our left-over yucca. No sooner did N. shrug
his shoulders & wave his hand than the old geezer clutched
up the 4 pieces of yucca & piece of fat and was back
out the door. It’s a tough life being a bum. Also saw
many little kids and ladys selling lottery tickets. Not
to mention shoe-shine boys. Earlier in the afternoon
we were sitting in the bar across the street drinking
a colombiana. Pretty soon a drunk (semi) walks in and
lays down his few remaining lottery tickets on our
table as if to say “These are the winning ones. I’ll do you
a favor and sell you them all.” When we refused he walked
over to the lady sitting next to us and began to pinch
and kiss at her. Mama was sitting right there watching
with another little kid. She didn’t seem to mind. N. &
I got the impression that the lady was a hooker. Maybe
not. Mama, in the mean time was trying to give the little
baby to N. & I. Asking why we didn’t have children, and
wouldn’t we want such a lovely one as this?

 Sat Nov 4: Got up at 7:AM to catch the 8 o’clock to El Encano.
N. felt better and with heavy packs we set off to the
bus. After buying our tickets and stashing our packs in
the corner - N went to buy bread & cheese. During my
wait there was a girl sitting on the bench who kept meeting
may gaze. Verry pretty. N. got back & we loaded our packs on
the bus, mine in back, N’s in front by the door. The short
17P ride to El Encano was uneventful. Upon being let off a little
ways the other side of town, we proceeded to walk up and down

 hill along this road paralleling the lake shore. We talked to a very



  Another man friendly man who told us we’d have no trouble camping
 on the bus told just about anywhere. He said to ask further at the hotel.
  us the same Off we went about 4 k down the road ’til we finally

reached the hotel. Saw a llamita along the walk.
At the hotel they told us we could camp for 100P a day,
but that gave us rights to all the hotel services like
pool tables, etc.(but not food). No thanks. Then we asked
about free camping. The hotel man pointed back down
the way we had just come, a proposed walk back of
4-5 kM. There was another tent pitched down there which
we had seen on our walk to the hotel. I had a sneaking
suspicion we’d wind up having to go all    the
way back down and up the “other hill”. But then he
said that we could go there by boat for 40P (about
1 km by boat). Being tired and anxious to set up camp
we tried the boat ride. It was a canoe shaped 5-7M boat
with an old Johnson Sea Horse motor that wouldn’t start.
Our driver, a little boy of no more than 11, tried
to start it as we drifted into the weeds. N had to pole
us back to open water and by then the motor had started.
The ride across was short and sweet. At the other side,
however, we had to climb over another boat to get to land.
This meant carrying packs over slippery wet boat boards.
I stood in one boat & N lifted the packs over to me.

  After a short I put them down to the dry ground. In the process
 walk around the N. strained his back. We set up camp next to 3
  bend . . . Colombians in the little yellow teepee tent. Our first

concern was fire wood. We were forced to camp in a
cow pasture devoid of burnable wood. Our friends next
door said we could buy charcoal in town (1km away). Off
we went to buy some charcoal. We stopped first to get
water from a public faucet and then found out
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  the charcoal that we had to buy a whole 60 lb bag of charcoal. It only
  burned wood, cost 55P so we decided to build a charcoal pit and cook
              in size with style. We trucked back to the campsite with bag of carbon
   big clinkers between us, like the little girls carrying water. Back at
    chips. the site we dug a pit with the machete about 12-14"

square and 6" deep. Finally with some gas and dried grass and
twigs we got a good bed of glowing coals. This established,
we went fishing. Broke out the two lines, hooks, sinkers,
twigs for bobbers, and cheese for bait. The primary problem
was keeping everything untangled and keeping the cheese
on the hook. The secondary problem was that we were
in the wrong place & using the wrong bait (frogs or earthworms
were the things). The water closest to us is only a water-
way to the port from the main lake. It goes through a
bog land cow pasture and a slightly higher dry ground
cow pasture where we are camped. We have to shoo the
cows away. One of the colo. was shooting with his BB
gun. He shot at pop bottles on a post and got a few
small birds which he claimed were worth trying to eat.
After fishing it was time to think about eating. We had munched
all but 3 of the bananas for lunch. Put on a pot to
boil and put some in ourselves. Made a delicious pot of
stew with potatoes, onions, carrots, peas and rice. Even made toast
with our asbestos screen and to top it off, tea - both kinds. The
charcoal pit works well. After sitting on the wet, cold ground all
day, N. began to complain of lower back pains. By the time to
crash out he was in real pain. Moaning and groaning and unable
to either straighten up or lie down comfortably. He spent
the night tossing & moaning. At one point the colo’s. from
next door came over to borrow some carbon. They took a
good load of it but nothing else.
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 Sun Nov 5: Today finds N. in continued severe pain and inability
to move freely. During the nite it had rained and put our

   At one point I fire out.  I  got out early and with some gas and
  reach the “basic wet reeds, got a good fire. We cooked up oatmeal,

raisins, the other 3 bananas, toast with dulce and tea.
  him as he kneeled, Throughout all N. was having great difficulty moving
  area with both and every move accompanied by pain. I’ll have to go
  straighten his and buy at least more aspirin. The strain happened

while lifting the packs from the boats. It just took
cold ground and lack of chairs to set in the pain. After
washing dishes over our lovely fire and setting N. back
into the tent I retired to tend the fire and wave at 
passing boats and cows. There are hills 360o here, almost
like Lake Annecy in France. The same kind of
cultivated hillsides, with trees higher up and the big
tourist hotel in the distance. Perhaps 25-35M away

  While cleaning  is a ship canal. The boats go by 1M below ground level, so
 up from dinner a that sitting by our fire, all we see are heads and
 couple fellows pulled boat tops chugging by, trying to keep the motor running.
 up in a boat and I went into town after a short walk the other way to the
  called me over.They mouth of the canal. In town I got some water, cheese, breads
 made me drink some and aspirin. Spent a lazy afternoon of getting high and trying
  Aguard. and offered to make N. comfortable and relaxed enough so his back would
   to take me around  relax. To N. relaxing is hard work. He’ll “relax” for a while
  to the hotel for and afterwards his cramps and strains will be worse.
  some reason. I Made up a fine batch of Terranaut Stew for dinner. The
   declined. usual pot., carrots, onions, rice and soup mix with bread (steamed

on top of boiling water) good cheese and dulce de g and tea.
After settling the meal and setting the dishes out to rinse in the
expected rain, we retired, N. having only marginally less pain.
His main concern was with taking a shit. At one point during
the night standing naked and pissing, I saw Orion overhead.

was helping him

all 4’s position”
standing behind

lifting his stomach
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 MON Nov.6: Awoke to find N. feeling better but not recovered.
Spent a leisurely morn. getting high and starting up the fire.
Made glop with dulce de g. and some toasted breads that turned
out like English muffins. After washing dishes and lounging
about, we decided to go into town for some provisions. During
our preparation of breakfast an older gent. walked by and
talked to us for a while. Just as we were finishing eating he
came back the other way and gave us each a little bread
roll. Today we have rigged up our rain/wind cover a bit differently.
The space blanket between tent&packs has been replaced by
my poncho. The grommet fits the tent post which eliminates
tying, the material is stronger, it covers both packs on the other end
and is staked to the ground next to the rain fly peg on a 3rd

corner and tied around the packs to the tent pole rope.
By the time we were ready to go to town 3 little kids had gathered
to watch us. They just stood 4M away and watched like we
were on display. N. decided to stay behind and watch our stuff.
I went into town and got rice, eggs, salt (she emptied half into a
bowl so I could buy 1/2 kilo.) and more good bread. Then over the railing-less
rickety wood bridge to buy bananoes & hot peppers. The walk back
was slow&careful due to unwrapped eggs and falling apart banana bunches.
Back at camp, the kids had disappeared. Upon discussion, we decided
I should have gotten tomatoes & other items, so N. decided to walk back
and test his back. He got more eggs, toms & cigs (he’s trying to quit).
Decided to make a fine meal but the fire had its flaws. Cooked
up the rice just fine. But come time to fry potatoes & the fire just
can’t hack it. Got round to the pericos which turned out the
best of all but the fire was dead by that time. Couldn’t even
make toast or tea. After a nice sunset we settled back to
some serious toking. It rained most of the night and for the first
time in several days I remembered by dreams. About dinner
time a fellow came along and offered to rent us a boat for
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  50P for motor

  20P for oars 50P/hr. We may take him up on it later in the week.
Spent 85P today.

 TUES Nov 7: It rained most of last nite. Awoke late this morn
to find my pack somewhat dampened but not wet
inside. We decided to try frying again this morn. But try
as we might - and try we did - we couldn’t get a fire
going to save our souls. Using white gas, wet paper, wet charcoal and
matches it’s hard to burn more than gas. So after several
frustrating failures, we had a cold lunch of bananas, dulce,
cheese, bread, and water. Then after brunch we walked
into town to buy gas, potatoes, bread, cheese, eggs and get more
water. During our abortive attempts at fire building this morn,
a fellow pulled up a boat next to where we’re camped and motioned
over to me. I went to his boat and saw he had a
small 9" trout which he looked like he was giving to me.
Indeed he was. I graciously took the fish and he & his wife
motored off into town. On our return to camp, we toked up and thought
about Ec.& the Galápagos. Gal. is going to cost lots. Less than
one week left in Colo. Hard to get fired up when you’re
camped for free & your buddy has a sprained back and is
movin’ slow. Life’s easy here. And down-right nice if it don’t
rain. About this time we decided to fire up and fire up the
fire. Using dryer reeds, wood chips, charcoal chips, gasoline &
a good spirit, we got the fire roaring. Decided to cook up
the rest of breakfast. We managed to fry up the trout,
with lemon, and some pericos, and even had enough fire
left for toast, dulce & dish water. N. caught about 5 frogs
during the course of the morn. By lunch time we realized
that those frogs wouldn’t get used today. We let them go.
We’ll have to wait for N’s back to improve before we go fishing.
By afternoon the sun was coming out occasionally, drying off
all the damp items. The town near here is very small,



I don’t really know if it’s part of El Encano or not but it’s
a port with several before mentioned boats, houses built up on
stilts and 3 or 4 bridges going over the canal in town. The
main commodities are charcoal and split wood. Big open sided
busses loaded with charcoal. There are perhaps 20 houses in the
town. About dinner time with the fire still going strong we decided to
cook up a pot of chicken w/letters soup supplemented with peas and
carrot. Bread, dulce, and cheese on the side. After dinner we
reflected upon our existence as “Terranauts”. Our own little
Tranquility Base here.

 WED Nov 8: The days slip by in stoned progressions. N. is still suffering
so much from pain that he can’t walk into town. This injury is
beginning to concern me. I, too, am suffering from the old
Constipation Blues. Must be the change to our own cooking that’s
blocking us up. Not sick, just plugged. This morning dawned brite
and rain free. We got the fire going with reeds and gas. It’s kind
of a rush out there gathering rushes for the fire. Like folks of
antiquity gathering their existence from the goods around them. After
a breakfast of glop with dulce, bread&cheese, I began to feel even
more plugged. My forehead&nose are peeling, my hair is greasy&dirty,
my one change of clothes is getting well worn. Camping is fine
but except for town, we’ve gone no place very far from camp. Sitting
around stoned, living cheap, waiting for Ns back to heal. After a while
I felt slightly better and made an excursion into town for bread,
aspirins, Alkyseltz & panella. The fruit&veggies stand was closed again
today. The afternoon was spent lying around in the sunshine enjoying
the lack of rain. I even picked up a bit of sunburn on my face.
Several folks dropped by later in the afternoon; a fellow with 3
little tykes, an older couple with little child, and a couple others.
We managed to write a 2 pager to Doc and invite him to Bolivia.
We did the same with Ed. Although it would be nice to see them
again - it would be very strange to see them in Bolivia.



 We cooked up As the afternoon wore on the sun remained out and the hillsides
 our last tea bag were green with pastures and trees. It’s quiet here. At times all
 with some panella,you can hear is a bird chirp or wind rustling the tent.
 very good&sweet, We decided to fry again after our earlier failures.
 like a solid chunk This time we got the fire going hotter by adding wood
 of brown sugar.Also chips (the machete is useful again). We fried the pots. in the
 ate our remaining fry-type pan not the sauce pan as we did before. Also fried
 cookies&hard candy.fewer at a time. The fire lasted well throughout the pot.

and almost through my scrambled eggs, but N. had to coax
and puff to get his eggs done. After dinner we settled
the meal & settled back to watch the sunset. Magnificent
color 360o Better than any T.V. or Movie. At the close of
the day N. was still suffering from pain in back & legs and
my bowels were still congested.

  Thurs. Nov 9. Awoke this morn. to a monumental relief of internal
backlog. It rained only briefly last nite but despite that, we decided
to opt for the stove this morn. N. awoke feeling better but shortly
fell into a bit of pain in the hip. We did get to fry up the
last of our oatmeal with panella, bread, cheese, & water. The stove worked
well enough to heat the oats, and 2   more pots of dish
washing water. Just before breakfast a fellow came along and told us
he had boats to rent. He’d take us to the other end of the lake and
back for 250P. A bit high, but wanting to see the lake,
we decided to go tomorrow about 11 or so. The lady at the store
we’ve been going to daily always seems somewhat bothered
when she has to wait on us. Maybe we come in during lunch
time but it is a store. Plus the fact that she’s so short. She
can’t be more than 41/2’ tall. It’s hard to relate to a little Indian
or Mestizo lady who runs a store on the shores of Lago La Cocha.
The pace of life is so slow here. You’re forced to move along slowly
by the nature of the surroundings. There’s little to do and much time
to do it in. There’s time for laying and watching the bugs.



After settling breakfast and lounging about for a while, we decided
to take a walk into El Puerto for fruits&veggies, but the stand
was closed. So we walked the rest of the way 3 more km into
El Encano. N’s back was well enough to complete the trip but

 The little lady he was stiff and moving slow. In town we bought more Quaker
Oats,cookies,bananas,tomatoes,and then came back to El Puerto for bread

 and short girls and eggs. While N. was filling the 21/2 gal. I took a couple photos.
We got back to camp just as it was starting to rain. The wind
had shifted & we got stuff wrapped against the rain just in
time. Retired to the tent to wait out the rain. Spent time
getting high, munching bread&cookies, playing 40 card solitaire, and
when all else failed - sleeping. About dinner time the rain stopped
and we made a dose of stew with peas, carrot, rice, & dried soups
all on the stove again. By now it’s burning car gas and seems to
work well except for blowouts around the gasket. I just blow out
the lower flame and keep on cookin’. After dinner we settled the
meal with the rest of our available pot. Hopefully N’s back will
be well enough to ride in the boat & it won’t rain.

 FRI Nov 10. Awoke to a nice shiney morning. N. got up first and
while he was walking around the camp - the guy who was going
to take us to the other side of the lake stopped by with 2
small trout for us. He also had a big 12"-14" rainbow trout
but he wasn’t giving that away. He told N. he’d send
some little kid back to show him where to fish. Soon
a little kid (12-14) with a limp and a stick for a cane
came along and off he & N went fishing. I loitered
about camp. After a while I walked down to see
how the fishing was going. The first thing the little
kid did was to put on a smaller hook. The ones we
got are too big for little 6" trout. While I was standing
there the kid caught a real little one - 4"-5" but it
was hooked through the upper jaw and wouldn’t live if

wasn’t there
today. 2 young

took her place



let go. So I trucked the fish back to camp and put
it in water with the other 2. Brought N’s ground
pad back and another fishing line. They were
using bread, de-crusted, mashed with water, and
formed around the hook like a tear drop:
I went back to camp to fire up the stove & make
breakfast. While I was puttering another little kid
came along and watched me. He told me he was the
brother of the kid helping N. fish. After that he
just stood & watched me for about 15 min. I made
glop with dulce, powd. milk, panella, and bananas. With
bread & cheese, a hearty breakfast. By the time stuff
was cooked N. had come back with no more fish.
We waited around ’til about 11:30 (the guy was
to come at 11) when none other than the little
kid who helped N. fish showed up driving the boat.
The other guy couldn’t make it. So we tooled across
to the other side, about an 11/2 ride. Behind us we
could see the rain falling & by the time we got
across it was raining on us slightly. By boat the
lake is like any other, wet & flat. The scenery was
nice but about the same as where we were camped.
Once on the other end, we tried fishing in the
aforementioned style, sans pole, reel, or live bait.
Got nothing. There was a small village at the
other end like El Puerto. After gathering some
fire wood we tooled back to camp. An interesting
if not a bit too expensive afternoon’s diversion.
Back at camp we got gas can & camera and
rode with the boat into town to get change. Bought
eggs gas & bread & paid for the boat. Also took a few
pix. Back at camp we built a fire of charcoal,

Bread
around hook



wood splinters & chunks from the gathered wood, reeds, and
gas. It worked the best of any time so far. We boiled
up the rest of our potatoes, fried the 3 small fish &
made a monster batch of pericos with 6 large eggs,
1 large tomato, 3 onions & 1/2 red pepper. Just as we
were finishing cooking the meal, it started to rain
again. It had been clear when we got back from
our boat ride. We sat in the tent door eating. By the
time the eggs had cooked, the trout were bone-cold.
We tossed them to the dogs. After setting our dirty
dishes out to rinse - we fell asleep with the heavy
patter of rain on the tent top.

 Sat. Nov. 11: After much rain last nite, today dawned
bright & clear. The ground & everything was wet.
Our stuff - protected under 2 ponchos - stayed mostly
dry. We set everything out to dry in the sun & tried
to start a fire. No Chance, Jack. Burned up most
of our gas & reeds   in a futile, smoke making
effort. Cooked up glop & even dish wash water on
the stove again. After washing up, drying out, and
packing up - we walked into town, all our stuff on
our back & a 1/2 used bag of charcoal between us.
Just before we left the guy with the boat from yest.
(not the kid) and wife stopped by to wish us good luck.
So too did another man who walked by every day
on the other side of the canal. We managed to sell
back our unused carbon for a big 14P. Whole bags
cost 60 - we paid 65, half used bags are worth 30,
we got 14. About right for 2 gringos. Trucked up
into town, N.’s back feeling stiff & sore, but better.
Stopped at the grocery store we stopped at for oats &
cookies a couple days ago for Colombiana’s. On the



way out of town we were stopped by a fellow weeding
his onion patch (lots of onions around here). He
& N. talked for about 5. He admired us for just
taking off & traveling. On down the road about 1km
  an open sided bus passed us by. Then 1/2 km
later another one did. But it stopped about 100m
up the road. We made it in time to be loaded in,
  our packs in back on top of the milk cans.
During the ride, the back of our seat fell off on
one side. The short (25P) ride left us in Pasto
about 12:00. After checking into the hotel Londres
and taking a well needed shower, we went next
door to the Venecia for a well needed lunch. The
same old stuff accompanied by Colo. T.V. We had
to wait for about 10 min. for change for a 100P note.
While wandering around after lunch looking for
a chocolate bar, we saw a movie theater with a
double feature 1: Piraña 2: The magic sword with
Basil Rathbone. We decided to go. To two hicks
just in from a week in the campo, any flick, especially

 English speaking, looks good. We still had about an hour
 Before the flick to kill before show time so we hustled back, broke

out the pot, got high & went to the double feature. The
only notable thing about the film was that just
near the end of Piraña, the power went out.
During the 10 min. it took to get the generator
running, there were many whistles, cat calls & a few
fire crackers. After the flick we stopped at the
local Pasteleria for cookies & filled cake then
came back to a meal of sardines, bread, almost
filled cake, very crumbly cookies, and water. Settled
the meal & retired to sleep on a soft bed.

started they played
some really good

guitar music
over the P.A.

12 1/2 each



 Sun Nov 12: A laid back day in Pasto. Awoke late and went next
door to the Venecia for a good breakfast. During the end of
our meal a Colo. came up with an almost empty bottle of Aguard.
and offered us some. Turns out he works in a wheat factory
or something, has a wife by shotgun wedding complete with
Police, and 11/2 kids. He’s 21. After breakfast we wandered
around town looking for a newspaper or hard cookies. Wound up
wandering through a big supermarket-dept. store. Big by Colo.
standards. Wound up trying to by 31P of candy bars with
27P. No way, José. So bought one c.b. and headed back
to the Londres. There we settled the meal & occupied ourselves by
playing with my little slide rule and trying to figure the
answer to the chess board/grain of rice doubling per square
puzzle. approx. 1x1019 grains. Talked about numbers & math.
About 12 we got the munchies again (having had at the
chocolate with almonds earlier). Took a long walk up
and down the side streets looking for a suitable Pasteleria.
Wandered many blocks watching all the people & seeing
Sunday life. Encountered a paper boy & bought a copy of
El Pais. Wandered farther to a Pharmacia for T.P. and Atomic
Balm or something for N.’s back. Finally bought some good little
wheat rolls & some cream puff flavored donut type things.
On our way back to the hotel, another fellow with a
bottle of Ag. stopped us on the street, made us take a swig,
shook our hands, and walked off. Back at the hotel
we munched the sweets & breads & read the paper about
the extinction of dinosaurs by supernova radiation
and the “Miss Colombia” beauty pageant in Cart.
We’re down to our last 100P. We’ve spent $700 U.S.
Yankee Dollars between us in the last 60 days. Not bad.
The lady at the hotel here came up for payment for tonite.
N. talked her into waiting until tomorrow (when we’ll



cash a $20 and pay for 2 nites at once) by showing her
our last 100P and saying “We’d like to eat tonite - this
is the last of our cash”. It worked. We also figured out
today that we don’t have to be out on the 15th as
we’d previously thought but, technically, we must be out by the
13th - tomorrow. We won’t make it. Hopefully Tues. won’t be
too late. After dinner next door (the other side) we came
back to the hotel & were again asked for rent but this time
by a fellow. By this time we’d spent our remaining colo.
cash so we tried to cash a $10 bill. After much haggling
N. finally got 320P (the guy wanted to give 280) and paid
rent. Not feeling obligated to stay another nite - and not
really needing to cash money now - we’ll try and get
to Quito tomorrow.

 Mon Nov. 13: Awoke before the alarm at 5AM. Went downstairs
and shaved for hopefully the last time. Then out to the
bus. Got to Ipiales in 2hrs for 42P each. Passed thru
more beautiful mtn scenery with the fog just beginning
to lift. Mountains and clouds mixed to form nice
vistas. It was just a busseta to Ip. and N. suffered
from cramped legs. We sat in the front seats thinking
that would give us more leg room, but rite in front
of N. was a small padded box that wound up being
occupied during almost all the ride - hence cramped
legs. Once in Ip. we had a good 25P breakfast and

 We were given trucked the 3-4k to the border. A nice down hill walk.
 only 15 days At the border we checked out of Colombia & checked
 at the border. into Ecuador. Just had to fill out a piece of paper.
 We’ll have to No money check, no customs, no hassle. While filling
 extend in Quito. out our tourist cards, we met 2 other Gringos from

England. The 4 of us walked 1k down to what was supposed
to be a tourist Info. center. No info there. By going to the



info place we wound up on the old road to Tulcan. We
started to walk. About 4k (uphill) later we finally inter-
sected the Tulcan main road. N. stopped to tighten his
laces & the 2 Englishmen got well in front of us. We
tried walk/hitching, turning around & sticking out your
hand when you hear a car coming up from behind.
Finally abut 3k from town a taxi stopped & told us he’d
take us to town for 20P each. We accepted. We picked
up the Britishers a little farther down the road & were
taken right to a Casa de Cambio. There we changed our
remaining Pesos & cashed $20. Got 25S/dollar. Then, as
we were walking toward the edge of town after saying good-
by to the other 2 fellows, a collectivo micro-bus stopped
and the driver told us he’d drive us to Quito for 70S
each. The bus cost 60 and took 71/2 hrs. The micro-bus
took 4. We waited around ’til 12 for the micro to leave &
then with a full load we headed out. First through an
intermont basin filled with farms going off into the
rolling hills. The vistas are grander here. Not so many
steep, narrow valleys & more wide, flatter ones. Then over
this basin into an arid mountain scape that looked
much like parts of Nevada or Ariz. Cactus, sandy soil,
mountains. By Ibarra it had greened up a bit and by
Cayambe the valleys were again greener. Here we also
saw our first snow-capped peaks. Kinda nice to see
snow off in the distance. During the ride we were stopped
several times by Aduana checking passports & looking for
dangerous items. They never touched our packs. One fellow
was bringing in several hats & several pair of shoes. Evidently
the customs folks got wise to 3 people on the bus all wearing
identical black (new) hats. Some money changed hands & on
we went. Just before Quito was more impressive mtn.



arid scenery. At places no vegetation grew at all. Here
were more steep valleys but with sandy soil. Sitting
next to us on the micro was a fellow from Guayaquil
who bought us some mandarinas (mandarin oranges)
like tangerines. Very good. Also bought an expensive (10S)
popsicle. Once in Quito we were directed by our bus driver
to several cheap residencials. After walking around &
finding a hotel (with elevator) for 80S each we decided
to take his advice and finally found a place for 50S each.
Residencial Occidente. The kid here has trouble reading
printed Spanish & when we asked for a key for the
door he looked confused & said “Why, are you going out?”
We used our own lock and key. Being settled in a
relatively cheap place - we walked about looking for
cheap gouts. Found a good place with mariendas for
18S. Good soup, rice, creamed pots. & cauliflower, a little
piece of meat & some half congealed raspberry jello with
thorns for desert. It hit the spot. Topped off with a
10S beer (twice the size of Colo. beer) it was a good
meal. People here say “Mandé” as in Mexico & gaseosas
are called colas. Almuerzos are mariendas. We’ve seen more
Fords & Toyautos & Mercedes Trucks than in Colo., there
they were Dodge or Renault. Settled back in the res. we
discussed various musical groups like Beatles & F.Z. Then
broke out the cannabis to celebrate our safe arrival.

 TUES Nov. 14: Went out for breakfast to the same place we ate
last nite but they weren’t ready yet. So we walked in a
small circle looking for a Casa de Cambio. Found the one
we were looking for but it wasn’t open yet. So we
strolled back to the rest. and they were open. Went in
but they didn’t have breakfasts. So we went next
door for a café con leche, quessillo, bread, and fried eggs.



I asked for revueltos but they don’t know that here.
People eat light breakfasts, not like colombia. After eating
we went to a casa de cambio we had seen during our
stroll just down the block from where we were. There
I cashed a $100 note checque for 2,635 S. On our way
from the bank to the tourist office we ran into Katherine,
a short, bucktoothed, curly dark haired, and likeable
person. She’s a teacher in Canada. She stopped us on
the street and asked if we knew a place to cash a
Travellers Checque. We did the same routine again -
first to one Cambio where they were now open but
wouldn’t cash Am. Ex. So we went back to the one by
the rest. From there K. told us we could catch a
bus to the T.O. Off the 3 of us went. Bus cost
1.40S. After successfully navigating our way to the
T.O. we got info about Quito, the Galá. and Ec. in
general along with 5 free posters. From there it was
a short walk to EC. TOURS where we received letters
from home but NO FILM. Bummed to say the least
we retired to the FUENTE down the block to read mail
and gather our thoughts. There was a possibility that
the package was sent to the P.O. From the FUENTE we
went to Libri Mundi and blew a wad. Bought The
Galápagos Guide, Spanish-ENG dict., Backpacking in N. Peru,
a big fucking map of EC., Tropic of Cancer, 2 KlEIN sci fi
and a latest J. Brunner sci fi. Felt the need to see
words again. It’s been a long dry spell since Sot-Weed.
K. left us at Libri Mundi. She had told us that
the “Gran Casino” was only 40S per nite & lots of
Gringos. We decided to truck our stuff over to the other
hotel. First we trucked ourselves back to the P.O. but
they were closed. So we went to the hotel, packed our



gear & trucked back to the P.O. which soon there-
after opened. But they didn’t  have our package
either.  Shit.  So with packs sti l l  on our backs
we went to the Gran Gringo and got a room
on the 4 th f l .  through a narrow stairway that
we had to negotiate sideways. At the P.O. we
saw a lady and a child that had f lown with us
from Miami to San. A.  We also ran into the
two Englishmen from yesterday on our truck to
the “Gringo”.  They claimed there were even cheaper
places (30S) up past the Indian Market on 24 de Mayo.
At the Hotel  it  became clear why it ’s  called the
Gringo.  Gringos of al l  shapes and sizes are here.
K. is  staying here.  Many other strait to freaky
looking people.  Looks l ike a San Fran.  cross section
between 18 & 30. After checking in we lounged about
reading & writing letters, parousing books and relaxing.
Later,  in the courtyard out our room’s back door,
I met a fellow from Israel .  He was coming north
from 15 mos. in the south. He told us about Tierra
del Fuego, Puerto Montt, Bariloche, Painé (sp?) Chile and
about how cheap it is to live in Peru and about trips
to the Oriente around Puyo in Ec. and about the beaches
near Esmereldas. We gave him our now defunct Colo. map.
On our way downstairs for dinner we met Ellie, a girl
from San Juan Island, Washington. Short, long blond hair,
and a manner that reminds me of Amanda in Another
Roadside Attraction. We ate dinner & drank beer & talked.
Sitting a few     tables down the l ine was K.
of this morn.  with another fel low. At the end of
our meal she came over and told of less than promising
possibi lities of military f l ights.  After dinner,



N & I & Ellie went back to our penthouse to settle a
meal. Ellie talked about her 7 year old daughter, her
weaving and learning to weave in a little Mex. village
near Oaxaca. She told of her Island and how people are
moving in with condos from Seattle. Her bag had gotten
lost in Guayaquil. It was a Chinese Mail bag with
Chinese characters and also Retourné a Formosa. She
also told of her many boy friends. At least it seemed
like many. Her ex- “old man”, her Mex. guy she just about
married, another in Guat, etc. Seemed very interested
and sensitive and somewhat taken back at being
plopped in Quito after a 41/2 day ride in Greyhound to
Miami from Seattle and then a flight right to Quito.
That would do it. After a while, K. came up and
knocked on the door. She came in and we discussed
Galápagos alternatives. She’s going to try to get the one
remaining Military seat she thinks is available. After
the 4 of us talked more about travel, Quechua, goddam
big packs, and the piece of driftwood, smooth blue rock, and
bald eagle feather that E. had in her hand woven bag,
K. left and shortly after so did E. We settled the
evening and retired.

 WED Nov. 15, Awoke late and went down for breakfast. We decided
not to go to Immigration but to go to Ec. Tours again.
and to buy tickets for the Gal. Catherine left a note

  She didn’t on her door saying she’d meet us at the FUENTE at 10:30.
  get on the While eating breakfast, she came in. We went to town
  couldn’t have together, riding the #3 bus. At Ec. Tours we tried to

remember the name of the guy to whom we’d written.
  up ’till 4AM They didn’t have our film but they did have 2 letters
         it. for N. fi led under “A”.  After a jugo to col lect our

thoughts, and trying on some very nice Oltovalo Sweaters,

even try to

plane and

anyway
but stayed

thinking about



we went to Met. Tours. Ec. T. told us flights were
booked into Jan. Met. T. told us they were booked ’til
March. We walked to the TAME office and
without any trouble got reservations on Friday’s
flight. Then walked 3 blocks past the McDonalds,
Queen Burger, and Chicken King to the ticket
office and bought the tickets. Feeling exhilarated
at the aspect of the Galá. the 3 of us rode the
bus back to the Cafeteria San Francisco and had 1/4 pollo
and another big beer. Just as we got back to the Hotel
it started to rain, even some small hail. We spent
the afternoon lightening our packs. We’ll leave stuff
behind here for 15S. We pruned at least 25-30 lbs.
After lounging and being pleased with our
existence in Quito in general we went down
to meet C. and go to the Hojas de Hierba. She
said she was going with another fellow and they’d
take the bus. N & I wanted to walk. We strolled
through the old part of the city enjoying the architecture
atmosphere, and pretty women. We stopped to
eat at a little restaurant run by a Korean man
who spoke to me in English. In the restaurant
we met 2 girls from Calif. who were coming
N.    from Lima. One of the ladys, when I
told her I was from Minn. said “LaCrescent”.
I just about shit. She had lived in LaC. from
’69-’72 on a farm somewhere up North Ridge. She
was going to school in LaX at the time. After
dinner we walked to the Hierba and got there
just in time to meet C. and her 2 Swedish
companions. Also seated with us were a couple from
New Mex (Santa Fe)(sounds like a “nice part o’ town”)



and another unidentified lady studying weaving. The
Hierba is a funky old house turned into a coffee
shop / veggie restaurant / gringo hangout / folk music center.
We listened to native tunes from Bolivia, Peru, Chile
played on guitar, violin, and charango (made from an
Armadillo) Good tunes. We rode the bus back to the
Hotel. The Hierba had fresh strawberries, fruit salad,
O.J., wine, pita bread, tahini sauce, and many more
mouth watering delights. Quito is a nice city.
Filled with old charm and surrounded by mount.
it’s a cosmopolitan city with many western
goods for sale and eastern, for that matter. Nissan,
Toyauto, Ford, Radio Shack, McDonalds, Sport World, Yoga
retreats, you name it, they got it (just about). A
fine place. Spent the rest of the eve planning our
stay in Ec. It’d be nice to spend 4 mos here.

 Thurs Nov. 16. Got up somewhat later than we’d planned. Went down for
breakfast and met Catherine. After breakfast we went off to
the Immigration Office. The #3 bus took us close but we didn’t
know how far down it was. We got off about 10 blocks too
far down & had to walk back. When we found the office there
were about 15 people ahead of us. Another fellow came in right
behind us. He was from Seattle but had lived near Two
Harbors. He was visiting a friend in Oltovalo. We also met
a Peruvian/Ec. double national, a fellow who claimed to
be a Private Eye in LosAngeles (or S. Cal.) but now
wanted to open up a car dealership in Quito. He told us how
bad it is to have a Peruvian Passport. After waiting for
an hour or so, we were ushered up stairs to see the Col.
While we were waiting in his office another sub/col.
came to the door, saluted, asked permission to enter, entered
toes not exceeding the green rug, stated his business, got



his answer, clicked his heels and ran out the door. The
Col. gave us 90 days with no problem. Feeling good -
we walked down the street and stopped at a Pasteleria
called Baguette or something on Amazonas, and
bought a little cold meat pie and a piece of strawberry
pastel. Feeling only slightly sated we were drawn
in to Queen Burger where we ordered up a Whopper
and a Strawberry shake. Then to Amaz Ec. T. to
see about film. There was a letter from Hector saying
he had mailed the film, but he didn’t say when. After
not getting the film again today - we walked down the
street to cash some cheques. $300 each. After cashing
for 26.30 we met Bill, a fellow from Colorado who’s
presently living on credit waiting for lost money
to arrive from New York, going out with a beautiful
Italian girl, and trying to deal with a spaced out partner
in Colo. After talked We talked with him for a while
and then did a little run around looking unsuccessfully
for pipe tobac. Caught the bus back to the Sto.Domingo
Square from which we went to a papeleria and bought
a note book. Came back to the Hotel where I wrote
an acknowledgment to Hector and in the midst of
a power failure - took my first good hot shower of the
trip. What a luxury! We took our clothes to the laundry
lady here at the hotel. She charged us 150S to wash
almost all our clothes. By the afternoon they were all

  at the P.O. hanging out and almost dry just outside our door.
 N borrowed my We dried from the showers & finished up letters to go to
 other pen&through the P.O. About 3 it began to cloud up. Shortly
 lack of comm.,in thereafter we decided (Cath. had joined us by now) to go
 giving it back it to the P.O. and do shopping for the Islands. Out into the
 got forgotten rain we went. Got our letters mailed and then off to a



dry goods store. We bought rice, lentils, lard, hard candy,
dried soups, oats, chocolate bars, panella, powd. milk, matches,
soap, instant coffee, a bottle of Ecuadorian Cognac & a bottle
of Scotch! Then went to a supermarket and got cigs. Then
off to a drug store for pain pills for N’s back. Too expensive,
Rags for C. and a weigh (145 lbs with tennies, duck pants &
a wet jacket). After shopping we came back to the Hotel.
C. got talking to somebody else so we brought all the
goods up to our room. Sitting outside our door in the hallway
was the French fellow who had been standing outside last-
nite trying to identify stars. We got to talking about
stars and things while N. finished up another letter he’d
forgotten about - to Leslie (from San Andres Is). Jil,
the Frenchman, wanted to eat dinner with us in the
cafeteria here. But first N. went off to the P.O. Jil &
I went into the cafe, but it was full. We decided to
catch up with N. and eat elsewhere. Out of the hotel
we ran, looking for N. We found him just as he was
coming out from the P.O. We went to the SanFrancisco
for dinner. Had pork-ribs, potatoes mashed with cheese, avocado
slices, some corn that tasted like whopping big pop-
corn old maids, and a big beer for 30S. Satisfied-we
went back to the Hotel. J. and I looked for stars from
the 4th fl. “observ. deck”. Shortly, not recognizing any,
I went inside. N and I packed up all our stuff for
tomorrow. We’ve got 3 big stuff sacks full of stuff to leave
behind. Maybe 40 lbs. Later I went out to take a leak,
J. was still out there and he had located all (just about)
the constellations visible. Aquarius, Capricornus, Aries,
Eridanus, Pegasus, Andromeda, Cygnus, triangulum, etc.
Nice to learn the Southern stars.



 Fri Nov 17: Awoke to the alarm at 5:30. We packed most of our stuff
up last nite so today we just put the bed back together &
walked out the door. We met Cath., stored our stuff at the
Casino for 30S and walked to the corner where we got
a taxi to the airport. When we got there, C. met two
guys from Italy who were going out. There were also
the 2 Americans, Dan & Ben whom we had met at the
Tame office. For some reason or another C. didn’t like
Dan and for that reason didn’t want to travel with them.
After eating a breakfast of coffee & sweet rolls at the
airport, we got on the plane and took off. Our first stop
was Guayaquil. Along the way C. was trying to line
up other folks for a boat once we got to the Islands.
She wanted to travel with the Italians but they could
only go out for a week and wanted to do more diving.
After reboarding at Guayaquil she met 2 Dutch folks
Gaap (pronounced yop, rhymes with top) and Else. On the
plane we met 2 folks from Washington D.C. who were
going on a cruise for $900 each. Wow. On the plane C. told
Dan that she really didn’t want to travel with them. O.K.
We still had to find some more people. We were 5 and
needed 1 to 3 more people. After getting off the plane at
Baltra, a fellow met us and said he’d take 6 people for
2000 S/day. He said he could take as many as 8 which left
us 3 people to find. He said there were 3 other people
already at Puerto Ayora looking for a boat. They turned
out to be the 3 Germans, 2 guys & a girl, who had gotten
out on the military flight Wed. We met up with them
and by the time we were all ready to rent the boat, the
capt. said the boat was no longer available. Another group
came along and hired the boat for twice the price. Capitalism
at work. But there was another boat for 8 people for 2500S



per day. We all sat together at the restaurant trying to barter
the capt. down to 2000S/day. *Earlier: after our arrival at
Baltra we took a crowded(!) bus to the channel for 10S each
then across the channel in a crowded launch (the people
had to move to the back so the motor was in the water) for
20S each. Then once on Santa Cruz - we had lined up a
car to take us to Puerto Ayora, 40k away, for 40S each.
On the first boat ride all of our group came across except
C. We had to wait for the second load to come across
and then took a long, dusty ride to the other side of the
Is. While waiting we saw Frigate birds, pelicans, pencil
urchins & crabs along the rocks.*

We managed to talk the capt. down to 2300 S/day. Then
we had to plan our itinerary. The Dutch folks couldn’t
travel for more than 10-12 days. The same with the Germans.
They had to be back by a week from Tues. to try and catch
the military flight back. We planned an 11 day voyage
excluding Isabella, Ferdinand & Tower, all islands we wanted
to see. But that’s alright. Then came food. We sat all around
the table comparing lists of what we had and what we had
to buy. During the proceedings - Dan came over to us with
a problem: they couldn’t find any more people for a boat-
full. They asked if we could take one of them with us
and the other would go with the other boat that had been
hired out from under us. The capt. agreed for 2500S/day
for 9 people. As the food negotiations were drawing to a
close, Mike - one of the Germ. came along and made a big
deal about the fact that they’d spent 1600 S, we’d spent
500S, and the Dutch even less. How to reconcile that fact?
He was concerned that on board there would be confusion over
who ate what food. About that time I went out to look
at a pelican with C. Soon N. came out and said there was a

on food



problem. Mike - the Germ. had pulled out. Evidently he
had originally wanted to go out with the other
2 “Yanks” and the Italians. This pressure into another
group, plus the food thing made him pull out. Then
the other 2 Germ. decided to also reconsider. Suddenly
it was late in the day, we had hired a boat for 9
and suddenly had only 5, we had made all sorts of
elaborate food plans - all for naught. So N. ran off to talk
to the Yanks & we tried to reason with the Germs. They
were confused & non decisive. The Dutch couple, N, and
finally C. decided our best bet would be to go with
the yanks as 7. It finally became clear that the G.
weren’t going to go. Then there was the confrontation
between Dan & Catherine. He told her he wouldn’t go
with us if it would spoil her trip. She felt bad about
snubbing him and in her own way apologized. Finally
they agreed, the yanks would go with us, the Germ. would
go with the Italians who would pay for 10 days but
stay out only 7. It was dark by this time. We went
out to the boat (N,C,J,E,&I) and loaded off the Germ.
stuff that had been loaded on when they were still
going. Then the capt. went off to town. Finally on the
boat with a crew of 7. We broke out the pot, scotch,
brandy & Pisco and had a party. Sat out and looked
at the stars. Just as we were about to retire, the
two other Yanks showed up - drunk from town. I talked
with them for a while before sacking out myself. They
held no hostility for C. and just wanted to have a good
time. I went to sleep with the rocking of the boat
and anticipation of  all  we would see.

 Sat. Nov. 18: Awoke early not hung over. N.C.D&I went
into town to procure goods for the voyage. We bought all

G



sorts of fresh veggies, eggs, cheese, salami, bread, jelly and
other staples. Got all the food loaded on, the capt. & 1st mate
aboard, and with a little manual starter action, were
on our way. We decided to make scrambled eggs for
breakfast. The first egg that we cracked (it fell on the
floor) was rotten. About half of the other ones we bought
were also bad. I peeled the toms & onions & green peps.
but by the time the eggs were done I  was feel ing
real queasy. I came out and layed on the deck for a
long while,  trying not to feel  sick. Then I ate some
bread & a few bites of eggs. After laying for a while
longer - I got sick. Puking off the back of the boat. Once
I did that I  felt  better but stil l  went inside &
layed down for a couple hours. Our first stop was at
Santa Fe. The boat pulled into a beautiful sea green bay

  my hat had surrounded by rocks & cactus trees.  By the time we
 wind. We had to arrived I felt  much better and ate a couple cheese
 over to pick and salami sandwiches. Got all the camera gear ready,
  water. got on the launch and went off to visit the seals. We’d

seen them swimming around the boat at our anchorage but
on the shore they were laying about in the sand and on the
rocks, just sunning themselves. Incredibly tame or fearless.
You could walk up to within 6’ and not arouse a response.
Took many close ups of seals, even mother with nursing
baby. Then trucked up the hill to see land iguanas but they
were all hiding from the sun and us. We did see many
fine examples of cactus, finches, and even a dove. By the
time we reached the top of the hill, another tour boat,
the Delfin, showed up with about 30- 40 people. They were
huffing & puffing up the hill. One fellow had a movie camera
with sound and was photoing the seals. While waiting for the
launch to fetch us, N & I amused ourselves by photoing

blown off in the

drive the launch

it out of the



the crabs that scuttle around over the rocks, hide in
crevices & jump from rock to rock quite rapidly when
startled. Finally the launch took us back to the boat where
after drinking about 4 big glasses of water, I put
on my trunks & dove in. Beautiful. After circumnavigating
the boat, I came back in to Lemonade & Tea. After every-
body had swum & drank, the relaxing period began.
Laid on deck and dried,  wrote and afterwards pre-
pared dinner. Had a big batch of what was supposed to be
chili, with the salami, rice, green peps., beans, etc. very good. After
dinner, N.C.&I sat on the deck, looking at the stars and
talking about books such as Hamlet’s Mill and other esoteric
realities.

 Sun. Nov. 19. Awoke to the chugging of the engine. We got underway
to San Cristobal at about 5 AM. I slept ’til we arrived at
about 9. Everybody got up and we made a big batch of Terranaut
Glop with Bananos, panella, evaporated milk, bread & cheese. A big hit.
After breakfast & dishes, we loaded into the launch & went ashore
to buy provisions. First to the bread store which had no bread
yet. Then to try and find some cheese. Not any to be found. Wound
up buying beans, more powd. & evap. milk, and some orange crush for
immediate consumption. Then C. & I went back to the bread store
in time for piping hot rolls. MMM. Bought 120 and consumed
several of the suckers on the spot. After taking our goods to the
dock to be transported to the boat, we headed to the museum.
A motheaten display of most of the animal & sea life to be
found in these parts. Saw the difference between sea lions (Lobos
del Mar) and fur seals (Foca), Great Frigate birds, boobies, lobsters,
a whale skull & some vertebrae. Plus displays of dirt from
all the different islands. Here we found out that the Neptuno, the big
cruiser parked next to us, is parked due to lack of generator power.
5 of 6 generators had burned out. All the tourists were shipped off.



  We stopped by At the museo we asked about things to see on the island. The crater
  ate some bread that’s 20k away takes a taxi to get to and costs 300S/taxi. Too
    managed to find.  much. There’s also a marine iguana colony in one direction
         nurse whopast the airport and a frigate colony off the other way past the
  long travel. She beaches. C. N. Else, Gaap,& I took off to find the iguanas. We walked
   water. along the black rock strewn beach looking, but found only little crabs.

After about 21/2 of strolling & photoing we gave up and headed back
to the boat. At the dock, N & C. decided to hit up the market for
more fruit. I went out to the boat. There I talked with Dan &
Ben who had gone the other way and had seen the frigate bird
colony (a small one), some boobies & one iguana. We went the
wrong way. When C & N returned with nothing (the mkt. was
closed) we sat around for a while & then cooked up tuna surprise
with noodles, tomato sauce, green p, onions & coffee on the side.
After dinner we read until the lights became too dim. Then
retired to a sound sleep. A slow day.

 Mon Nov 20. Awoke to find a hole chewed in the side pocket of my
camera bag. The theory is that it was done by a rat looking for the
shell I had stashed in the pocket. Not a serious occurrence but
rather disappointing. While we waited for the port Authority to open
and give us permission to leave, N. Dan, and Jaap went into
town & bought some bananas, avocados, onions. Finally the capt. came
on board with a story of the Authority being drunk. He typed
out our names on a list but none were even close to the correct
names. About 10 we finally got underway to Hood. Everybody layed
about on the deck catching a few rays. Soon I began to feel a bit
ill from the sun & rocking boat and layed down inside. I wound up
sleeping through most of the voyage. It took us a long time to reach
Hood due to contrary winds & currents. We arrived at about 4PM
and after a perilous ride into shore, dodging waves & sea lions, we
finally saw some wild life. There are many sea lions here. Many
younger ones than on Santa Fe. In fact there was one laying right
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on the foot path which we had to step over to get to the other
side. It only barked a little. Incredibly tame. Then we saw
the marine Iguanas. Fascinatingly repulsive beasts. First we
saw only one but a little farther on there were whole rocks
covered with the critters. By moving slowly you could get within
2 or 3 feet of them. Many were covered with red algae looking
spots. Then there were the blue footed boobies. All over the rocks
just posing for photos. Got within 6-10 feet before they’d
fly off. Fantastic. We only had an hour or so to look around but
we’ll come back tomorrow to see the albatrosses. On the way back
to the boat a big bull sea lion chased N. up to the sleeping one
on the path. He just about stepped on it. On the boat back to
the Gabriel we were partially swamped by a big wave which
caught us from the side. We shipped about 6" of water and
got all shoes wet. Back at the boat we cooked up a big batch
of soup. I wasn’t feeling too well and ate only a little. I
retired early but not before settling a meal. That seemed also to
settle my stomach. This is a remarkable place. It’s totally different
being here than reading about it. The reality from the tame lions
to the plugged up toilet pervades and excludes all other thoughts.
We’re here. A once in a life time adventure. A 10 day cruise
around one of the most fantastic places on earth.

 Tues Nov. 21: Awoke after a night of bobbing to & fro & listening to
the anchor chain rubbing against the side of the boat. Had
left over soup with an additional dose of potatoes for
breakfast. After chores we headed into land. There we saw more
blue & masked boobies with chicks, many baby seals, lava lizards,
marine iguanas covered with red & green, some waved albatross
clacking beaks, lava gulls, frigate birds in flight, many
finches, swallow tail gulls, and many others. Saw big lava cliffs
stained white with bird shit. The masked boobie nests layed
right on the path. No need to search for them, just look



out you don’t step on them. Also saw oystercatchers & tropic
birds. We wandered around the peninsula for over 3 hours
photoing, marveling, tanning, & getting high. What a place.
Words fail to convey the enchanted nature of this place.
The incredibly tame animals are hard to believe. After getting
our fill of the sights we walked back to the beach past
the “blowhole”, a gap in the rocks through which waves
are shot 100’ into the air. The mist sprays far into the
wind. Back at the boat we made lemonade, and peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches with bananas on the side. What a
treat. All the other folks went back to the island for another
hour or so while I stayed here & read & slept a little.
When they all got back we cruised up the shore a ways
to another cove and hopefully quieter seas for sleeping.
Made up a good batch of rice & lentil stew with bread & cheese and cookies
for desert. After dinner we settled the meal with Else, Jaap, Dan& Ben.
Had a good time sitting on the deck listening to stories.

 Wed. Nov. 22 Awoke early to terranaut glop and getting underway. Fished
for a little while but caught only an inedible puffer fish and another
edible “Gringo” fish. All red. Spent all morning laying in the sun
on deck tooling through beautiful waters. At a couple points
we saw dolphins swimming along with the boat. 3 of them swam
right off the bow keeping up with the boat effortlessly. Shortly
after that we saw a hammerhead shark swimming close to the
surface. Also saw more frigate birds and albatross. I retired
below decks to read and avoid further sunburn. Ben is a crazy fellow,
he’ll stand on deck not hanging on to anything and play with the
bouncing ship. We finally arrived at Fernandin Floriana. Got
to shore and were welcomed by more sea lions. The landscape is more
volcanic here. The island has a cone and you can see where the lava
flow came down in sheets. It has eroded and the sheets have fallen
exposing the under layers of lava. Just over the hill was the



flamingo lagoon. Only a dozen or so flamingos and all at
great distance. Took photos with the 400MM. We were greeted
upon our arrival at the harbor by a park ranger boat. The guy
came on board & checked all our park permits, then accompanied
us to the island. We couldn’t climb the volcano and there weren’t
many birds to see. It’d be nice to spend a few days walking
around looking at the landscape but so far we’ve spent almost
all our time in the boat. After seeing the flamingos we
came back to the beach & went swimming. Then Raoul came
in to get us. Back at the boat to our surprise the capt.
had managed to catch 7 fish. With the one from this morn
that made almost enough for everybody. Cooked up fish, fried
spuds & rice for dinner. After a little speculation we determined
that the capt. must have gotten the fish from the ranger boat.
Just a little too perfect to catch exactly the right amount
for everybody to have one. Settled the meal on deck and watched
the falling stars and listened to the sea-lions swimming around
the boat.

  Thurs Nov 23; Thanksgiving. Woke early to yet another batch of
Terranaut glop. Today was a long 8 hour ride to Rabida.
Activities were limited to sun tanning, lounging about and
reading. The most constructive thing done all day was to

  one little one came take stock of our diminishing food supply. By scrimping -
we’ll have just enough to make it through Monday. I

  of Gal. dove read Shockwave Rider most of the day. We finally arrived
at Rabida about 3PM. Went ashore to see more sealions
(many young ones) and one (count ’em, one) flamingo. Nice
landscape with Palo Santo trees & cactus on red lava rocks.
Walked around for a while photoing & enjoying the freedom
of being off the boat. After our excursion ashore we
got back to cook up a thanksgiving dinner: the last of
our salami, some beans, corn, cauliflower, toms., potats all

up and sniffed my

foot. Took pix



  The capt. was made into a thick soup with bread & jelly on the side. After
  boat dinner we decided to celebrate. Took out the pot and sat

around the table getting high with everybody but the capt.
That guy spends most of the time sleeping. We’ve gotten to
be good friends with Dan Freidman and Ben Syus (?)
Ben is the energetic, talkative type playing with the waves
and always in good spirits. He always does the dishes. He
seems to like it. He’s been traveling for over a year &
is heading back home (Oregon) shortly. He reminds me of
a not so neurotic Jamie Weitzman. Dan is more cool,
less outgoing, but a very nice fellow. He told stories of
putting a bucket over a rooster to stop it from crowing
and trying to catch a little pig just for something to do.
A tall red haired, likable fellow that even Catherine has
grown to like (first impressions can be wrong). Cath. has
become more quiet as the trip goes on. A 30yr old
language teacher from near Toronto, short, curly hair,
buck teeth, and a very likable, but a twinge of high-
society - bitch keeps her somewhat remote. She never
really got into the drug    scene like the 4 of us guys
but likes to get high occasionally & enjoys listening
to me talk about the stars. She’s been working diligently
on her tan, but Else is the popular choice in the suntan
dept. (N. not included). She’s (Else) a slightly plump,
rather plain looking Dutch Girl. She looks “typical” to
me as did so many of the girls I saw last year in
Amsterdam. Noteworthy not because of their beauty, but
because of their almost complete plainness. Else seems
to be intelligent, she speaks English very well and has
a nice sense of humor. But she’s practical. In matters
of organization, planning and execution she is a
motivating force. She gets right to the problem and

on the ranger

Sias



 On the boat they tries to solve it. At times she seems nagging or   
just on the verge... She and Jaap are living

 This is supposed to together (not married) and she seems rather proud
  but nobody seems of that. She is refreshingly liberal in her thinking
  needs protection but has a helping of typical feminine fear (spiders,
 than from the tourists.cold water, etc.) Jaap, on the other hand, is the tall,
 about trash (over thequiet type. Longish hair and a scraggly beard, he
 still prevails. too looks Dutch. Thin as a rail with easily burned

and always peeling skin (like mine). He has a good
wit and a level head, but he’s more introspective,
perhaps the most introspective of the bunch. Ben’s the
rabble rouser, playing group leader from the rocks to
the seals; Dan’s the down home American boy, Cath.
is the clique - oriented (almost Maureen - like)
professional seeking freedom & relaxation; Jaap &
Else - the Dutch couple that everybody likes, but
they don’t culturally fit right in with the American
modismos. Every other phrase is “getting shitfaced,
far-out, a double-shot o’ my baby’s love, and good-humor”
Intellectually they’re right on top - but linguistically
they’re one step behind. Links have developed between
Dan - Ben - N & I that form one core group on the
boat. This has taken time to develop. Then there’s
Raoul. He sleeps in the cot/seat by the bathroom
door. Never seen without his seaman's hat pulled
down to his eyebrows, he’s the launch driver and
toilet unplugger.

 Fri Nov 24. Took the 4 hour ride to James Bay at Santiago.
Along the way we saw dolphins in the distance and at all
times were surrounded by islands. As we approached James
bay we could see a volcanic cone nearby. This one we wanted
to climb. We arrived amidst rumors   that it was

just throw all the

trash overboard.

 be a protected area

 to realize that it

 more from the natives

The Latin mentality

side, fuck the animals)



possible to catch a goat on the island. In fact when we
pulled in there was another boat right next door where
the fellow was cleaning 2 goats. Frigate birds and pelicans
were all around to pick up the scraps. Then off to the
beach.*We’d made terranaut Glop again this morn but
Else was getting tired of it and couldn’t eat it.* At the
beach we started trucking up along the trail over the
strangest landscape so far. Big rippling lava flows in
some places and in others it was ropey lava, just mounds
of big jagged chunks. Near the shore the layers were evident
and more erosion by sea water caused caves, niches, bizarre
rock cliffs and bridges. Our first stop was to chase goats.
N. saw a couple and we scrambled over some lava chunks
past the remains of some old wooden buildings. No luck.
Then farther on N. saw some more, set his camera down

  On the walk and the last I saw he was running off into the bush. Dan
went with N. but the rest of us proceeded around to the
crater lake. I came around a corner and there below was

  are also many a pink lake inside an old volcanic cone. The lake was
used in older times as a source of salt. Then back
down the path. At one rest stop we got close to & photo’d some
Galapagos Hawks. Then Ben and I decided to truck up the
big volcano we’d seen coming in. We followed a trail all the
way around the back only to discover that the trail just went
down to the beach. So we did a 90o turn straight up. Scrambling
over loose dirt; rocks, and sand. 2 steps forward - 1 step back.
Sometimes in almost impassable undergrowth - bushes with
thorns that won’t even supply a hand hold the topsoil is
so thin. Ben was way ahead of me but I finally made it
to the top. There we ate some gorp & walked along the rim
to the highest point. Not slippery but windy. At the peak
we were visited by another hawk that hovered only 3 or

up & down the
volcano we
saw many little
lizards. There

finches around.
Even come out
to the boat &
eat our bananas.



 (N & Dan had also climbed the volcano. The capt. brought N’s camera back)

4 feet overhead. After catching a buzz we decided to walk
back down the front side. At first, altho' steep, the
traction was good. Then we hit the slippery stuff. Ben
again was way out in front. At the top he told me
of good hiking around Huras in Peru and Torre del
Piney in Argentina. I slipped and skidded down
the ravine, at times like a crab on all fours, at
more coordinated times, one foot on each side of the
ravine. We finally made it down and by this time my
feet were hurtin’ I’d worn only tennies & the top of

  Later Raoul my left big toe was rubbed raw. The first stop was the
  goat we’d water.  I  could feel  my feet sizzle when they hit the
  seen being nice cool salt  water.  Back at the boat the capt.  had
 skinned. That’s managed to score some tuna from the park ranger
  for tomorrow. boat parked near by. We had another Thanksgiving
  Through the dinner that couldn’t be beat complete with pot. However-
  rat-chewed during my scramble down the volcan, the film can with
  hole. the pot must have fallen out.  Not much lost  but a

bummer none the less. After stoning - the conversation became
scatological in nature.

 Sat. Nov 25, Didn’t sleep too well last nite. Kept waking up
with my leg asleep. Perhaps due to not being able to lay
on my stomach due to a sunburned face. TNG for break-
fast again. The bananas will last one more day. First
order of business is to see the fur seals. Back to the
beach but this time the other way. Past more fantastic
lava flows and erosions. Soon we were on top of the
fur seals. Smaller, wider heads, and thicker fur   than
the sea lions, the fur seals were only slightly more
difficult to approach. They’d swim into a pool away
from the surf that looked almost like a zoo display.
We also saw a yellow crested night heron. After

got some of the



photoing the lava & seals we came back to the boat and motored
to Espumillia Beach just down the line. By now my feet
were really hurtin’. I went ashore barefoot. A beautiful
beach with clear blue water, nice sand, and driftwood. Just
inland was a salt water lagoon that Ben & I saw from the
top of the volcano. Here we saw 20-30 flamingos. All feeding
so it was hard to take a pic with heads up. As soon as
we showed up they walked off to the other side of the
lake. Back on the beach waiting for Raoul, Cath. decided
to skinny dip. Soon Ben, Else and I followed suit. Almost
immediately we spotted the capt. coming out in the launch.
The girls joked that this was due to their nakedness. Ben
swam back to the boat but the rest of us got dressed
and came in the launch. After a lunch of lemonade,
crackers & butter, I retired to write while we’re under
way to Bartholomé. Just before our arrival at Bart. I went
on deck to get some sun and to try and dry out the sores on my
feet. We pulled into a beautiful bay dominated by a fantastic

    the others rock jutting up into the air. From the top it must look like
  swim. this:      but from the side:        Filled with jagged holes &

spires. I got some pix of the same boat as yesterday in front
of the rock again with pelicans & frigate birds. While Jaap, N &
I cooked up tuna surprise (look how little food we have left, surprise!)
After dinner we treated to the last of the cookies. Then we broke
out a real 52 card deck and played an 8 handed round of hearts.
I won.

 Sun Nov. 26, Awoke to sore feet and the last of our bananas. Ben broke
out some raisins he’d been holding back so atleast we’ll have
something for tomorrow. After a leisurely morn about the boat-we
headed off to shore. My feet (esp. the left) have sores on top of the
big toe. Very tender. I climbed up the incredible lava landscape
to the top of the peak. Tremendous tortured landscape. Fiercely

went ashore to



jagged and crumpled mounds of lava surrounded by sand. Green
and orange lichen on obviously once molten globs of lava.
Barren and desolate plains littered with debris from countless
eruptions. Once on top the landscape unfolded into something
no less than unbelievable. One thin green strip of land
bordered by beaches leading off to the mainland was the

 They’d whack ’em only visible link with the ordinary world. The rest could have
 toss ’em into the been from Mars - no problem. I came back down early due to
 cornered and paining toes. I sat by the landing, soaking my feet, watching

the capt. & Raoul bagging some crabs for lunch. They tried
diving for lobster but no luck. While sitting there - a couple
sea lions swam around looking at me. Soon the capt. & Raoul were
ready to go back to the boat. The others were still up the hill but
I came back to write & soothe my tootsies. When the other
folks got back they had the munchies. So we cooked up
some rice and topped it with a sauce made from soup
mixes with crackers on the side. After lunch we went back
to a beach the other side of the big rock. There Els had
been sunbathing while the rest of us were eating on the
boat. We frisbeed, stoned and swam. Cath was sunbathing
nude and came over to smoke some with tits flapping in
the breeze. Beautiful beach. As the afternoon dragged on a

 The Bucanero big tour boat appeared in the distance. Soon our nude bathing
was ended by an “invasion” (as the tour guide girl put it)
of stereotypical European tourists with sagging white
skin, straw hats, and camera equip. up the wazoo. The tourists
(all 26) geeked, gawked, snapped & swam. But there was
a possibility of buying some beer off the boat. Raoul was
unable to make the connection. On the launch back Ben,
Cath & I saw 2 penguins sitting on a rock. We hurried
back to the boat, got cameras, and rushed back to take photos.
While Raoul & Ben almost tipped the boat trying to steady

with the oar and

launch. Others were

caught by hand.



  Dan & Raoul it against the jagged lava rocks, Cath & I took pix. Got
  tour boat to a couple. Back at the boat we cooked up a big pot of
  beer but the beans and fried potats. Getting towards the bottom of
    couldn’t go the pile. At the beach one of the tourists told us that the
    bar fantastic pinnacle of rock nearby was shaped by the

U.S. war boats using it for target practice. So much for
the wonders of nature.

 MON Nov 27. Awoke to our last batch of terranaut glop with a generous
helping of raisins. Then off to Seymour Island. Along the way Raoul,
who was driving, suddenly started hauling in on the big orange
fishing line that’s been trailing out behind the boat for the last 10
days. Our luck finally changed. He pulled in a nice 8 lb tuna.
Suddenly our food supply looked better. When he started reeling in
a second time - with another even larger tuna - Ben was dancing
around going “Atun, atun, tenemos atun!” Now our food supply looked
mighty fine. At Seymour we landed, sore feet and all, and went off
to find some wild life. The flora by itself was beautiful.Cactus, red & green
low creepers, yellow flowers, quite a change from barren Bartho. Then
we saw the frigate colony. Interspersed with frigates were a few
blue footed boobies. Along the beach we also saw a lava heron,
swallow tailed gulls and maybe even a brown noddie. Back at the
boat Raoul had cooked up some fish soup for himself & the capt. With
their leftovers, our noodles, soup mixes & canned tuna, we cooked up
a truly hemongous batch of tuna casserole. Then off to Santa Cruz
(the north end) to see turtles. From the boat we saw a big manta
ray jump in the distance. Must have been 15’ across. We landed
on a beautiful beach, me without shoes. The turtles (supposedly)
were over a nasty lava flow at another beach. I borrowed N’s
shoes & trucked over. He picked his way with bare feet and flippers.
At the beach we saw only one turtle (a sea turtle) but many
tracks leading up to the beach We also saw a great blue heron.
The rest of the afternoon was spent nude sunbathing - frisbeeing

went to the
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and generally enjoying the beautiful beach & sun. We took photos
of each other, one of Cath. standing nude in the surf - covered
with sand. Beautiful. Back at the boat Raoul was in charge of
the dinner. He cooked up potatoes, rice, lentils, and massive
amounts of stuffed tuna upon which we stuffed ourselves.
We looked at the stars for a while and then retired to the
mosquitos & warm night air.

 TUES 28. Awoke early to Won Ton soup from Els & Jaap. They’d been
holding it for the last day. Then off we motored to Plaza
Island. Not volcanic in origin - a tilted uplift with cliffs
on one side and a shore line on the other. Ashore we
finally saw land iguanas. Only slightly less ugly than the
marine igs. Other than these, some swallow tailed gulls, and
other assorted small birds, the only other things to see
were the red plants and green cactus forming nice color
contrasts against the sand. A small place. Then back to

 She said she was the boat. We had left over fish for lunch. During the
3 hour ride to Puerto Ayora, I asked Cath. about food

 egotistical lady - and such for our prospective camping venture on the
island. Earlier it had been understood she’d camp with

  middle. us - favors or no. But she opted for a real roof and some
local color - Raoul. We were a bit bummed, both N & I
wanting to get into her pants, but who can figure women?
Finally at our Destination, we payed the capt. and went
ashore to check on military flights and eat. First, the
rest.was closed. So we went up to another and ordered
a beer with the capt. After that we stopped next door
for some bread. At the captainia we inquired about a
list for the military flight. There was no list - we were
told. But we’d run into Cath. again who’d already signed
up. We pressed & finally got to sign a list (in erasable pencil)
but were told there was no flight this week due to repairs

going to “shack-up”

with Raoul. A very

always playing all
ends towards the

Chifa



being made on the plane. * Then off to the now open rest.
There with Dan & Ben and ordered up a mediocre lobster
dinner. Els & Jaap came in and did the same.* Before eating
we went off to the campsite and pitched our tent on the
cinders and spines. While looking around for a suitable site I
lost my balance & grabbed a tree for support. It was a cactus
tree. While pulling the thorns out of my mitt - Cath. who had
been following Ben, Dan, N & I - came up to me. She was going
off to meet Raoul later. She picked up on the fact that we
were bummed out (closed rest., no flight, no nookie, etc.) but
what could I say?* After eating we were still hungry so
we scoured the town for food. This is a 1/2 horse town
when it comes to eats. The fresh baked bread is good but the
market closed its doors in our face and we stopped at 4 stores
finally buying jam, and cookies. We went back to our tent
and retired to a munch of bread, jam, and cooks. Earlier, while
setting up camp - we cleaned out the pipe & smoked our last
scrapings. Oh well - fun while it lasted.

 Wed. Nov 29, Slept late. Its nice not to feel the earth move beneath your
feet. Had the rest of our cookies for breakfast. Found out that Els & Jaap
had camped just down the line next to another Dutch couple (without a
tent). With Dan & Ben we went over to the park office and waited around
for a typewriter and a guy to type up our camping permits. The water
at this campground is brackish - can’t drink it and can’t wash out
soap with it, as N. found out trying to take a shower. The water
comes out in a trickle and they lock the non-flushing toilets at
nite. 75 sucres and 30 min. later we had our park camping
permits. Then off to the Darwin station. Inside we saw young
turtles of differing species being raised to an age of 3, when
they’re released. Then back outside we ran into the same group
of tourists that invaded our beach at Bartolomé. They were in
town for the day. One fellow had payed a travel agent in N.Y.

for $3.00



for a package Gal. deal only to find upon arrival here
that the money hadn’t. He payed twice and was real pissed.
These folks even had to pay for ferry service between port
and the boat. Outside the Station were the big pens where
they kept some mature tortugas for visitors. Truly huge
animals. One named “Antonio” weighed 300 kilos and was
purported to be 160 yrs. old. The guide said he could
still “get it up” but that they don’t start screwing ’til
they’re about 50. Another would stand up on all fours and
stretch out its neck when stroked by a guide. Amazing
animals. On our way out we met an older couple from
Calif. looking for a boat. We talked about the islands for a
while and told them Hood was the one to see. A nice couple.
Then we walked into town looking for food. The market was
closed. We went across the street and had a typical meal.
With the rest of the after. to kill, we went down to the big
restaurant “Ninfa” and hung around outside. First we met
a guy from St. Paul who had been on a pig killing expedition
to Santiago, then we met a lady from Switzerland who had
been traveling for a year or so by herself through Mex. Guat,
and central Am. A nice lady - looking for a boat. The
thing is to get a tour together before hitting the island.
Once here it’s hard to find a group and it’s expensive
to just hang around. We were lucky. Since there was no
military flight today - D & B bought tickets with
TAME. But then we heard rumors of one on Sunday.
We debated hanging around and taking our chances with
the military but it didn’t sound too good. We also heard
about a charter going tomorrow. D & B whose visas
were running out - and who wanted to get to Oltavalo
for the Sat. market - went to try and get on the charter,
thinking they could sell us their Friday tickets. While



they were off checking in to it - we met another fellow who was
working as a guide on one of the big tour boats. Earlier
at the Park Office - N had inquired about becoming a
naturalist guide. He got all sorts of info. The guy we
met said that the guides are hired by the tour companies-
not the park. The bigger boats pay very well ($10,000/yr)

  however, but you have to be a biologist or speak 3 different lang.
  days on to get on. After killing some more time and photoing
  at the police a pelican sitting on a branch above the harbor, D & B

finally returned with no luck. So we went off to the
TAME office to buy ourselves a ticket - but they had
only one. The guy wasn’t coming with more ’til 5:30.
So we went to the market (now open) and D & B bought
cukes, toms, g. pepps. & bread. Then back to the Ninfa where
we sat at a table in one room (after being kicked out of
the other because they didn’t serve beers in there) and D & B
proceeded to make sandwiches to the great ire of the
management. We bought beers to appease them but it
didn’t seem to help. Earlier we had ordered 2 Pepsis
and when they arrived they were only like 8 oz. bottles
but they wanted 7 sucres. Outrageous, we refused to pay
and walked out. Also earlier we saw our capt. (Rudolpho)
3 sheets to the wind. He’d been tying one on since yesterday
when we got in. A real basket case. We saw him again later
while we were hanging out, he’d slept off a bit but was

  Later Cath. back at it. After sandwiches - N & I went to the TAME
  said little. office again and finally got our tickets for Friday. Then

back to the Ninfa. On the way we ran into Cath. but
spoke little. At the Ninfa - Raoul, D & B were sitting
around drinking beer. N & I ordered up a good fish dinner.
Afterwards we bemoaned the fact that this island has
no milk, water, soda pop, good beer, women, or pot.

They had,

gotten 8 more

their visas

station here.

joined us. She



ASA 64
# 1 9/13 f-16 - 1/60 BRT SUN
# 2 9/17 f-2.8 1/125 Overcast
# 3 9/30 f-11 1/125 Brt Sun
# 4   10/9 f-2 1/60 Overcast dark
# 5  10/10 f-5.6 1/125 Sunny / cloudy
# 6   10/14 f 3.5 1/125 Overcast
# 7  10/20 f-11 1/125 Brt Sun
# 8  10/30  "   " Brt Sun
# 9   11/6 f 16 1/125 Brt Brt Sun
# 10 11/18 Not Recorded. Sea lions, rocks on San Cristobal
# 11 11/19



ASA 200
# 1 5.6 1/125 9/17 Overcast
# 2 9/23 5.6  1/125  open shade
# 3 9/30 f 11 1/250 BRT SUN
# 4 10/9 f-2.8 1/125 Overcast dark
# 5 10/10
# 6 10/10 f 9.5 1/125 Sunny / setting
# 7 10/14 f 7 1/125 Partly cloudy
# 8 10/26 Not recorded. At waterfall outside
# 9 10/26 f 4.5 1/125 PARTLY SUNNY SHADE Popayan
# 10 10/30 f-7 1/125 Cloudy
# 11
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    | Don & Sandy Mattie Jr.
1448 Caledonia ST
LA CROSSE

    | Jeff Olson
Rt 1 Dakota

    | Tom Gittens
Rt 1 Brownsville
Grandma & Art
617 Cass LACROSSE
Ed Salden
515 Cedar St
Chaska 55318

^
^

^
^



ADDRESSES

   | KENNEY BURNS & L. HURDEE
Rt 2 Box 57A
LAC 55947 507-895-4328
JOyCE & JESSEE GRAVES
435 S 7th  LAC   895-4798
JAN LySEN-KUNKEL
2545 GARFIELD AVE.S.
APT 35  55405 MPLS
LORI LINDHOLM
1784 LAFOND  AVE
ST.P.  55104 AFTER JAN 1;
K-19 Broadmoor Apts
MANKATO  56001

   | MyRT ANDERSON
1012 127th AVE N.E.
BLAINE 55434    757-2725
MAUREEN SABOL
5468 BALD EAGLE BLVD
WT. BEAR LK. 55118, OR
6701 GRAND AVE. S.
55423

   | FRED MEYER
1553 1554 N. ARTHUR

  || FRESNO  93728   209-237-1089
HECTOR GUTIERREZ
3139 3129 COLUMBUS AVE S  55407
Ronnie
8330 Pillsbury AVE S
MpLS

^
^

^
^

^
^

^
^
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FILM SENT TO:

ECUADORIAN TOURS S.A.
AMAZONAS 339   P.O. BOX 2605
QUITO, ECUADOR

PERLA L. MANAPOC
U.S. EMBASSY (ICA)
APO NEW YORK  09865
AVE. WILSON & ESPAÑA
LIMA, PERU

NORRIS OGARD Y.
c/o ALEJANDRO PUENTE L.
CASILLA #3657
COCHABAMBA, BOLIVIA

c/o ANGEL ISGRO
TIERRA DEL FUEGO 370
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA  5500
tEL. 29-0222

c/o TeresA TAPIA A.
casilla 3083
Concepcion, Chile
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ARG (cont.)
Nat’l Tour Bureau: Suipache 1111
 IAMAT: Paraguay 609
 AM. EX. AG: City Service Travel Ag., Florida 890
 BARILOCHE: Alun-Co Turismo, Bartolome Mitre 5
URUGUAY
  AM.EMB: Calle Lauro Müller 1776 (tel: 40-90-50)
 IAMAT: Avenida Italia 2484
  AM. EX. AG: Turisport Ltda; Bartolomé Mitre 1318
PARAGUAY:
 U.S. EMB. Av. Mariscal Lopez & Kubitcheck
 AM. EX. AG. Asuncion, Inter-Express S.R.L.,
            Ntra. Sra. Asuncion 588
BRAZIL:
  SALVADOR: U.S. EMB, EDIFICIO Fundação Politecnica
           4th fl of Bloca A at Av. Sete de Sept.
          73/39
  U.S.Info Serv. Off.: Edf. Casa Blancha. Av. Sete de Sept.
                                       333
 RIO: Am. Consul.: Pres. Wilson 147
        AM EX: Brazil Safari tours, Av. Rio Branco 156
                                                           Room 3119
VENUZ:
 U.S. EMB: Av. Principal La Floresta
 IAMAT: Centro Professional del Este, Calle Vilaflor
 Ven. Gov. Tour. AG: 485 MADISON AV. NY. 10022
 AM. EX. AG. Turismo MASO Internacional
     Hotel Tamanaco, Las Mercedes



COLOMBIA
  C. GOV. TOUR. Off. 140 E. 57th ST. N.Y. 10022
  San Andres: Apdo. Aereo No. 110
  EMBASSY: Calle 38, 8-16 BOGOTA
    AM.EX.AG: BOGOTA, TIERRA MAR AIRE, edf. BAVARIA,
                TORRE B Locales 1-25, Carrera 10 No. 27-91
            CARTAGENA: TIERRA MAR AIRE, Calle del
                         Colegio. 34-28.
EQUADOR
  EMBASSY: BOX 538 QUITO

      AM. EX AG: QUITO, Equadorian Tours S.A., AVE AMAZONAS 399
  Superintendant, Galapagos Natl. Park Service, Isla Santa
 Cruz, Islas Galapagos, Equador.
PERU
  U.S.EMBASSY, corner Av. WILSON  &  ESPAÑA, LIMA
  INT. ASSOC. for MED. ASS. for TRAV. (IAMAT)
     BRITISH AMERICAN HOSPITAL, LIMA

So. Am. Trav. Org. (SATO) Av. AREQUIPA 340, 6th floor
                                              LIMA
BOLIVIA
  AM.EMB. EDIFICIO BANCO POPULAR, CALLE COLON,
          ESQUINA MERCADO. LA PAZ
   DIRECCION NATIONAL DE TOURISMO. Av. Camacho(tel#

  7521)
CHILE
   AM. EMB: Agustinas 1343. Consulate: Merced 230
        AM EX AG. Santiago:TURISMO COCHA, Agustinas 1122

ARGENTINA:
  U.S. EMB: Sarmiento 663
  TOUR INF. CENT: AVDA SANTA FÉ 883
  MINISTRY OF TOUR, URUGUAY 291
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